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ARTICLE 1
SHORT TITLE
This document shall be known and may be cited as the Richmond Hill Engineering Design Standards.
The EDS represents minimum requirements. It is the responsibility of the design engineer to ensure
the design meets or exceeds the minimum requirements in order for the design to function properly
and not fail under normal use for the use intended.

ARTICLE 2
ENACTMENT CLAUSE
The City Council of Richmond Hill, pursuant to the authority conferred by the provisions of Article IX,
Section 2, Paragraph 2 of the Constitution of Georgia of 1983, do ordain and enact into law the
Engineering Design Standards.

ARTICLE 3
PURPOSES
The Engineering Design Standards are adopted for the following purposes, among others:
(a) To Promote and protect the health, safety and welfare of the citizens of Richmond Hill; and
(b) To establish technical standards for plats, environmental site assessments, other engineering
matters and minimum guidelines for the design and construction of subdivision improvements,
including but not limited to: roads, easements, pedestrian ways, and driveways, water systems,
sewerage systems and drainage systems.
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ARTICLE 4
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
Section 400. Interpretation of Certain Terms or Words.
Except as specifically defined herein, all words in the EDS have the customary dictionary definitions.
For the purpose of the EDS, certain words or terms used herein are defined as follows:
Words used in the present tense include the future tense. Words used in the singular include the
plural, and words used in the plural include the singular. All pronouns used herein shall be deemed
to
include
the
masculine,
the
feminine
and
non-personal
entities
Whenever reference is made in the EDS to another Article or Section of this document or City
Ordinance, all parts of such Article, Section, and/or City Ordinance are deemed to be included in such
reference.
The word shall is always mandatory.
The word may is permissive.
The word person includes a firm, association, organization, partnership, trust, company, or
corporation as well as an individual.
Section 401. Definitions.
The definitions, set forth in The City of Richmond Hill Unified Development Ordinance (UDO), are
incorporated herein by reference and shall have the same definitions herein as set forth in the UDO
regulations.
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ARTICLE 5
GENERAL
1. All submissions shall bear the signature and date across the seal of the engineer who prepared the
plans, reports, design consideration, and calculations pertinent to the construction plans.
2. All construction in a City right-of-way shall require a permit and approval by the City of Richmond
Hill Planning and Zoning Department.
3. Details are provided herein to provide specifics on construction. If a question concerning the
interpretation of the EDS arises, the interpretation of the City Engineer shall govern.
4. The City Engineer’s written approval must be obtained for any significant change in the approved
construction plans prior to implementing the change in the field.
5. The Engineering Inspection Services letter, as shown in the sample in section 1606, shall be
provided before approval is given on the construction plans as evidence that inspection services
under the direction of an engineer will be provided.
6. The applicant’s engineer shall require that one set of the approved construction plans be kept in
the field and updated on a daily basis by the contractor. The applicant’s engineer shall review such
set of plans on a weekly basis and make a field report to the file as to the progress of the work and
any changes documented which differ from the approved construction plans.
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ARTICLE 6
REQUIREMENTS
Section 600. Required Improvements.
Except as otherwise provided by the UDO, a developer shall provide, install and pay for the following
improvements to serve his subdivision. Utilities shall be located where possible in accordance with
the proposed utility location detail.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

Water Distribution; Domestic and Reuse
Sanitary Sewerage Collection;
Road Grading and Surfacing
Storm Drainage;
Traffic Control and Street Signs;
Electricity;
Natural Gas (Optional);
Traffic Control Devices.
Lighting
Curb and Gutter
Telephone
Cable
Sidewalks (Pedestrian Ways)

Section 601. Easements.
Easements having a minimum width of fifteen (15) feet and located along the sides or rear Lot line
shall be provided as required for utility lines, underground mains and cables and drainage. No fences
or any other structures are allowed to be built within any public easement. See Sections 705 and 706
for additional requirements. Easements required along side and rear lot lines shall be in addition to
the minimum required lot widths and depths and/or average proposed lot widths and depths. They
can also be shown as common areas maintained by the homeowner’s association.
Minimum 30’ access easements are required for private roads. Alleyway easement widths approved
by City Engineer. Public roads require minimum 60’ rights-of-way, unless otherwise approved by the
City Engineer. Private roads, not built to City standards, shall be gated. Private roads, built to City
standards and not gated, shall have signage that clearly shows the road as privately maintained, with
contact information of responsible party for maintenance.
Additional maintenance easements shall be provided when deemed necessary by the City Engineer.
Where the City Engineer determines from the preliminary plat that a drainage canal within a proposed
subdivision requires mechanical cleaning, the developer of such proposed subdivision shall offer to
the City an access easement on one (1) side or possibly both sides of such canal, see section 707.
Such easement may be used as a location for pedestrian ways, bikeways and other amenities which
do not conflict with the basic maintenance function of such easements.
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Section 602. Fire Apparatus Roads
602.1 Fire Apparatus Access Roads The code official listed in Fire sections shall be the Fire Chief
and/or Fire Marshall. Fire apparatus access roads shall be provided and maintained in accordance
with Sections 602.1.2 through 602.3.4.
602.1.2 Buildings and Facilities.
Approved fire apparatus access roads shall be provided for every facility, building or portion of a
building hereafter constructed or moved into or within the jurisdiction. The fire apparatus access road
shall comply with the requirements of this section and shall extend to within 150 feet of all portions of
the facility or any portion of the exterior wall of the first story of the building as measured by an
approved route around the exterior of the building or facility.
Exception:
The code official is authorized to allow a distance of more than 150 feet where:
1. The building is equipped throughout with an approved automatic sprinkler system installed
in accordance with the International Fire Code.
2. Fire apparatus access roads cannot be installed due to location on property, topography,
waterways, non-negotiable grades or other similar conditions, and an approved alternative
means of fire protection is provided.
3. There are not more than two Group R-3 or Group U occupancies, as defined in the IFC.
602.1.3 Additional Access.
The code official is authorized to require more than one fire apparatus access road based on the
potential for impairment of a single road by vehicle congestion, condition of terrain, climatic conditions
or other factors that could limit access.
602.1.3.1 Multi-family Projects Having More Than 100 Dwelling Units.
Multi-family residential projects having more than 100 dwelling units shall be equipped throughout
with two separate and approved fire apparatus access roads.
Exception:
Projects having up to 200 dwelling units may have a single approved fire apparatus access
road when all buildings, including nonresidential occupancies, are equipped throughout with
approved automatic sprinkler systems installed in accordance with Section 903.3.1.1 or
903.3.1.2 of the International Fire Code.
602.1.3.2 Multi-family Projects Having More Than 200 Dwelling Units.
Multi-family residential projects having more than 200 dwelling units shall be provided with two
separate and approved fire apparatus access roads regardless of whether they are equipped with an
approved automatic sprinkler system.
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602.1.3.3 One- or Two-family Dwelling Residential Developments.
Developments of one- or two-family dwellings where the number of dwelling units exceeds 30 shall be
provided with separate and approved fire apparatus access roads, and shall meet the requirements of
Section D104.3 of the International Fire Code.
Exceptions:
1. Where there are 30 or more dwelling units on a single public or private access way and all
dwelling units are protected by approved residential sprinkler systems, access from two
directions shall not be required.
2. The number of dwelling units on a single fire apparatus access road shall not be increased
unless fire apparatus access roads will connect with future development, as determined by the
code official.
602.1.4 High-piled Storage.
Fire department vehicle access to buildings used for high-piled combustible storage shall comply with
the applicable provisions of International Fire Code.
602.2 Specifications.
Fire apparatus access roads shall be installed and arranged in accordance with Sections 602.2.1
through 602.3.4.
602.2.1 Dimensions.
Fire apparatus access roads shall have an unobstructed width of not less than 20 feet (6096 mm),
except for approved security gates in accordance with Section 503.6, and an unobstructed vertical
clearance of not less than 13 feet 6 inches. Where a fire hydrant is located on a fire apparatus access
road, the minimum road width shall be 26 feet (7925 mm). Fire apparatus access roads for aerial
apparatus shall have a minimum unobstructed width of 26 feet in the immediate vicinity of any
building or portion of building more than 30 feet in height.
602.2.2 Authority.
The code official shall have the authority to require an increase in the minimum access widths where
they are inadequate for fire or rescue operations.
602.2.3 Surface.
Fire apparatus access roads shall be designed and maintained to support the imposed loads of fire
apparatus (75,000 lbs) and shall be surfaced so as to provide all-weather driving capabilities.
602.2.4 Turning Radius.
The required turning radius of a fire apparatus access road shall be determined by the code official.
602.2.5 Dead Ends.
Dead-end fire apparatus access roads in excess of 150 feet in length shall be provided with an
approved area for turning around fire apparatus.
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602.2.6 Bridges and Elevated Surfaces.
Where a bridge or an elevated surface is part of a fire apparatus access road, the bridge shall be
constructed and maintained in accordance with AASHTO Standard Specification for Highway
Bridges. Bridges and elevated surfaces shall be designed for a live load sufficient to carry the
imposed loads of fire apparatus. Vehicle load limits shall be posted at both entrances to bridges when
required by the code official. Where elevated surfaces designed for emergency vehicle use are
adjacent to surfaces which are not designed for such use, approved barriers, approved signs or both
shall be installed and maintained when required by the code official.
602.2.7 Grade.
The grade of the fire apparatus access road shall not exceed 10 %.
602.2.8 Marking.
Where required by the code official, approved signs or other approved notices shall be provided for
fire apparatus access roads to identify such roads or prohibit the obstruction thereof. Signs or notices
shall be maintained in a clean and legible condition at all times and be replaced or repaired when
necessary to provide adequate visibility.
602.3.1 Obstruction of Fire Apparatus Access Roads.
Fire apparatus access roads shall not be obstructed in any manner, including the parking of vehicles.
The minimum widths and clearances established in Section 602.2.1 shall be maintained at all times.
602.3.2 Required Gates or Barricades.
The code official is authorized to require the installation and maintenance of gates or other approved
barricades across fire apparatus access roads, trails or other access ways, not including public
streets, alleys or highways.
602.3.3 Secured Gates and Barricades.
When required, gates and barricades shall be secured in an approved manner. Roads, trails and
other access ways that have been closed and obstructed in the manner prescribed by Section
602.3.2 shall not be trespassed on or used unless authorized by the owner and the code official.
Exception: The restriction on use shall not apply to public officers acting within the scope of duty.
602.3.4 Security Gates.
Where security gates are installed, they shall be maintained and an approved means of emergency
operation shall be provided and maintained. At least one approved means of access shall be
provided to each structure or other nonstructural fire hazard within the planned building group. For
structures or other nonstructural fire hazards exceeding two stories or 30 ft in height above average
adjacent ground level, not less than two approved separate means of access shall be provided.
Section 603 Fire Protection
603.1 Automatic Fire Protection.
Automatic fire extinguishing systems shall be required as set forth in the applicable NFPA code or
standard as adopted by the Georgia Fire Commission and the City of Richmond Hill.
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603.1.2 Fire Department Connections
If mounted on the building they serve, fire department connections for sprinkler systems shall be
located not more than 100 ft from a fire hydrant. If such connections are located at least 40 ft from the
building they serve, they shall be located not more than 50 ft from a fire hydrant. The location of the
fire department connection shall be determined by the authority having jurisdiction.
603.1.3 Winterization
All fire suppression piping exposed to outdoor temperatures shall be protected from freezing
Section 604 Fire Apparatus Road Details
(1) Fire Apparatus Access Roads

F1
ARTICLE 7
STORMWATER

Section 700. Introduction
The Stormwater Section of this document has been developed to serve as a comprehensive guide to
implementing stormwater management controls, practices and systems within the City. Additionally,
this section has been updated to supplement the technical guidance information contained in the
Georgia Stormwater Management Manual (GSMM) latest edition, and the Coastal Stormwater
Supplement (CSS) to the GSMM, latest edition. The latest versions of the GSMM and the CSS shall
serve as the technical reference guidance for the design, construction and maintenance of
stormwater management systems within the City. The criteria within the Stormwater Section of this
document shall be considered minimum design standards and, in the event of a conflict, supersede
design standards set forth in the CSS and/or GSMM. Any conflicts or issues that may arise
pertaining to information contained in the GSMM and the CSS should be addressed at the onset of
the project through correspondence with the appropriate City Staff.
Exemptions from Site Runoff and Drainage Planning
(1)

Any maintenance, alteration, renewal, use or improvement to an existing Drainage System
as approved by the City Engineer which does not create adverse environmental or water
quality impacts and does not affect the velocity, volume or location of storm water runoff
discharge; or

(2)

Work by agencies or property owners required to meet emergency flooding conditions. If
possible, emergency work should be approved by the duly appointed officials in charge of
emergency preparedness or emergency relief.
Property owners performing emergency work will be responsible for any damage caused
by their unauthorized actions. Property owners will restore the
site of the emergency work to its approximate pre-emergency conditions within
a period of sixty (60) days following the end of the emergency
12

Section 701. Planning and Submission Requirements
The application process consists of three phases as follows:
(1) Pre-Application Conference
(2) Completeness
(3) Application Review
1.
Pre-Application Conference (Optional, but recommended).
For the purpose of securing advice in the formative stages of development design, expediting
applications, and reducing development costs, the Applicant is encouraged to arrange a preapplication conference with the City of Richmond Hill prior to the submission of a formal application
package. The consultation meeting shall include a discussion on the proposed development project,
the stormwater management concept plan and the approach that will be used to satisfy the postconstruction stormwater management and site planning and design criteria that apply to the
development site. For the pre-application conference, the Applicant shall prepare a stormwater
management concept plan.
The stormwater management concept plan should include the information stipulated in the Richmond
Hill Stormwater Management Ordinance. Prior to preparation of the concept plan, the designer should
consult with the city manager or his designee regarding the existence and/or applicability of any
existing city developed drainage master plans or special district requirements. Where existing known
drainage problems exist, the City has the authority to require that cooperative methods be sought to
resolve deficiencies. Following consultation with the City Manager or his designee, designer shall
submit to the City of Richmond Hill on behalf of the owner or developer a stormwater management
concept plan illustrating the layout of the proposed development project and showing, in general, how
post-construction stormwater runoff will be managed on the development site. Green infrastructure
practices (i.e., better site planning techniques, better site design techniques, low impact development
practices) are encouraged to be used during the creation of a stormwater management concept plan.
Green infrastructure practices include, but are not limited to, protecting primary and secondary
conservation areas, reducing clearing and grading limits, reducing roadway lengths and widths,
reducing parking lot and building footprints, soil restoration, site reforestation/re-vegetation, green
roofs, vegetated filter strips and rain gardens. The stormwater management concept plan shall
include the following information:
(1)

Project narrative: The project narrative shall include a vicinity map, the common
address of the development site and a legal description of the development site. The
concept plan stormwater management system narrative shall also include information
about how post-construction stormwater runoff will be managed on the development site,
including a list of the low impact development and stormwater management practices that
will be used. It shall also include preliminary calculations showing how initial estimates of
the post-construction stormwater management criteria that apply to the development
project were obtained, including information about the existing and proposed conditions of
each of the drainage areas found on the development site (e.g., size, soil types, and land
cover characteristics).
13

(2)

Site fingerprint: The site fingerprint shall illustrate the results of the natural resources
inventory, which is used to identify and map the natural resources found on the
development site, as they exist prior to the start of any land disturbing activities.

(3)

Existing conditions map: The existing conditions map shall include all of the
information shown on the site fingerprint and shall illustrate:
a. Existing roads, buildings, parking areas and other impervious surfaces;
b. Existing utilities (e.g., water, sewer, gas, electric) and utility easements;
c. Existing primary and secondary conservation areas;
d. Existing low impact development and stormwater management practices;
e. Existing storm drain infrastructure (e.g., inlets, manholes, storm drains); and
f. Existing channel modifications (e.g., bridge or culvert installations).

(4)

Proposed conditions map: The proposed conditions map shall illustrate:
a. Proposed drainage divides and patterns;
b. Proposed roads, buildings, parking areas and other impervious surfaces;
c. Proposed limits of clearing and grading;
d. Proposed primary and secondary conservation areas;
e. Proposed low impact development and stormwater management practices;
f. Proposed storm drain infrastructure (e.g., inlets, manholes, storm drains); and
g. Proposed channel modifications (e.g., bridge or culvert installations).

2.

Completeness
The applicant shall submit, at a minimum, the following information as part of the application package
to the City:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Record of a pre-application conference or a statement from the Applicant that a preapplication conference was not requested.
Stormwater management design plan along with completed stormwater management
design checklist;
Stormwater management system inspection and maintenance agreement submitted in
accordance with the City’s Stormwater Management Ordinance
Application and development plan review fees submitted in accordance with the City’s
Stormwater Management Ordinance; and,
14

All site development applications must be submitted directly to the City of Richmond Hill. All
applications for stormwater management plan approval shall include submittals consistent with
applicable sections of the City’s Stormwater Management Ordinance entitled Stormwater
Management Design Procedures and Requirements. All applications for stormwater management
plan approval shall include a completed Stormwater Management Permit Application Checklist.
Please refer to Appendix XX for a copy of the required checklist. The City shall examine the
application for completeness and either deem the application complete and continue the appropriate
review process, or deem the application incomplete.
During the completeness review the City may, at the request of the applicant, waive any of the
checklist completeness items at his/her discretion. For each waiver request the applicant shall
provide a written explanation as to the reasonableness of the request.
Any application that is determined to be incomplete, within seven (7) days of its submittal, shall be
returned to the Applicant along with an explanation of the application’s deficiencies. Fees shall not be
refunded. No further processing of the application shall occur until the deficiencies are corrected.
Once the deficiencies are corrected, the application may be resubmitted without the payment of
additional fees.
Stormwater Design Plan
The Applicant shall submit to the City of Richmond Hill on behalf of the owner or developer for review
and approval, a stormwater management design plan that details compliance with the regulations set
forth in the Stormwater Management ordinance and standards herein. The stormwater management
design plan shall detail how the proposed development project will meet the post-construction
stormwater management and site planning and design criteria that apply to the development site. The
stormwater management design plan shall be designed and certified by a qualified professional
registered in the State of Georgia and include the required certifications.
A copy of the stormwater management concept plan (if available) shall be included with the submittal
of the stormwater management design plan. The stormwater management design plan should be
consistent with the stormwater management concept plan. If any significant changes were made to
the plan of development, the city manager (or his designee) may ask for a written statement providing
rationale for any of the changes that were made. The stormwater management design plan shall
include all of the information contained in the stormwater management concept plan, plus:
(1) Existing conditions hydrologic analysis: The existing conditions hydrologic analysis shall
include:
a. Existing conditions map including existing topography shown with adequate spot elevations or onefoot proposed contours;
b. Information about the existing conditions of each of the drainage areas found on the development
site (e.g., size, soil types, land cover characteristics);
c. Information about the existing conditions of any off-site drainage areas that contribute stormwater
runoff to the development site (e.g., size, soil types, land cover characteristics);
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d. Information about the stormwater runoff rates and volumes generated, under existing conditions, in
each of the drainage areas found on the development site;
e. Information about the stormwater runoff rates and volumes generated, under existing conditions, in
each of the off-site drainage areas that contribute stormwater runoff to the development site; and
f. Documentation (e.g., model diagram) and calculations showing how the existing conditions
hydrologic analysis was completed.
(2) Proposed conditions hydrologic analysis: The proposed conditions hydrologic analysis shall
include:
a. Proposed conditions map;
b. Information about the proposed conditions of each of the drainage areas found on the development
site (e.g., size, soil types, land cover characteristics);
c. Information about the existing conditions of any off-site drainage areas that contribute stormwater
runoff to the development site (e.g., size, soil types, land cover characteristics);
d. Information about the stormwater runoff rates and volumes generated, under proposed conditions, in
each of the drainage areas found on the development site;
e. Information about the stormwater runoff rates and volumes generated, under existing conditions, in
each of the off-site drainage areas that contribute stormwater runoff to the development site; and
f. Documentation (e.g., model diagram) and calculations showing how the proposed conditions
hydrologic analysis was completed.
(3) Post-construction stormwater management system plan: The post-construction stormwater
management system plan shall illustrate:
a. Proposed topography shown with adequate spot elevations or one-foot proposed contours;
b. Proposed drainage divides and patterns;
c. Existing and proposed roads, buildings, parking areas and other impervious surfaces;
d. Existing and proposed primary and secondary conservation areas;
e. Plan view of existing and proposed low impact development and stormwater management
practices;
f. Cross-section and profile views of existing and proposed low impact development and stormwater
management practices, including information about water surface elevations, storage volumes and
inlet and outlet structures (e.g., orifice sizes);
g. Plan view of existing and proposed storm drain infrastructure (e.g., inlets, manholes, storm drains);
h. Cross-section and profile views of existing and proposed storm drain infrastructure (e.g., inlets,
manholes, storm drains), including information about invert and water surface elevations as well as
hydraulic grade line (HGL) information; and
i. Existing and proposed channel modifications (e.g., bridge or culvert installations);
j. Proposed utilities and utility easements;
k. Project narrative.
l. Geotechnical report, if applicable for design of stormwater management system
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(4) Downstream analysis: The downstream analysis should provide a comprehensive assessment
of the downstream areas and their capacity to accommodate stormwater runoff from the
proposed development.
a. Develop and provide drainage basin delineations showing the point at which the contributing area
of the project represents ten percent of the total drainage basin area as defined in Section 2.1.9.2 of
the GSMM;
b. Identify culverts, channels and other structural stormwater controls from readily available
information and sources that the stormwater runoff must pass through prior to the ten-percent point
identified previously and analyze each affected system. In the absence of readily available
information, it shall be assumed that all runoff reaches the ten-percent point.
c. Develop and provide supporting calculations for a downstream peak flow analysis using the tenpercent rule necessary to show safe passage of the post-development design flows downstream.
(5) Post-construction stormwater management system narrative: The post-construction
stormwater management system narrative shall include information about how post
construction stormwater runoff will be managed on the development site, including a list of the
low impact development and stormwater management practices that will be used. It shall also
include documentation and calculations that demonstrate how the selected low impact
development and stormwater management practices satisfy the post-construction stormwater
management criteria that apply to the development site, including information about the
existing and proposed conditions of each of the drainage areas found on the development site
(e.g. size, soil types, land cover characteristics, etc).
(6) Application Review
The City shall review the application for completeness in accordance with Section (2) and compliance
with the requirements of this chapter and the EDS, and if found to be in compliance, will instruct the
Applicant to submit two (2) signed and sealed originals of the site plan and supporting calculations for
review by the City. The City shall have fourteen (14) days from the time the application to issue
submittal review comments or approval.
Should during the course of the review the City issue comments on the submittal, the Applicant will be
informed in writing. Once the Applicant resubmits review documents for City consideration, the City
shall have fourteen (14) days to provide a review and issue additional comments or approval. This
process will be repeated as required until all City comments have been addressed. Once all City
comments have been addressed, the City will notify the Applicant in writing to provide two (2)
additional signed and sealed plan and calculations (final approval package) for City files. Upon
receipt and brief review of the final submittal package, the City shall issue a development permit for
the project within seven (7) days of receipt, provided all other applicable legal requirements and
permit approvals have been met.
Section 702. Stormwater Management Standards
702.1 Stormwater Design Requirements
Site development plans including site grading and drainage plans should be developed to mimic
natural site drainage patterns, to the maximum extent practical. Additionally, increases in stormwater
runoff rates are prohibited at any discharge point for the regulatory rainfall events. The baseline or
17

pre-developed site is defined as the existing condition on a site prior to the commencement of any
proposed land disturbing activities. The development shall be analyzed for the following storm events
as a minimum:
•
•
•
•

1-year, 24-hour design storm event (Aquatic Resource Protection only)
10-year, 24-hour design storm event
25-year, 24-hour design storm event
100-year, 24-hour design storm event

100-year, 24-hour storm event
The post-developed 100-year, 24-hour peak discharge rate shall be controlled or safely conveyed (as
a minimum.) If the 100-yr, 24-hr peak discharge rate is not controlled, it shall be accommodated
through the development without causing damage to on-site and offsite structures and adjacent
properties. Demonstration of safe passage of the 100-year, 24-hour storm shall include hydrologic
and hydraulic calculations for pre-developed and post-developed conditions and include a stage
storage analysis of the system and construction of a table showing peak stage elevations in
comparison to freeboards to structures of the system and adjacent buildings/structures/infrastructure.
Storm Sewer Collection System Design
All storm sewer collection systems, including pipes, swales, channels, etc., shall be designed to
convey the 25-year, 24-hour storm event with a minimum 0.5 feet of freeboard. Capacity calculations
shall be included to indicate that storm sewer collection systems meet minimum design requirements.
Stormwater Detention
The post developed peak runoff rate cannot exceed the pre-developed peak runoff rate for the 10year and 25-year, 24-hour design storm events. Demonstration that peak runoff rate requirements
have been met shall include hydrologic and hydraulic calculations for pre-developed and postdeveloped conditions.
Principal & Emergency Spillway
The principal spillway system/outlet must be capable of discharging the calculated peak flow rate
without the use of the emergency overflow spillway. The emergency overflow spillway should be
designed to safely handle a 100-year storm event. Energy dissipation measures shall be employed
to control spillway velocities to a non-scouring condition.
Aquatic Resource Protection
Aquatic resource protection is applicable to primary conservation areas as outlined in the City’s
Stormwater Management Ordinance. Aquatic protection applies to sites directly discharging into
primary conservation areas.
The 1-year, 24-hour storm event shall be analyzed to show aquatic resources protection is provided.
Demonstration of aquatic resources protection shall include time/stage calculations of extended
detention of the 1-year, 24-hour storm. Extended detention includes the extended release of runoff
over a period of 24-hours following the storm event (for a total of 48 hours.)
If a proposed development project discharges stormwater runoff into an undersized stormwater
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conveyance system that is a part of the City’s municipal storm sewer system (MS4), then either: (1)
there shall be no increase in the development site’s peak rate and total volume discharged to the
substandard system; or, (2) the site stormwater management plan should provide other engineering
solutions that are designed to mitigate adverse impacts on the downstream conveyance system. The
proposed solutions should be submitted for review and approval by the City Engineer prior to
implementation.
702.2 Runoff Reduction Volume & Water Quality Requirements
All stormwater runoff generated by the designated design storm or storms from a new development or
redevelopment site shall be adequately treated before discharge. In accordance with the City’s
Stormwater Management ordinance, stormwater management systems shall be designed to
accomplish the following for each site as a minimum:
•

Utilize applicable green infrastructure best management practices in an effort to reduce, to
the maximum extent practical, the stormwater runoff volume generated by the 1.2-inch rainfall
event (and the first 1.2 inches of all larger rainfall events) on the development site;

•

Capture and treat any of the stormwater runoff generated by the 1.2-inch storm event (and
the first 1.2 inches of all larger events) that is not reduced through green infrastructure best
management practices such that:
o
o
o

80% of the total suspended solids (TSS) loading are removed;
Nitrogen and bacteria loadings are reduced to the maximum extent practicable; and
Stormwater runoff pollutant reduction efforts comply with other watershed specific,
service area-specific or site-specific water quality requirements, if applicable.

Demonstration of runoff reduction and water quality treatment shall include the use and application of
the “Coastal Stormwater Supplement Site Planning & Design Worksheet,” or latest edition,
spreadsheet or equivalent calculations. A copy of the spreadsheet can be obtained from the following
website
link:
https://epd.georgia.gov/georgia-epd-coastal-stormwater-supplement-stormwatermanagement-manual.
All green infrastructure and stormwater management best management practices shall be selected,
designed, constructed and maintained in accordance with the CSS and GSMM, respectively. For
green infrastructure or stormwater management practices that are not included in the GSMM and
CSS, or for which pollutant removal and runoff reduction rates have not been provided, the
effectiveness of the green infrastructure or stormwater management practice must be documented
through prior studies, literature reviews or other means, and receive approval from the City Manager
or his designee before being included in a stormwater management system design.
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702.3 Downstream Analysis
A downstream analysis shall be performed to provide a comprehensive assessment of the
downstream areas and their capacity to accommodate stormwater runoff from the proposed
development. The downstream analysis shall be performed in accordance with Section 2.1.9.2 of the
GSMM.
Section 703. General Design Criteria
703.1 Impervious Area
Total site impervious and pervious land acreages shall be calculated and included on the cover sheet
of the site development plans.
Impervious area shall mean all areas which prevent or impede the infiltration of stormwater into the
soil in the manner in which it entered the soil, in natural conditions, prior to development and causes
stormwater runoff to collect, concentrate or flow in a manner materially different from what would
occur if the land were in an unaltered/undeveloped natural condition.
Partial impervious area shall mean all areas which allow for limited infiltration of rainfall and surface
water runoff into the soil in the manner that is more similar to natural conditions than impervious area
as defined above. Partial impervious surfaces influence and affect stormwater runoff such that the
runoff is collected, concentrated and/or flows in a manner that is materially different from what would
occur if the land were in an unaltered natural condition. Gravel and compacted soils used for
roadways, parking, container/storage yards, etc., shall be considered partial impervious area. When
calculating the total impervious acreage, partial impervious areas shall be considered 90%
impervious and 10% pervious.
703.2 Hydrologic Methods
Rational Method: The rational method may be used with the approval of the City Manager or his
designee to develop peak runoff flows for culverts or stormwater drainage systems with contributing
drainage areas less than 10 acres in size. The rational method shall not be used for pond routing
computations. All computations shall be in accordance with Section 2.1.4 of the GSMM (Volume 2)
and Section 5.0 of the CSS. Rainfall intensities shall be derived from Table A-13 (Savannah) of
Appendix A of the GSMM (Volume 2) or NOAA Atlas 14, and should be documented by the Applicant.
The use of the rational method, or any other method than the SCS TR-55 method, requires prior
approval by the City Manager or his designee. Plans submitted without prior approval may not
reviewed until calculations are confirmed by the permittee utilizing approved methods.
SCS TR-55 Method: The Soil Conservation Service (SCS) method must be utilized to size culverts or
other drainage systems with contributing drainage areas greater than 10 acres and used to size
detention ponds. All computations shall be in accordance with Section 2.1.5 of the GSMM (Volume
2) and Section 5.0 of the CSS. Rainfall depths shall be derived from NOAA Atlas 14, or other
documented source. A type III rainfall distribution with a peaking factor of 323 is acceptable for the
Richmond Hill area. Triangular shaped hydrographs are not acceptable.
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Time of concentration methods shall be according to Technical Release 55, or other method
previously approved by the City. Time of concentration must be calculated taking into account the
condition of the site soils assuming an antecedent moisture condition II.
Use of a dynamic model must include adequate documentation of input parameters for ease of
review. Adequate documentation shall include, but may not be limited to:
•
•
•

Model Diagram (Node/Link Network, appropriately labeled and scaled)
Input Report, including time of concentrations and graphic flow lengths, curve numbers,
soil data and delineated contributing drainage areas.
Results Summaries including peak water surface elevations, peak discharge rates at
outfall locations for all regulatory design storms.

703.3
Subdivision Storm Drainage
Drainage plans shall be designed to reduce stormwater runoff flowing towards the rear of lots by
taking advantage of natural topography as much as possible. Where excessive fill and/or removal of
trees would be required in the rear to achieve this, stormwater runoff to the rear is allowed. Rear lot
drainage shall be piped, with inlets located at every other lot corner, so that stormwater runoff will not
have to cross an adjacent lot to reach an inlet. Ditches or swales used for rear lot drainage should be
avoided to the extent practical. When rear lot drainage facilities are implemented, they shall be
designed to accommodate maintenance and provide appropriate maintenance easements. No fences
or gates are allowed in easements. See UDO, Article 22, Section 22.3 for easement and setback
requirements.
703.4
Stormwater Collection System
Stormwater collection systems may include, but are not limited to, storm drain pipes, culverts, catch
basins, drop inlets, junction boxes, headwalls, gutters, ditches, open channels, swales and energy
dissipaters, shall be provided when necessary to convey post-construction stormwater runoff and
protect private properties adjoining development sites and/or public rights-of-way. Stormwater
conveyance practices that are used to convey stormwater runoff on development sites shall meet the
following criteria:
(1) methods used to calculate stormwater runoff rates and volumes shall be in accordance with
applicable sections of the EDS, CSS and the GSMM;
(2) all culverts, pipe systems and open channel flow systems shall be sized in accordance with
applicable sections of the EDS, CSS and the GSMM; and
(3) planning and design of stormwater conveyance practices shall be completed in accordance with
applicable sections of the GSMM and the CSS.
703.5
Stormwater Pipe
The Manning equation shall be used for pipe design. The tailwater condition should be appropriately
calculated and documented pursuant to standard engineering industry practices. The orifice equation
shall be used to check the required headwater depths at all catch basins, junction boxes or pipe inlets
along the system to predict and prevent surcharge conditions. Alternative, a computer model using
the Standard Step method or other approved energy-based method may be used to compute the
hydraulic profile. For complex systems computation of the hydraulic profile is required.
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Maximum Tailwater conditions and associated tidal influences shall be considered when designing a
stormwater system. A simulation of a dynamic tidal cycle is acceptable, as long as the peak tide
stage coincides with the time of peak discharge of the contributing drainage area.
Pipe gradients shall provide self-cleaning velocities without scour (2-9fps), where practical, and
include energy dissipation measures where necessary.
If the stormwater pipe is part of a roadway to be accepted by the Georgia Department of
Transportation (GDOT), the system design shall be governed by GDOT design criteria.
703.6
Inlets – Grate, Curb, Drop, Ditch, etc.
Inlets collecting stormwater runoff from street surfaces and area inlets (e.g. catch basins, yard inlets,
drop inlets, hooded grate inlets and flumes) shall be sized to capture the storm event specified for the
pipe system to which it drains. Inlet weirs and grates shall be sized to accommodate peak runoff
generated from a 25-year storm event.
Inlet spread limits. The minimum allowable spread in the roadway shall be based on the 25-year
design storm and shall be limited to no more than ½ lane of spread in the roadway gutter. Catch
basins shall be located along the roadway at sufficient intervals to intercept flows before they exceed
the maximum spread limit.
Within a piped drainage system, an adequate number of manholes or inlets shall be constructed to
provide for cleaning and maintenance of the stormwater system. Where maintenance access is
limited, spacing shall not exceed three hundred (300) feet between structures.
703.7
Outlet protection
The outlet design for pipes and channel sections applies to the immediate outlet area or reach below
the pipe or channel and does not apply to continuous lining and protection of channels or streams.
Energy dissipation measures shall be installed at all pipe outlets to prevent downstream channel
erosion. Riprap aprons shall be designed in accordance with Georgia Department of Natural
Resources guidelines (see the State of Georgia Manual for Erosion and Sediment Control for details)
or approved method.
Riprap shall be installed around the top and sides of all outfall pipes. On steep slopes, the last joint of
pipe on a plain end outlet shall be a full eight (8) foot joint. A precast headwall or an approved
reinforced concrete headwall is required for all pipe outfalls 36 inches and over. Where a drainage
outfall is an appreciable distance above the bottom of a stream or ditch into which it empties, a
junction box with a rip-rapped stub will be required. Pipe or channel outlets at the top of cut slopes or
on slopes steeper than 10 percent should not be protected just using outlet protection.
Precast manhole sections may be adopted for use as energy dissipaters at outfalls. The energy
dissipater shall be designed so as not to adversely affect the hydraulic capacity of the system.
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703.8
Underdrains
Underdrains shall be constructed in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations.
Underdrains shall be installed within 2 ½’ of the back of curb and shall be properly connected to a
permanent drainage structure such as a catch basin, or daylighted to a suitable location off the rightof-way. Parallel roadside sub-drains shall be a six (6) inch diameter perforated pipe surrounded with
graded aggregate, surrounded with an approved geo-textile material in a twenty-four (24) inch wide
trench with a minimum of two (2) foot depth or six (6) inch diameter perforated pipe with sock,
surrounded with coarse sand (no fines).
Underdrains shall be installed prior to the base course. Underdrains are required on both sides of the
street where mucking out and backfilling have been done, a minimum of 50 feet from each side of the
inlet or where the water table is within two (2) feet of the road centerline elevation.
703.9 Stormwater Weirs and Outlet Control Structures
Use of rectangular weir outlets will be allowed only where the weir will provide better outlet control
needed for a given situation than that provided by a V-notched weir. V-shaped or V-notched weir
outlets are recommended to achieve detention storage. Use of innovative outlet structures such as
pipe-culvert combinations, perforated riser pipes, or special graduated opening outlet control boxes,
are encouraged as ways of reproducing pre-development runoff conditions.
The principal and emergency overflow weirs shall be capable of safely passing the 100-year, 24-hour
design storm event without structural flooding or adverse impacts upstream or downstream of the
site. If an emergency overflow weir is not included in the design, the principal outlet must convey the
100-year, 24-hour design peak flow without emergency overflow. Use of concrete weirs or stand
pipes are preferred over undersized pipes. Applicant shall provide the City with appropriate technical
calculations and documentation for review and approval.
703.10 Drainage Channels and Swales
Dredging, clearing, deepening, widening, straightening, stabilizing or otherwise altering natural water
bodies or canals may be permitted by the City Engineer only when a positive benefit can be
demonstrated. Such approval by the City does not obviate the need for State or Federal agency
approvals where applicable.
At a minimum, open channels shall be designed to convey the 25-year, 24-hour design event. The
100-year design storm shall be routed through the channel system to determine that the finished flow
of residential dwellings, public, commercial, and industrial buildings will be above the 100-year flood
water surface elevation in accordance with the City’s Flood Damage Ordinance.
Velocity control and energy dissipation should be incorporated into the design where conditions
dictate.
703.11
Culverts and Bridges
The function of a culvert or bridge is to safely pass the peak flow generated by the design storm
under a roadway, railroad, or other feature. The culvert or bridge design shall not cause excessive
backwater or velocities. The design of a culvert must take into account the different engineering and
technical aspects of the culvert site and adjacent areas which may be impacted by the design.
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Roadway culverts refer to structures installed under the roadway which convey flows from existing
creeks, live streams, or drainage channels that originate upstream of the site and carry offsite flows
through the site. The design of all roadway culverts shall comply with GDOT and Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) guidelines.
The 100-year, 24-hour design event shall be used for the design of culverts crossing roadways.
Secondary collector stormwater pipe may be designed to a 25-year, 24-hour design storm event.
The permanent impoundment of water on the upstream side of the culvert (i.e., dams) is not
permitted, unless allowed by the City of Richmond Hill.
Culverts shall be designed to have a minimum mean velocity flowing full of 2.0 feet per second, the
lower limit of scouring velocity.
The culvert invert shall not impede flows along the bottom of an open channel. Culvert skew shall not
exceed approximately 30 degrees. The minimum pipe diameter (round or arch) shall be 15 inches;
the minimum box diameter shall be 3 by 6 feet.
Bridge passages shall be designed not to substantially impact flow characteristics.
703.12
Storage Facilities
Detention and retention ponds shall be designed so that shorelines are meandering where possible to
increase the length of shoreline, thus offering more space for growth of littoral vegetation for filtering
purposes.
Maximum basin side slopes shall be 3:1 except where soil conditions require flatter slopes. Where
this cannot be achieved alternative designs can be approved by the City.
Wet detention basins shall be designed in accordance with Section 8.0 of the CSS and Section
3.2.1.5 of the GSMM. All wet detention basins shall have a permanent pool depth of not less than
four (4) feet to reduce bottom vegetation growth.
Dry basins must be designed with access to allow for sufficient maintenance of the basin bottom and
side slopes.
Dry detention ponds, including dry extended detention basins, multi-purpose detention areas, and
underground detention, shall be designed in accordance with Section 3.4. of the GSMM and Section
8.0 of the CSS. If site development will include a dry detention pond, the applicant shall submit
technical documentation indicating the high-water table elevation and demonstrate a minimum
distance of 2 feet between the top of the water table and bottom of the detention pond.
Major drainage canals shall not be used for storage.
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703.13
Waterbodies
Inter basin transfer of water between river basins is prohibited.
No subdivision will be permitted which alters the surface water elevation of any water body or
Wetland in such a way as to adversely affect the natural drainage from any upstream or downstream
areas of the drainage basin on a permanent basis.
As a condition of drainage plan approval, the City may require that adjustments be made to existing
or approved water surface elevations if upstream or downstream areas require such adjustments to
provide required drainage flows and freeboard.
703.14 Flood Elevation Impacts
It shall be the policy of the City that raising the flood water elevation or increasing flows on an
adjacent property shall not be acceptable. A statement, signed and sealed by Applicant’s
professional engineer registered in the State of Georgia shall be provided stating that, to the best of
his knowledge, opinion and belief, the proposed development and associated infrastructure will not
increase, decrease or change the quality or quantity of surface or subsurface water reaching adjacent
property shall be required.
Flood plain elevations and zones for the FEMA one hundred (100) year storm shall be shown on the
construction plans.
Where FEMA flood elevation have not been determined, the design engineer shall provide such
elevations based on his study and set the finish floor elevations at, one foot or above, the new BFE
(Base Flood Elevation), or the peak elevation backwater for the 100-year, 24-hour storm event within
the land development project area. In the event of changes in FEMA regulations or City ordinances,
the more stringent requirements will apply.
Section 704. Construction Standards
704.1
Pipe
Reinforced concrete pipe (RCP) Class III, or better, shall be used for all culvert crossings underneath
pavement footprints within City Road or Subdivision Road right-of-ways, which the City will be
required to maintain at any point in the future. High Density Polyethylene Pipe (HDPE), may be used
outside pavement footprints for pipe diameters of 15” to 36”. All pipes having a diameter greater than
36” shall be RCP.
HDPE shall be smooth bore HDPE pipe with material and construction practices complying with
GDOT Sections 845.2.01 and 550 of the latest edition. All HDPE pipe shall be of sufficient thickness
to meet the design load requirements for the proposed cover height. Greater design loadings shall
apply to industrial, commercial, or special situations as appropriate. HDPE pipe connections shall be
watertight in areas where either elevated seasonal high ground water may be evident or where
hydraulic surcharge of the system will occur.
No pipe diameters less than 15” will be allowed, except for subsurface drainage systems.
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Pipes up to thirty-six (36) inches in diameter shall have a flared end section; pipes larger than
thirty-six (36) inches in diameter shall have winged head walls.
Pipes of dissimilar size shall be vertically aligned with their energy grade line, or shall have the
crowns of the pipes set at matching elevations when dissimilar size pipes converge at a manhole or
other structure, unless otherwise approved by the City Engineer.
All pipe joints, in addition to the required rubber gaskets, shall be covered with approved geo-textile
material of sufficient width to be secured to the pipe and completely encircle the joint with a fifty (50%)
percent overlap. (See Detail D-7)
Pipes located on property lines shall have a minimum depth of cover to the finish grade of twelve (12)
inches, or as specified by the manufacturer. Where such depth of cover cannot be maintained in
accordance with manufacturer’s specifications, the pipe shall be relocated and a sufficient easement
provided for the relocated position of the pipe.
Within a piped drainage system, an adequate number of manholes or inlets shall be constructed to
provide for cleaning and maintenance of stormwater system. Underground bends are prohibited.
Where maintenance access is limited spacing shall not exceed three hundred (300) feet between
structures. All drainage pipes shall begin and end in inlets, manholes, or end treatments. All inlets,
which are not designed for surcharge, shall have inverts poured in the bottom so that they do not hold
stagnant water.
Minimum maintenance easement widths shall be as specified in Section 705.1.
All pipe that cross a road shall be bedded in suitable material, backfilled with suitable material and
compacted to minimum 100% standard proctor (ASTM D698). Suitable materials are GW, GP, GM,
GC, SP or SW soils as classified under the unified system. The City of Richmond Hill Inspections
Dept. shall be notified twenty-four (24) hours in advance of any road crossings.
704.2
Curb & Ditch Inlets
Catch basins shall not be allowed in the radius section at intersections
704.3 Drainage Channels & Swales
All channels must be protected from erosion through the use of grassing, rip-rap, concrete, erosion
control matting or similar method acceptable to the City. All channel side slopes shall have a 2-foot
horizontal to 1-foot vertical (2:1) slope or less, unless otherwise approved by the City Engineer.
Swales shall have a 3:1 side slopes or flatter. Side slopes for large swales three (3) feet or deeper or
swales that will be maintained with riding grass cutting equipment shall be 5:1, or flatter. Any ditch or
swale which requires less side slope will have to be approved by the City. Prior to use, drainage
swales shall have sufficient vegetation to provide filtration and erosion stabilization.
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704.4 Water Quality Best Management Practices (BMPs)
The design engineer should review and consult the information contained in Section 7.0 of the CSS
and the Green Growth Guidelines regarding the recommended green infrastructure practices. The
design engineer is also encouraged to review and consult Section 8.0 of the CSS for guidance
regarding selection of appropriate stormwater BMPs. The City Engineer may at their discretion allow
proprietary stormwater management controls. Prior to specification of such a device, the designer
shall consult the City Engineer to determine if the control will be acceptable.
Section 705. Stormwater Maintenance Standards
705.1 Easements
All drainage easements to the City must be cleared. The City shall require as a condition for
obtaining approval of runoff control and drainage plans that the applicant record plats and covenants
where available ensuring that drainage easements and facilities are assigned to a specific entity.
The applicant shall submit to the City Council a request for permanent dedication of drainage systems
for City maintenance. The Applicant’s Engineer shall provide a statement that, to the best of his
knowledge and belief, all as-built improvements so offered are in conformance with approved plans
and with all prevailing City standards.
Should drainage systems and easements be deeded to homeowners or landowner’s association, the
general maintenance requirements necessary to insure the long-term functions of storm water runoff
controls, easements and drainage facilities shall be described in the documents establishing such
association. The documents will also state that Richmond Hill or legal entity having authority over
drainage may perform or require the homeowners or landowner’s association to take action under the
following conditions:
(1) If normal maintenance is not performed and is adversely affecting drainage flow.
(2) To alleviate flooding or other drainage problems upstream or downstream of the easement.
705.2 Underground Storm Sewer Easements
Adequate access for maintenance and improvements of the drainage facility will be required.
Generally, for underground storm drain pipes the minimum width of the easement shall not be less
than fifteen (15) feet for pipe diameters up to 24”. Pipe diameters of 36” to 48” shall have a minimum
width of 20’. Pipes over 48” in diameter shall have an easement width of 25’. Additional width may
be required based on depth of drainage structures. Sufficient width as determined by the City
Manager or his designee will be provided within the easement on one side of the pipe to allow for
service equipment mobility and storage of removed fill.
705.3 Open Channel Right-of-Ways
Open channel right-of-ways shall be sized in the table below. The open channel shall be located in
the easement to provide an adequate maintenance area on each side of the open channel.
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DRAINAGE RIGHT-OF-WAY SIZING TABLE
Maximum Top Width
Required Minimum
of Open Channel (feet)
Drainage ROW (feet)
5 - 10
9 - 15
16 - 20
21 - 25
>25

30
35
40
45
As approved by City Engineer

The maximum top width an open channel can be without access easements on both sides of open
channel is twenty-five (25) feet. All storm drainage right-of-ways shall be reviewed by the City
Engineer and upon approval recorded in the Clerk’s Office and two (2) copies submitted to the
Planning and Zoning Director.
705.4 Lakes, Ponds & Waterways
Artificial or natural waterways, lakes, or ponds for recreation shall not be accepted for maintenance
by the City.
Waterways, lakes, ponds, detention or retention basins shall be maintained by either an established
Homeowners Association or individual property owner(s). In either case, the Final Plat must indicate
who will be responsible for maintenance. The City will not accept maintenance of drainage basins.
Private maintenance provisions must be made to the satisfaction of the City Engineer. The
Developer is not allowed to be designated as the responsible provider of maintenance. Placing
responsibility on the owner(s) of the property where the feature is located is allowed, is suitable notes
and easements are provided on the Final Plat and other legal instruments.
Section 706. Erosion, Sedimentation, and Pollution Control
Erosion, sedimentation, and pollution controls shall be required on all sites in which one (1) acre or
more of land surface is to be disturbed. (See the State of Georgia Manual for Erosion and
Sedimentation Control for details). The Applicant must apply for a Land Disturbing Activity Permit in
accordance with the requirements of the Erosion and sedimentation Act of 1975 and the Rules of the
Georgia Department of Natural Resources as amended. Erosion, Sedimentation, and Pollution
Control Plans shall be included in the site development application.
Section 707. Stormwater Details
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Plan Curb Inlet
Curb Inlet, Section A-A
Curb Inlet, Section B-B
Frame and Cover
Ditch Inlet
Roof Inlet
Pipe Joint

D-1
D-2
D-3
D-4
D-5
D-6
D-7
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ARTICLE 8
PAVEMENT DESIGN
Where curb and gutter is a part of the road design;
Storm water carried in the gutter shall not over top the curb; and storm water shall not rise on the
paved surface to obscure the centerline and a width of one (1) foot each side of the centerline of the
roadway maintained. Curb and gutter is required on all city maintained public streets that have
residential driveway location access directly to the street.
Asphalt wearing surface shall be a minimum of one and one half (1 ½ ) inch thick, hot plant mix, type
“E” or “F” when an asphalt leveling course is not used, or a minimum of (1) inch thick when asphalt
leveling course is used.
Asphalt leveling course shall comply with all provisions of the Georgia Department of Transportation
criteria for material and placement.
Pavement bases shall be a minimum six (6) inches Graded Aggregate compacted to 100% standard
proctor density. Crushed, recycled, concrete may be used if documentation is provided showing the
material meets GDOT Group 2 grading requirements for aggregate. The material shall be clean and
contain no trash, metal or debris.
Remove all existing material a minimum of twenty-four (24) inches below the proposed roadway base
material or provide soil boring test results from a certified laboratory, stating that the sub base
material is suitable for road construction.
Suitable materials are those complying with ASTM D-2487 soil classification groups: GW, GP, GM,
SP and SW soils as classified under the unified system.
Sub-base shall be a minimum of twenty-four (24) inches of granular material compacted to a one
hundred (100%) percent standard proctor density. Additional lifts below the first twenty-four (24)
inches shall be compacted to a ninety-five (95%) percent standard proctor density or greater. All
roads shall be proof rolled and witnessed by representative of the City Inspections Department prior
to the base material being placed. All unsuitable material shall be removed and replaced with
acceptable material.
Sanitary and storm sewer asbuilt invert elevations must be certified by the Design Engineer and
accepted by the City of Richmond Hill Inspections Department before any asphalt paving can be
applied. See sample invert certification letter Section 802.
A liquid asphalt tack coat must be applied before overlaying existing asphalt or concrete paving.
Tack coat shall be applied per GADOT specifications.
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Section 800 Residential and Local Road Design
Minimum centerline pavement grade shall be 0.30%.
Maximum centerline pavement grade shall be 10%.
Minimum road elevation shall be 9.0 feet MSL NAVD 1929. (Pavement and Gutter)
The road way cross slope shall be 3/8 in per foot.
Maximum road design speed - thirty (30) mph.
Minimum sight distance - two hundred (200) feet.
Minimum centerline radius of curve - one hundred (100) feet.
Minimum tangent between reverse curves - fifty (50) feet. This may be reduced to zero (0) feet with
the approval of the City Engineer.
Section 801 Curb and Gutter
Curb and gutter is required on all city maintained public streets that have residential driveway location
access directly to the street. Curb and gutter shall be constructed with Portland Cement Concrete
having a twenty-eight (28) day strength of three thousand (3,000) psi. Slip form or machine curb and
gutter shall have expansion material minimum of one-half (2) inch thick with a maximum spacing of
one hundred (100) feet and abut a solid structure where one (1) day’s pour abuts a previous day’s
pour. Construction joints 1/4 - 1/3 the depth of the gutter shall be sawed or tooled at a maximum
spacing of twenty (20) linear feet.
Concrete gutters shall be 12”, wide; and combined curb and gutters shall be 18”, unless otherwise
approved by the City Engineer. Exceptions to the above are Georgia DOT right of ways.
Where roadside ditches are permitted and pedestrian ways are provided, crosswalks shall be
provided when road lengths exceed six hundred (600) feet. Crosswalks should have a minimal
interval of five hundred (500) feet. This interval may be modified based on design of subdivision road
layout, block length, design speed, etc. The ditch or ditches on both sides of the road shall be piped
and the pipe covered with compacted fill. A concrete six (6) foot wide Pedestrian Way shall be
provided across the ditch and shall connect the pavement to the proposed pedestrian way in the
subdivision. The Road shall be marked with reflector paint and striped. The speed limit shall be
reduced to fifteen (15 MPH) miles per hour.
Residential Curb and gutter shall have a minimum gutter thickness of six (6) inches. Commercial
curb and gutter shall have a minimum gutter thickness of eight (8) inches and shall be thicker as
required by its location, soil conditions and traffic load.
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Section 802

Paving Details

(1) Typical Standard Local Road

PD-1

(2) Sample sanitary and storm sewer invert
asbuilt elevation certification letter.

PD-2

ARTICLE 9
ROAD STANDARDS
For the purpose of the EDS, Roads shall be defined based on the number of vehicle trips per day as
follows:
Classification
Major Through fares
Arterial
Collector
Local

Vehicles per day (vpd)
1501+ & Moves traffic through County
1500+
401 -1500
0 - 400

Utility installation (electrical, telephone, cable television and gas) shall be placed underground in all
new Subdivisions, except where overhead service can be provided to adjoining properties without the
addition of new poles. See detail for preferred locations of underground utilities and services.
Road standards not specifically addressed or where conditions warrant, the design shall conform to
the standards of practice in TRAFFIC ENGINEERING HANDBOOK, Institute of Transportation
Engineers, latest edition.
Section 900 Roads
(1) Sight Distance:
No fence, wall, tree, terrace, building, sign, shrubbery, hedge, other planting or structure or object
capable of obstructing driver vision will be allowed at intersections.
(2) Clear Right-of-way:
Except as otherwise provided herein, it shall be required that the right-of-way be cleared, all surface
improvements removed from the right-of -way, and all sub-surface improvements parallel to the
pavement be relocated from under the pavement. All areas disturbed during construction and
shoulders and slopes shall be seeded to obtain permanent vegetation for controlling erosion.
(3) Clear Zone:
The maximum possible clear zone within the proposed right-of-way shall be provided. Guardrails
shall be provided if obstructions cannot be eliminated. Also, guardrails shall be provided at bridge
ends, along slopes steeper than 4:1 exceeding ten (10) feet height, and at other hazardous locations.
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(4) Roadside Parking:
All Roads shall be considered to provide road-side parking unless plans clearly state that road-side
parking will be prohibited. Where road-side parking is prohibited, the Applicant shall provide for No
Parking signage as part of the design. Where road-side parking is provided, a nine (9) foot wide
paved surface will provide for each lane.
(5) Roadside Shoulders:
Except as otherwise provided herein, roadside shoulders shall be a minimum of eight (8) feet wide for
arterial roads and collector roads and six and one half (6 ½ ) feet for local roads, except where
road-side parking is permitted.
(6) Road Drainage:
The roadway drainage shall be adequate with sufficient outfall so that roads will not
become impassable during heavy rainfall events.
(7) Roadside Sub Grade Drains (Underdrains):
Underdrains shall be constructed in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommendations. Underdrains shall be installed within 2 ½’ of the back of curb and
shall be properly connected to a permanent drainage structure such as a catch basin,
or daylighted to a suitable location off the right-of-way. Parallel roadside sub-drains shall be a six (6)
inch diameter perforated pipe surrounded with graded aggregate, surrounded with an approved
geo-textile material in a twenty-four (24) inch wide trench with a minimum of two (2) foot depth or six
(6) inch diameter perforated pipe with sock, surrounded with coarse sand (no fines). Both alternates
shall have 14-gauge copper tracer wire. Underdrains shall be installed prior to the base course.
Underdrains are required on both sides of the street where mucking out and backfilling have been
done, a minimum of 50 feet from each side of the inlet or where the water table is within two (2) feet
of the road centerline elevation.
(8) Roadside Signs:
All signs, structures, and appurtenance located within the shoulder of public streets, shall meet City of
Richmond Hill Standards, see Appendix C. All signs, structures, and appurtenance located within the
shoulder of any street, shall meet MUTCD standards.
(9) Access to Adjacent Property:
Each Road must connect to an existing Public Road or an Approved Private Road System. The Road
must not possess any unusual features that will cause the construction or maintenance cost to be
normal.
The proposed road layout shall be coordinated with the road system of the surrounding area. Where
possible, existing roads shall be extended.
(10) Roads Located on Dams:
If a road is located on a dam, the dam must be declared safe in accordance with the Dams and
Reservoirs Safety Act.
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(11) Reserved Strips Prohibited:
A road intended to be dedicated to the City shall not be located so that a narrow buffer strip is
maintained between the right-of way of such road and adjacent property in such a manner as to deny
access to another adjacent property.
(12) Access to Arterial Roads:
No residential road, driveway, or other access point shall enter an arterial road at a point nearer than
five hundred (500) feet from an existing highway, road, driveway, or other access point; except,
where an existing lot of record would be rendered unusable by the strict application of this provision.
(13) Roadside Ditches:
Roadside ditches over three (3) feet deep shall be piped, and a parallel sub-drain system shall be
provided as deemed appropriate by the City Engineer. Curb and gutter is required on all city
maintained public streets that have residential driveway location access directly to the street.
Section 901 Property Access
(1)

Permits for all driveways, curb cuts and roadside culverts shall be obtained from the City of
Richmond Hill Planning and Zoning Department.

(2)

Installation of new driveways on curb and gutter roads must conform with the driveway curb cut
detail herein and the UDO for spacing.

(3)

No new driveway shall be constructed on top of sanitary sewer or water lateral
connections. If there is no alternative, the driveway can go over the sanitary sewer, see details
for installation procedure.

Section 902 Curb-Cut Location and Design
Where the lowering or cutting away of curbs, or the placement of driveway pipe and/or asphalt on
non-curb sections is required for the purpose of ingress and egress to a lot or subdivision, such work
shall be subject to the following provisions: The City Engineer may require submission and review of
an access plan. Access to each parcel shall be reviewed during construction plan review. Spacing
shall conform to the UDO.
(1)

Residential Curb Cuts:

(a) No more than two (2) combined entrances and exits shall be allowed for any lot, having a frontage
less than two hundred (200) feet on any one local road. Additional entrances or exits for Lots having
a frontage in excess of two (200) feet may be permitted at the rate of one (1) entrance/exit for each
additional one hundred (100) feet of frontage.
(b) For local road intersections (corner lots), no curb cuts shall be located within twenty-five (25) feet
of the intersection of two (2) curb lines or such lines intended, or within fifteen (15) feet of the end of
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curb radius, whichever is more restrictive. On collector roads, no driveway shall be within seventy
(70) feet of the intersection of two curb lines or curb lines extended or fifty-five (55) feet of the
intersection of the two (2) right-of-way lines, or within fifty (50) feet of the end of curb radius.
(c) The distance between any two curb cuts on the same side of the roads shall not be less than ten
(10) feet on local roads and twenty-five (25) feet on collector roads. Said distance shall be measured
between the points of tangency of the curb return radii.
(d) The width of the driveway shall not exceed twenty (20) feet at the right-of-way line and twenty-four
(24) feet at the edge of the pavement.
(e) Curb cuts for abandoned sites, or where access is obstructed due to parking lots, buildings, or
other permitted structures, the old driveway shall be removed, the sidewalk (if existing) shall be
replaced, the curb and gutter shall be replaced, fill dirt backfilled to its natural state and grassed;
where it is a piped drive to a dirt or paved road, said pipe shall be removed, asphalt removed, and the
shoulders and ditch re-graded to its previous state.
(2)

Commercial & Multi-Family Curb Cuts:

(a) No more than (2) combined entrances and exits shall be allowed for any parcel where the
frontage is less than three hundred (300) feet on any one (1) road. On parcels with less than one
hundred-fifty (150) feet of frontage, only one (2) combined entrance and exit shall be allowed (two
one-way driveways shall be allowed in lieu of the one two-way). Additional entrances or exits for
parcels of property having frontages in excess of three hundred (300) feet may be permitted at the
rate of one entrance/exit for each additional one hundred-fifty (150) feet of frontage.
(b) For local road intersections (corner lots). no curb cuts shall be located within twenty-five (25)
feet of the intersection of two (2) curb lines or such
lines extended, or with in fifteen (15) feet of the
intersection of two (2)right-of-way lines or such lines extended, or within fifteen (15) feet of the end of
curb radius, whichever is more restrictive. On Collector Roads, no driveway shall be within seventy
(70) feet of the intersection of two curb lines or curb line extended or fifty-five (55) feet of the
intersection of the two (2) right-of-way lines, or within fifty (50) feet of the end of curb radius.
(c) The distance between any two (2) curb cuts on the same side of a Road shall be not less
than twenty-five (25) feet on Local Roads and twenty-five (25) feet on Collector Roads. Said distance
shall be measured between the points of tangency of the curb return radii.
(d) All driveways shall be constructed so as to be at least twelve and one-half (12.5) feet
radius for multi-family and at least twenty-five (25) feet radius for commercial development.
(e) Maximum width of any driveway shall not exceed thirty-five (35) feet measured at the
end of the radii; minimum of twelve and one-half (12.5) feet radius.
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(f) Curb cuts for abandoned sites, or where access is obstructed due to parking lots, buildings,
or other permitted structures, the old driveway shall be removed, the sidewalk (if existing shall be
replaced, the curb and gutter shall be replaced, fill dirt backfilled to its natural state and grassed;
where it is a piped driveway to a dirt or paved road, said pipe shall be removed, asphalt removed and
the shoulders and ditch regraded to its previous state.
Section 903 Roads Within Subdivisions
Except as otherwise provided herein, roads within subdivisions shall have a standard road width of
twenty-seven (27) feet back to back with curb and gutter and a shoulder width of six and one-half
(6.5) feet.
When roadside swales or ditches are permitted, the minimum road width shall be twenty-four (24) feet
wide with a six and one half (6.5) foot shoulder or greater. Where fire hydrants are located, the
minimum road width shall be twenty-six (26) feet wide, for a distance in the area of the fire hydrant, as
determined by the fire department. In either case, a sufficiently paved shoulder shall also be installed
as determined by the city engineer.
Section 904 Dead-end Roadways and Cul-de-sacs
All cul-de-sacs regardless of street length will have a diameter of no less than 100-ft of traveled way,
unless otherwise approved by the City Engineer. All temporary dead-end roadways shall have a
temporary turnaround constructed of four (4) inches graded aggregate with a diameter of no less than
100 ft. of traveled way.
Section 905

Parking Lots

The minimum lengths of parking lot stalls as measured from the end of the stall and the minimum
aisle widths for two-way traffic shall be as shown in Table 905.1 One-way traffic aisle can be a
minimum eleven (11) feet.
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Dimensional Requirements (feet)
Parking Pattern
0°(parallel)
45°
60°
75° to 90°

Maneuvering Aisle
Width

Parking Space 1

compact
compact
compact
compact

Width
7
7
9
7.5
9
7.5
9
7.5

Length
22
20
18
16
20
16
20
16

One-way

Two-way

11

22

11

22

11

22

12

22

Total Width – Two
Rows of Parking and
Maneuvering Lane
One-way Two-way
25
36
25
36
47
58
43
54
56
62
48
54
52
62
44
54

Table 905.1Parking Lot Stall Dimensions

The minimum turning radius for parking lot lanes necessary for fire department apparatus access
shall be determined by the authority having jurisdiction.
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Section 906

Traffic Control Plan

An applicant shall furnish a traffic control plan for all subdivisions involving public or private
right-of-way for review and approval. This requirement applies to all subdivisions which increase the
traffic count and/or have an impact on traffic routing. Traffic counts shall be determined to be equal to
five (5) vehicles per day (vpd) per lot. Other counts will be accepted that are in conformance with the
most current edition of the Institute of Transportation Engineer’s Trip Generation Manuel (ITE
Manuel).
The traffic control plan shall indicate all traffic control/warning signs and devices required for the safe
and orderly flow of traffic. This plan shall include, but not be limited to, signs such as: NO PARKING,
STOP, DEAD END, SPEED LIMIT, SLOW-CHILDREN PLAYING, YIELD, PEDESTRIAN
CROSSING, ROAD NAME, and PAVEMENT STRIPING.
An applicant shall also be responsible for any changes or additions required in the road from which
access to the subdivision is authorized. The City Engineer may require additional information and
traffic engineering studies to determine impact on the neighboring road system by the proposed
subdivision. The improvements to the neighboring road system that may be required include turn
lanes, passing lanes, acceleration lanes, deceleration lanes, by-pass lanes, signs, pavement
markings, etc.
All traffic control signs, devices, and striping shall conform with the Manual for Uniform control
Devices (MUTCD) latest edition. All traffic control and warning signs shall be of engineering grade
reflectorized quality, made on extruded aluminum sign blanks. All signs, structures, and appurtenance
located within the shoulder of public streets, shall meet the specs of Brandon Industries and Image
Manufacturing Group (IMG), or approved equal, see Traffic Control Signs (TCS) details below. City
Logo is required on all sign post located at intersections with an arterial or collector road. All
incidental hardware for signage shall meet or exceed specifications of Georgia DOT.
Section 907 Road Details
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

Preferred Utility Location P-1
Driveway Detail P-2
Curb and Gutter Details P-3
Subdivision Entrance – Undivided P-4
Subdivision Entrance - Divided P-5
Curb Cuts P-6
Cul-De-Sac P-7
Bituminous Replacement P-8
Roadside Sub-grade Drain P-9
Sign and Post Complete Unit
TCS1
Street Sign and Post Complete Unit
TCS2
Street Name Sign and Post Rendering
TCS3
Street Name Sign and Post Detail 1
TCS3.0
Street Name Sign and Post Detail 2
TCS3.1
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ARTICLE 10
PEDESTRIAN WAYS (SIDEWALKS)
Section 1000 General
When required, pedestrian ways shall be shown on the construction plans, which shall indicate the
location of pedestrian ways and provide the typical pedestrian way detail.
(1) Pedestrian ways situated within dedicated rights-of-way:
(a) Residential Subdivisions:
(i) The location of the Pedestrian Ways shall be placed one (1) foot inside the right-of-way or as
otherwise approved by the City Engineer and in a logical terminus and with wheelchair access and
shall be located on both sides of the street.
(ii) Pedestrian Ways shall be four (4) feet wide, four (4) inches thick, broom-finished, Portland
cement concrete with a minimum twenty-eight (28) day strength of 2,500 psi. The slope shall not be
less than ¼” per foot.
(b) Non-Residential Subdivisions:
(i)Pedestrian Ways shall be a minimum of six (6) feet wide and shall have minimum thickness of four
(4) inches, broom-finished, Portland cement with a minimum twenty-eight (28) day strength of 2,500
psi. The slope shall not be less than ¼” per foot. Thickness of commercial sidewalks shall be
determined by applicant’s engineer to accommodate the use at the location of the feature.
(c) Multi-family, Parks, Recreational areas, or Campus:
(i) Pedestrian Ways in areas other than residential and commercial shall have a minimum width of
eight (8) feet or wider to accommodate the requirements of the facility and serve the purpose
intended, and shall meet all other requirements of non-residential Pedestrian Ways.
(2) Pedestrian Ways not situated within dedicated Rights-of-Way:
(a) Any such pedestrian way shall be restricted as part of a subdivision common open space when on
a residential site; on a non-residential site, a permanent easement shall be reserved and
maintenance assigned to a specific entity. In any event, the City Engineer must approve the Plan for
ownership and Maintenance of Pedestrian Ways. The Pedestrian Way may be counted toward the
requirement in the Subdivision Regulations for Recreation Tracts.
(b) Choice of surface materials include concrete, bitumous mixes, soil cement, stabilized earth,
treated wood planking, and pavers, and shall depend upon use and users of the Pedestrian Way and
its relationship to other amenities. Other material may be approved by the City Engineer depending
on the location and ability to be relatively maintenance free.
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(c) Pedestrian Ways may be sized on the probable volume of pedestrian traffic, and in consideration
of the site’s location with respect to Recreation Tracts, parks, schools, and commercial areas.
Pedestrian Ways shall be a minimum of eight (8) feet wide.
Section 1001

Bikeways and Bicycle Lanes

(a) If provided by the applicant, bikeways may be sized on the probable volume of bicycle traffic, and
in consideration of the site’s location in relation to other populated area or its locations with respect to
an overall bike route plan adopted by the City Council. Bikeways should be separated from
motor vehicle and pedestrian traffic as much as possible. Bikeways shall be minimum of eight (8) feet
paved width provided for two (2) way bicycle traffic.
(b) If provided by the applicant, bicycle lanes shall be at least four (4) feet wide, or wide enough to
allow safe passage of bicycles and motorists. Bicycle lanes are not allowable on arterial roads.
Section 1002

Pedestrian Way Detail

PW-1

ARTICLE 11
WATER SYSTEMS
Section 1100

Water Supply and Distribution

General
(a) Manholes, pits, or vaults containing valves, blow-offs, meters, pressure reducing valves, or other
appurtenances in the distribution system shall drain to the surface of the ground where they are not
subject to flooding by surface water, or to absorption pits underground. Under no circumstances are
such to be connected to storm or sanitary sewer systems.
(b) Water mains shall be laid at least ten feet (10) horizontally from any existing or proposed sewer.
(c) Where water mains and sewer cannot be laid to the above standard, the mains shall be laid to
conform with the Georgia Environmental Protection Division’s Rules and Regulations and as a
minimum shall comply with the Recommended Standards for Water Works as promulgated in the “A
Ten State Standards”.
(d) All water mains that service fire hydrants shall have a minimum diameter of eight (8) inches.
(e) Dead end water mains that exceed 300 feet in length will be a minimum of eight (8) inches in
diameter. Dead end water mains that exceed 600 feet in length will be a minimum of ten (10) inches
in diameter. Exception: Where plans can be shown for future development that will continue the water
main to tie to an existing water main.
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(f) New water main shall be extended across proposed project to furthest property line.
(g) Loop new mains to existing mains six (6) inch or larger if within 300 feet of existing system. If
water main is extended the City will assist in easement acquisition, if needed.
(h) All water lines that cross a road shall be bedded and backfilled with suitable material, see Article 8
Pavement Design for suitable material specs. The City of Richmond Hill Inspections Department shall
be notified twenty-four (24) hours in advance of any road crossings.
(i) The City of Richmond Hill Inspections Department shall be notified twenty-four (24) hours in
advance of any taps into existing water mains.
(j) Street sub grades and right of way grades shall be within two tenths (.20) of finish grade before
any utilities are installed. Utility installation shall not occur until the City’s Inspection Department has
approved the rough grade of the streets and right of ways.
(k) Service connections shall consist of a tap to the water main with a stainless-steel tapping saddle.
(l) Mega lock systems or equivalent restraints can be used in place of thrust blocking when
approved by the City Engineer.
(m) Landscape irrigation lines and heads shall not be located within ten (10) feet of the back of curb
or edge of pavement.
(n) Water supply systems not publicly owned and installed shall meet the minimum city
requirements of NFPA 24, Standard for the Installation of Private Fire Service Mains and
Their Appurtenances, where no recognized water supply distribution exists.
.
(o) Where other fire-fighting water supply systems are established by the authority having
jurisdiction, they shall not be less than the requirements of NFPA 1142, Standard on Water
Supplies for Suburban and Rural Fire Fighting
(p) The water supply system shall be capable of delivering the required fire flow at a
minimum twenty (20) PSI. For all other required fire flows, the water supply system shall
be capable of delivering the required fire flow for at least 1 hour at 20 PSI.
(q) Air Release Valves: Air release valves or hydrants shall be required at all high
points in the water distribution system. Automatic air release valves shall not
be use in situations where flooding of the manhole or chamber may occur.
(r) All connections to existing water mains shall be made in the presence of the
City of Richmond Hill Inspections Department.
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(s) The contractor shall furnish and install the tapping sleeves and valves to existing water
mains.
(t) The contractor shall pressure test the tapping sleeve and valve installation in the presence
of the City of Richmond Hill Inspections Department. The test pressure shall be 150 psi.
This shall be held for ten minutes at zero pressure loss.
(u) Valves on existing mains shall be operated by the City of Richmond Hill or under their direct
supervision.
(v) When service must be interrupted to existing customers during construction of a tap or
addition of appurtenances: The contractor shall provide 3 days’ notice to the City of Richmond
Hill Inspection Department. The contractor or developer shall be required to notify existing
customers as directed by the City of Richmond Hill. The contractor shall be ready to proceed with
as much material preassembled as possible at the site to minimize the length of service
interruption. The City of Richmond Hill will postpone a service cut-off if the contractor is not ready
to proceed on schedule.
Section 1101 Water Crossings
(a) Underwater Crossings: A minimum cover of four (4) feet shall be provided over the pipe. When
crossing water courses which are greater than fifteen (15) feet in width, the following shall be
provided:
(i) The pipe shall be Ductile Iron. The City Engineer can approve an acceptable alternative design.
(ii) Valves shall be provided at both ends of the water crossing so that the section can be isolated for
testing or repair. The valve shall be easily accessible and not subject to flooding. The valves shall be
installed in a manhole or vault.
(iii) Permanent taps shall be made on each side of the valve on the source side to allow insertion of
small meter to determine leakage and for sampling purposes.
(b) Above-water Crossings: The pipe shall be adequately supported and anchored, protected from
damage, freezing, accessible for repair and with expansion and contractions joints.
Section 1102

Service Connections.

Any time a Water System is installed in a Subdivision, water services shall be provided to each lot
and shall extend 18” to 24” above ground at the right of way. Service connections shall consist of a
tap to the water main, using a stainless steel tapping saddle, one (1) inch corporation stop, one (1)
inch iron pipe size polyethylene or polybutlylene tubing, and one (1) inch curb stop. Taps to mains
shall be at a 90 angle. Service lines shall have a minimum of twenty-four (24) inch cover.
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Measurements to the service lines must appear in the record drawings. Where curb and gutter is
placed, the curb shall be marked with a “W” engraved ¼” into the curb to locate the water service
lateral. Laterals shall be installed parallel with the side lot line of the property. Lateral shall not be
further than five (5) feet away from the side property line. Lot widths greater than sixty (60) feet can
have laterals installed to the middle of each lot.
Section 1103

System Structures Location.

(1) Water lines shall be designed to minimize pavement crossings to the greatest
degree practical.
(2) Valve boxes, manholes, and other appurtenances shall not be located in the paved portion of the
right-of-way unless approved by the City Engineer.
(3) Fire Hydrants, valve boxes, manholes and other structures shall be located at adjoining property
lines, if possible.
(4) Fire hydrants located in parking areas shall be protected by barriers that will prevent physical
damage from vehicles without obstructing hydrant operation.
(5) Fire hydrants shall be located within 6 ft of the curb line of the means of access unless the
authority having jurisdiction determines another location is more acceptable for fire department use.
(6) Water services shall be shown on the construction plans and referenced to structures or other
identifiable objects of permanence.
(7) Depth of the water lines and services shall have a minimum depth of bury of thirty-six (36) inches
and a maximum cover of 48” unless otherwise previously approved by the City Engineer. Where this
cannot be obtained under swales or ditches, the line shall be ductile iron pipe or encased in concrete
the width of the swale or ditch. See detail for storm drain crossings.
(8) No laterals shall be installed under existing or proposed driveways.
(9) During Construction Phase
(a) When the infrastructure is being installed, and prior to the location and construction of
buildings or portions thereof, the water supply for fire protection, either temporary or permanent
and acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction, shall be made available prior to delivery
of combustible materials
(b) When the infrastructure is being installed, and prior to the location and construction of
buildings or portions thereof, fire hydrants shall be installed at a spacing not to exceed 660 ft of
vehicle travel distance. Where buildings are proposed, the authority having jurisdiction shall require
additional hydrants and closer spacing where building size, use, construction, and lack of built- in
fire protection mandate.
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(10) Prior to the construction of buildings or portions thereof:
At this time, the authority having jurisdiction shall review the fire flow required and designate spacing
of hydrants according to the following schedule:
(a) There shall be at least one hydrant within 330 ft of any building, at a location acceptable to the
authority having jurisdiction.
(b) No portion of the exterior walls of a commercial building shall be more than 200 ft from a hydrant,
where vehicular access into the building is provided.
(c) Additional hydrants shall be provided to meet the remaining fire flow, if necessary.
(d) In areas of one- and two-family dwellings, hydrants shall be located a maximum of 660 ft
vehicle travel distance apart.
Exception: Where conditions are such that items (a) through (d) are impractical to achieve,
the authority having jurisdiction shall consider reasonable substitutions meeting
the intent of this section, provided adequate fire protection is maintained.
Section 1104 Water Materials.
All water materials shall meet the following specifications, except where the system is an extension of
an existing public water system. Where extensions to public water systems are proposed, the owner
of the system shall approve the extensions and concur with the proposed location and design. A
letter from the owner of the system stating the above is required.
Lead Content: Any pipe, valve meter, appurtenance, solder or flux used shall be lead free. Lead
Free is defined as less than 0.2 percent lead in solder or flux and less than 8.0 percent lead in pipes
and fittings.
(1) Pipe:
All pipe shall be marked as to Type, Class or normal thickness, weight, manufacturer, and date of
production. Pipe not properly marked shall be unacceptable and removed from the job. All PVC
water main pipe shall be blue in color.
(a) Ductile Iron Pipe (DIP): DIP shall conform to the requirements of ANSI Specification A21.51
(AWWA C-151) latest revision. The pipe shall be designed for the actual cover installed over the
pipe. Joints shall be push-on which conform to the requirements of ANSI Specifications A21.11.
Ductile iron fittings shall conform to the requirements of ANSI Specifications A21.10. Joints for fittings
shall be mechanical joints conforming to the requirements of ANSI Specifications A21.11. All ductile
iron pipe and fittings shall have a cement-mortar lining of 45 mils thickness minimum conforming to
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the requirements of ANSI Specifications A21.4 Ductile iron fittings are required regardless of the type
of pipe on three (3) inch size and larger. All fittings shall be American made.
(b) Poly Vinyl Chloride (PVC): PVC pipe and joints shall conform to all requirements of the
AWWA/ASTM Specifications D-2241 and shall be C-900. Joints shall be push-on type utilizing
synthetic rubber ring gaskets conforming to the requirements of AWWA/ASTM Specifications D-1869.
Pipe shall bear the National Sanitation Foundation (NSF) seal of approval. PVC fittings may be used
only on pipe smaller than three (3) inches in size.
(c) Polyethylene Pipe: Polyethylene pipe (service connection pipes) shall conform to the
requirements of AWWA/ASTM D-2239 - SDR11.5 and shall be IPS PE 3408 pipe. The pipe shall be
designed for 200 psi and shall bear the National Sanitation Foundation (NSF) seal of approval. The
joints shall be push-on type utilizing synthetic rubber ring gasket conforming to the requirements of
AWWA/ASTM Specification D-1869. The service connection pipes shall be blue or black in color.
(d) Irrigation pipe: Purple Poly Vinyl Chloride (PVC): Purple PVC pipe and joints shall conform to all
requirements of the AWWA/ASTM Specifications D-2241 and shall be C-900 DR18.
(2) Valves:
Gate valves shall be used for all sizes two (2) inches through twelve (12) inches in the main
distribution line. Butterfly valves shall be used where the diameter exceeds twelve (12) inches or if
determined necessary by the City Engineer. All valves shall open counter clockwise. All butterfly
valves shall have a 450 foot lbs. actuator minimum. All valves shall have a cast iron screw type valve
box and a four (4) inch thick concrete collar. All valves are to be designed for a minimum working
pressure of not less than 150 psi.
(a) Butterfly valves shall be the resilient seated type which meets the requirements of AWWA/ASTM
Specification C504.
(b) Main line gate valves shall be the resilient seated iron body type which meets the requirements
of AWWA/ASTM Specification C-509. Unless otherwise specified, gate valves shall be designed for a
working pressure of not less than 150 PSI.
(3) Marking Tape:
All PVC water mains and service lateral installations shall include the installations of a continuous
magnetically detectable tape buried directly over the pipe at a depth of twelve (12) inches below the
finish grade. The tape shall be at least two (2) inches wide, and be boldly labeled every eighteen to
thirty-two (18-32) inches as follows: CAUTION WATER LINE BURIED BELOW. The tape shall be
designed to last as long as the pipe it is installed over, even in adverse soils.
(4) Tracer Wire:
#14-gauge copper tracing wire shall be strapped to pipe and extended to top of all valves,
fire hydrants, laterals, etc. for ease of connection. Splicing shall be water tight connection.
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(5) Fire Hydrants
Fire hydrants shall open clockwise, have a 4 1/2-inch main valve, three (3) way hose connection
including a 4 ½ in steamer connection w/NST threads and a STORZ Pumper Connection, and be
painted white. Hydrants shall be ordered from the supplier painted white, when possible. Threads on
fire hydrant outlets shall be American National Fire Hose Connection Screw Threads and shall be
equipped with thread adapters where local fire department thread is different.
Fire hydrants shall be supplied by not less than an eight (8) inch diameter main.
Section 1105 Hydrostatic Tests
Hydrostatic tests shall consist of two (2) parts; pressure test and leakage test at which a
representative of the City’s Inspections Department shall be present. These tests shall be supervised
by the Applicant’s Engineer. Before conducting hydrostatic test, flush pipes with water to remove dirt
and debris. Maintain flushing velocity of at least 3 fps. Flush pipes for the minimum time period as
given by the formula below and as required to thoroughly clear the pipeline of dirt and debris.
T=2L
3
Where: T = flushing time (seconds)
L = pipe length (feet)
(1) Pressure Test:
Prior to any pressure testing, the Contractor must clean out and flush the line of dirt and foreign
material. After the water mains and lines have been laid or erected and the necessary anchors
installed, all newly laid pipe or any valved section thereof shall be subjected to a hydrostatic pressure
not less than fifty (50%) percent above the normal operating pressure, but not less than 150 PSI and
not greater than the pressure rating of the pipe.
Test pressure shall be based on the elevation of the lowest point of the section under test and
corrected to the elevation of the test gauge. All valves shall be completely opened and closed several
times during the test period.
If permanent automatic air release valves are not located at all high points, brass corporation stops
shall be installed and shall remain as part of the work. All air shall be vented from the main prior to
testing.
(2) Leakage Test:
After the water system pressure test has been completed satisfactorily, the leakage test shall be
conducted in conformance with AWWA C-600.
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The duration of each test shall be two (2) hours at a pressure of 150 PSI.
No installation shall be accepted until the leakage is less than the number of gallons per hour as
determined by the formula:
L = SD √ P/ 133,200; where:
L = Allowable leakage in gallons per hour
S = Length of pipeline tested in feet
D = Diameter of pipe in inches
P = Average test pressure in PSIG
Exceptions: All visible leaks shall be corrected regardless of the amount of leakage. Whenever the
pressure loss falls 5 PSI or more in 2 hours, a retest is required.
(3) Sterilization:
All new, cleaned, repaired or affected water mains shall be disinfected in accordance with AWWA
C601. Water main sterilization samples shall be taken by and administered by a certified lab. Test
results must be submitted to the City’s Inspection Department for approval before any connection can
be made to the City’s water system. A double check valve and back flow preventor must be used to
connect new water system with existing water system until new water system has been inspected,
sterilized and accepted by the City’s Inspection Department. After final approvals, connections shall
be made to existing system within two (2) weeks. Otherwise additional testing will be required.

Section 1106

Water Details.

(1)

Reaction Block Detail

W–1

(2)

Fire Hydrant

W–2

(3)

Valve Box Detail

W–3

(4)

Waterline Encasement

W–4

(5)

Blow-Off Detail

W–5

(6)

Waterline Termination

W–6

(7) Standard ¾” or 1” Meter Service Tap

W–7
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(8) Water/Sanitary Sewer Separation

W–8

(9) Storm Sewer Crossing

W–9

(10)

Lateral Location

W – 10

(11)

¾” & 1” Res. Double Check Valve and Meter Assembly

W -11

(12)

Fire Service System Layout Plan

W -12

(13)

Reduced Pressure Assembly for Fire System

W-13

(14)

Double Check Valve Assembly for Fire System

W-14

(15)

5/8”-1 ½” Double Check Valve & Meter Assemblies

W-15

(16)

3”-10” Double Check Valve & Meter Assemblies

W-16

(17)

Reduced Pressure Zone Device

W-17

(18)

Tapping Saddle

W-18

(19)

Fire Hydrant Guard Post

W-19

(20)

Manifold for Multiple Meters

W-20

(21)

Post Hydrant

W-21

(22)

STORZ Pumper Connection
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ARTICLE 12
SEWERAGE SYSTEMS
Section 1200 General
(1) Any Private Sewerage Systems providing service to two (2) or more Units must be approved by
the City Engineer.
(2) Sewer mains shall be designed to minimize pavement crossings to the greatest degree practical.
(3) Manholes shall not be located in the paved portion of the right-of-way and shall be located in
relation to adjacent property lines when possible. Locations in Alleys approved by City Engineer.
(4) Horizontal separation between water and sewer shall be in accordance with EPD-DNR.
(5) The minimum horizontal separation between the edge of the pavement and the sewer main shall
be ten (10) feet in sixty (60) foot right-of-ways, except on a curve a five (5) foot separation shall be
maintained.
(6) Sewer laterals shall be installed to the property line of each lot and its location shall be shown
on the construction plans for the subdivision. Each lateral shall provide a 45-degree bend and extend
three (3) feet above ground with a pvc cap. Sewer laterals shall be located at the lot property line and
within five (5) feet of the side lot line. No laterals shall be installed under existing or proposed
driveways. Measurements to the sewer lateral must appear in the construction plans. Where curb
and gutter are placed a “S” shall be stamped into the curb a ¼” so that the lateral can be located in
the future. Lots with widths greater than sixty (60) feet can have laterals installed to the middle of the
lot.
(7) The sewer lateral shall have a minimum depth of bury of thirty-six (36) inches and shall have a
minimum of twenty-four (24) inches of cover at the invert of Roadside swales and ditches. Where this
cannot be obtained, the lateral shall be ductile iron pipe or encased in concrete the width of swale or
ditch.
(8) All sanitary sewer pipe shall be bedded in rock, to the spring line, if the trench is wet or sand
if the trench is dry and covered with a minimum of twelve (12) inches of sand.
(9) All sanitary sewer that crosses a road shall be completely covered in suitable material. See
Article 8 pavement design for suitable material.
(10) The City of Richmond Hill Inspections Department shall be notified twenty-four (24) hours in
advance of any tie into an existing manhole or road crossings.
(11) Maximum manhole spacing for sewer up to 18” shall not exceed 400’. Maximum manhole
spacing for 18” and larger shall not exceed 600’. Maximum manhole spacing may be increased, if
maintenance capabilities are adequate and has City Engineer approval.
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(12) Street sub grades and right of way grades shall be within two tenths (.20) of finish grade
before any utilities are installed. Utility installation shall not occur until the City Inspections
Department has approved the rough grade of the street and right of ways.
(13) Sanitary sewer mains shall be green in color unless the City Engineer approves otherwise.
(14) Force main pipe shall be white or green in color unless the City Engineer approves otherwise.
(15) Sanitary sewer laterals shall be green or white unless the City Engineer approves otherwise.
(16) See the City of Richmond Hill’s current installation guide for grinder pump installation when
grinder pumps are allowed to be used.
Section 1201 Testing
The Contractor shall perform the following tests with a representative from the City of Richmond Hill
Inspections Department and the Design Engineer present.
(1) Pipe Deflection: A minimum of thirty (30) days after backfilling trenches, all PVC sewer pipe shall
be tested for initial diametric deflection by the use of a five (5%) percent deflection mandrel which
is acceptable to the Engineering Director. The initial diametric deflection shall not exceed five (5%)
percent. A representative from the City of Richmond Hill Inspections Department, the Design
Engineer and the contractor must be present at all such testing.
(2) All sanitary sewer mains shall be inspected using a light and mirror to check for alignment and
any other deficiencies.
(3) All sanitary sewer laterals shall have tennis balls dropped through lines to make sure connections
have been tied into main.
(4) If deemed necessary by the City of Richmond Hill Inspections Department and/or the City
Engineer, a video shall be done of the sanitary sewer system. The developer/owner is responsible for
the cost of the video.
(5) Soil Compaction: All trenches determined by the City of Richmond Hill Inspections Department
and /or City Engineer not to meet the compaction requirements stated previously for Roads shall be
tested for conformance by a testing laboratory approved by the City Engineer at the locations and
depths requested by the City of Richmond Hill Inspections Department and/or City Engineer.
(6) Pressure Test: All force mains shall successfully pass a pressure test of one and one-half (1/2)
times working pressure, but in no case less than 100 psi.
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The formula for allowable pressure loss will determine if a force main is acceptable. No installation
shall be accepted until the leakage is less than the number of gallons per hour as determined by the
formula:
L = SD √ P/ 133,200; where:
L = Allowable leakage in gallons per hour
S = Length of pipeline tested in feet
D = Diameter of pipe in inches
P = Average test pressure in PSIG
Exceptions: All visible leaks shall be corrected regardless of the amount of leakage. Whenever the
pressure loss falls 5 PSI or more in 2 hours, a retest is required.
Section 1202 Manholes, Pipes, Connections
.
(1) Service laterals shall be connected to the sewer main. Under special conditions and with prior
approval, service laterals may be connected to manholes with the crown of the sewer lateral matching
the crown of the sewer main. A concrete slide from the incoming pipe invert to the MH invert must be
constructed.
(2) Service laterals longer than one hundred fifty (150) feet shall be six (6) inches in diameter and
shall not exceed two hundred (200) feet in length. Service laterals less than one hundred fifty
(150) feet may be four (4) inches in diameter on single Unit or where approved by the City Engineer.
Lateral is defined as the pipe laid from the sewer main to the property line of the future building.
Sewer laterals for multifamily, commercial buildings or motels shall be six (6) inches, unless the City
Engineer approves otherwise.
(3) Connections to existing manholes shall be made in the presence of the representative of the City
of Richmond Hill Inspections Department. The Contractor shall notify the City’s Inspections
Department twenty-four (24) hours before starting on the connection. All connections made to
precast reinforced concrete manholes shall be cored and have installed a flexible manhole sleeve.
(4) Pipe Protection: Sewer pipe which, when completed, will have less than three (3) feet of cover
shall be constructed of ductile iron pipe.
(5) Manhole tops should be above the ten (10) year flood elevation. Manhole tops in pavement
lower than the ten (10) year flood elevation shall have a watertight ring and cover. Manholes
constructed in public right-of-ways or easements shall have top a maximum of six (6) inches
above grade, unless greater height is needed to reach ten (10) year flood elevation.
(6) All sewers shall be so designed and constructed to have the following minimum slopes and
where possible greater slopes are desirable: (minimum velocity of two (2) feet per second shall
be determined to allow larger pipes)
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Sewer Size

Minimum Slope in Feet Per 100 Feet

8 inch
10 inch
12 inch

0.40
0.28
0.22

(7) All dead-end sewers (8” diameter) shall be laid at a minimum slope of 0.70 feet per one-hundred
(100) feet.
(8) No more than two (2) Units shall be connected to one (1) six (6) inch sewer lateral. Both laterals
must be equipped with cleanouts at the connection to the six (6) inch line.
(9) Ductile iron pipe, which crosses a road, with less than twelve (12) inches of cover below asphalt
shall be encased in concrete.
Section 1203 Underwater Force Main Crossings
A minimum cover of four (4) feet shall be provided over the force main. When crossing water courses
which are greater than fifteen (15) feet in width, the following shall be provided:
(1) The pipe shall be Ductlie Iron. The City Engineer can approve an acceptable alternative design.
(2) Valves shall be provided at both ends of the water crossing so that the section can be isolated
for testing or repair. The valves shall be easily accessible and not subject to flooding. The valves
shall be installed in a manhole or vault. This section can be deleted if determined the valves are not
needed.
(3) Permanent taps shall be made on each side of the valve on the source side to allow insertion of
a small meter to determine leakage and for sampling purposes.
Section 1204 Sewer Material
(1) Pipe:

All PVC sanitary sewer main pipe shall be green or white in color
(a)
(b)
(c)

On depths of 1 to 3.75 feet, use DIP
On depths of 3.75 to 12 feet, use PVC SDR-35 or PVC SDR-26
On depths of 12 feet and greater, use PVC SDR-18, PVC SDR-26
(ASTM D-3034), or DIP at Applicant’s Engineer’s option

(d)
(e)

Any pipe above 16” diameter shall be DIP, regardless of depth
Pipe enclosed in casing shall be DIP only
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(2) Pipe Material Specifications:
All pipe shall be marked as to the type, class or nominal thickness, weight, manufacturer, and date of
production. Pipe not properly marked shall be unacceptable and removed from the job.
(a) Ductile Iron Pipe (DIP): DIP shall conform to the requirements of ANSI Specifications A21.51.
The pipe shall be designed for the actual cover installed. Joints shall be push-on which conform to
the requirements of ANSI Specification A21.11. Ductile iron fittings shall conform to the requirements
of ANSI Specifications A21.10. Joints for fittings shall be mechanical joints conforming to the
requirements of ANSI Specifications A21.11. All ductile iron pipe and fittings shall have a
cement-motor lining of 45 mile thickness minimum conforming to the requirements of ANSI
Specifications A21.4. Ductile iron fittings must be used on pipe sized 3 inches or larger.
(b) Poly Vinyl Chloride (PVC): PVC pressure sewer pipe shall conform to the requirements of ASTM
Specifications D-2241, Class 160 - SDR 26. Joints shall be mechanical joint type utilizing synthetic
rubber ring gaskets conforming to the requirements of ASTM Specifications D1869 and shall be
ductile iron.
PVC gravity sewer pipe and fittings shall conform to the requirements of ASTM Specifications
D3034-SDR 35 for pipe 4”–15” and ASTM Specifications F-679 for pipe 18”– 24”. Pipe shall be
designed for maximum long-term deflection that shall not exceed five (5%) percent. PVC fittings may
be used on pipe smaller than three (3) inches in size.
(c) Magnetically Detectable Tape: All PVC sewer mains and lateral installations shall include the
installation of a continuous electronically or magnetically detectable tape buried directly over the pipe
at a depth of twelve (12) inches below the finished grade. The tape shall be at least two (2) inches
wide, and boldly labeled every eighteen to thirty-two (18 - 32) inches as follows: CAUTION SEWER
LINE BURIED BELOW. Tape marking sanitary sewer lines shall be green striped; force mains,
reclaimed water mains, and effluent lines should be brown stripped. The tape shall be designed to
last as long as the pipe it is installed over, even in adverse soils. Tracer wire shall be attached to pipe
and laterals.
(3) General Information
(a) All materials used in the construction of sewers shall be new and unused when delivered on-site
and shall be suitable for installation and operation under the conditions for which they are to be used.
(b) Casing pipes shall be installed at:
(i) Railroad Crossings, as directed by the Railroad
(ii)State highway crossings, as directed by the Georgia Department of Transportation, or;
(iii) as designated by the Engineering Director.
(c) No sewer line of any type shall be allowed to pass through any storm drainage structure.
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Section 1205 Manhole Construction
(1) Sections: Manhole sections shall be precast reinforced concrete sections with tongue and
groove joints and shall conform to ASTM Specification C478, latest revision. The number of manhole
joints shall be minimized. Riser sections for manholes shall be made as long as practical to
accomplish this requirement. Manholes sections shall be scored or stamped with the date of castings
and the date shall appear on the inside of the cone section.
Alternative 1: Concrete use in their manufacture shall conform to the requirements of ASTM
C-150 (type II) and shall be manufactured with 100% calcareous aggregate (limestone)
conforming to the requirements of ASTM C-33 with a concrete alkalinity of not less than 0.80
and shall have a twenty-eight (28) day compressive strength to not less than 5,000 pounds per
square inch and the absorption shall not exceed four (4%) percent. The minimum wall thicknesses
of the manhole riser section shall be:
4’ Diameter Manhole
5’ Diameter Manhole
6’ Diameter Manhole

4” Minimum Wall Thickness
5” Minimum Wall Thickness
6” Minimum Wall Thickness

Cone sections shall be eccentric and have a minimum wall thickness of eight (8) inches at the top and
shall have a side thickness to match the section with which it is associated Base riser sections shall
be monolithically cast and have minimum bottom thickness of:
4’ Diameter Manhole
5’ Diameter Manhole
6’ Diameter Manhole

6” Minimum Bottom Thickness
8” Minimum Bottom Thickness
8” Minimum Bottom Thickness

Alternative 2: Concrete used in their manufacture shall be made with granitic stone only and shall
have a twenty-eight (28) day compressive strength to not less than 5,000 pounds per square inch.
Alkalinity shall be adjusted to provide a Life Factor, Az = calcium carbonate equivalent times cover
over reinforcement, no less than 0.35. Calcium chloride or admixtures of calcium chloride shall not
be used. Manhole interior and exterior walls shall be coated with 1/8 inch of Coal Tar Epoxy,
Koppers 300 M, or equal. The minimum wall thickness of the manhole riser section shall be:
4’ Diameter Manhole
5’ Diameter Manhole
6’ Diameter Manhole

5” Minimum Wall Thickness
6” Minimum Wall Thickness
7” Minimum Wall Thickness

Cone Sections shall be eccentric and have a minimum wall thickness of eight (8) inches at the top
and shall have a side thickness to match the section with which it is associated. Base riser sections
shall be monolithically cast and have minimum bottom thickness of:
4’ Diameter Manhole
5’ Diameter Manhole
6’ Diameter Manhole

6” Minimum Bottom Thickness
8” Minimum Bottom Thickness
8” Minimum Bottom Thickness
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(2) Openings:
Suitable openings for inlet and outlet sewer pipe shall be cast into the base sections and into riser
sections for drop connections. These openings shall be circular, accurately made, and located as
required for each manhole. Base riser sections shall be set on compacted pipe embedment material
twelve (12) inches in thickness.
(3) Joint Sealant:
A flexible plastic joint sealant shall be applied to manhole section joints. The sealant shall be a
factory extruded formulation of one hundred (100%) percent solids with top-quality partially
vulcanized butyl rubber which provides shape retention in combination with adhesion and cohesion.
The sealant shall conform to the requirements of Federal Specifications SS-S-210A. It shall be
applied to clean, dry surfaces only. After manhole sections are jointed, the inside of the joint shall be
covered with a smooth tapered coat of non-shrink grout to thickness of one-half (2) inch at the joint.
The outside of the joint shall be covered with a six (6) inch wide strip of polyethylene backed flat butyl
rubber sheet no less than 1/16” inch thick and shall over lap at the ends a minimum of six (6) inches.
(4) Flexible Manhole Sleeves:
Flexible manhole sleeves of flexible manhole entrance joints shall be installed on all pipe entering &
leaving manholes. Flexible manhole sleeves shall be installed on all pipe twenty-one (21) inches in
size and smaller. Flexible manhole sleeves shall be Type I or Type II. Type I sleeves shall be of a
high-quality synthetic rubber terminating in a substantial serrated flange of the same material. The
flange shall be cast into the wall of the manhole base or section to form a tight water-stop. Minimum
thickness of the sleeve material shall be 3/8 inch. Sleeve material shall comply with the requirements
of ASTM Specification C 923. Sleeves shall be secured to the sewer pipe to make a watertight union
with stainless steel strap clamps, draw bolts, and nuts. Type II sleeves shall be high quality synthetic
rubber having a minimum thickness of 3/8 inch which complies with the requirements of ASTM
Specification C923. Manhole openings shall be accurately core drilled. The sleeve shall be secured
to the manhole by a stainless-steel band with self-locking toggle to make a watertight union. The
sleeve shall be secured to the sewer pipe to make a watertight union with stainless steel clamps,
draw bolt, and nut.
(5) Manhole Inverts:
Manhole inverts shall be constructed of cement grout and shall have the same cross-section as the
invert of the sewer which they connect. The manhole invert shall be carefully formed to the required
size and grade by gradual and even changes in sections. Changes in direction of flow through the
sewer shall be made to a true curve with as large radius as the size of the manhole will permit. Inverts
shall be “U” design with top of the “U” even with the crown of the pipe. Invert piping shall not extend
inside the manhole any further than two (2) inches. Slope of inside of invert bench shall be a
minimum of two (2) inches higher than the crown of the pipe. When dissimilar pipe sizes occur, the
elevation of the crown of the pipe shall be the same.
(6) Manhole Frame & Covers:
After the manhole has been set in the final position, the cast iron frame for the cover shall be carefully
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set at the required elevation and properly bonded to the masonry with cement grout. Where manholes
are constructed in paved areas, the top surface of the frame and cover shall be tilted so as to conform
to the exact slope, crown and grade of the existing pavement adjacent thereto. Manhole frame and
covers shall be made of cast iron conforming to the minimum requirements of ASTM Specifications
A48, Class 35. There shall be a clear opening of 23 ¾” inches through the frame. All casting shall be
made accurately to the required dimensions and shall be sound, smooth, clean and free from blisters
and other defects. The contact surfaces between the cover and its corresponding supporting ring in
the frame shall be machined so that the cover will rest on the ring for the full perimeter of the contact
surface. Castings shall be thoroughly cleaned by shot blasting and shall remain unpainted. There
shall be no holes or perforations in the cover.
(7) Leveling & Final Grade:
Leveling and final grading of manhole frames and covers shall be accomplished by using a maximum
of two (2) concrete grade rings. Concrete grade rings shall not exceed four (4) inches in thickness.
Grade rings shall be laid in a full bed of non-shrink grout and covered after laying with a smooth
coating of non-shrink grout or hydraulic cement a minimum of one-half (2) inch thick.
(8) Manhole steps:
All manhole steps shall comply with the current requirements of OSHA.
(9) Lifting Loop or Holes:
Lifting loops shall be ASTM 416 steel strand and shall not penetrate through the walls of the section.
When holes are employed for lifting, the holes shall conform to the recommended design in
accordance with OSHA Standard 1926.704. Lifting holes shall be sealed using a butyl rubber plug
driven to resistance and covered with a coal tar epoxy, Koppers 300M, or equal.
(10) General:
(a) Where the difference in the invert elevation of two (2) or more sewers intersecting in one (1)
manhole is two (2) feet or more, a drop manhole shall be constructed. Drops shall be made outside
of the manhole and made of ductile iron or C-900 PVC and supported by Class B concrete. Drops
can be made inside of manhole with the City Engineer’s approval.
(b) Where work requires special stream, railroad, highway, or other extraordinary conditions, or
where alternate types of construction are required not covered by these Engineering Standards, the
materials and construction method shall be submitted for approval to the City Engineer.
(c) All manholes shall be eccentric design unless prior approved by the City Engineer.
(d) Minimum depth of end manhole shall be four (4) feet unless approved by the City Engineer.
(e) Transition top sections shall provide an eccentric transition from sixty (60) inches and larger
manholes to forty-eight (48) inches in diameter risers and cone top sections. Transition top sections
shall not be used in areas subject to vehicle traffic.
(f) All manholes constructed in an area of vehicle traffic shall be designed for the maximum load
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expected and shall be designed for a minimum HS-20 traffic loadings as defined by ASTM C890.
Section 1206 Sewage Air and Vacuum Release Valves
Sewage air and vacuum release valves shall be installed at all high points in the force main and shall
be above ground pedestal type with location shown on the plan/profile sheet. Marker tape and tracer
wire shall be used. Valves shall automatically exhaust large quantities of air and gases while the
pipeline or systems is being filled and allow air to re-enter during draining or whenever a negative
pressure exists. Applicant’s Engineer shall submit design consideration for selection of valves based
on operation of the system and proper sizing the orifice diameter.
Section 1207 Sewer Detailed Drawings
(1) Shallow Manhole S -1
(2) Sewer Connection & Outside Drop Manhole S -2
(3) Bedding for Pipe S -3
(4) Precast Manhole Joint Detail S -4
(5) Standard Manhole All Applications S -5
(6) Sewer Air Release Pedestal Assembly S -6
(7) Sewer Service Connection S -7
(8) Inside Drop Manhole S-8
(9) Sanitary Sewer/Water Separation S-9
(10) Lateral Location S-10
(11) Joining Dissimilar Pipe S-11
(12) Sewer Service Connection to Existing Pipe S-12
(13) Grinder Pump Installation S-13
(14) Cleanout Adjustment to Grade Adjacent to Driveways S-14
(15) Cleanout Adjustment to Grade in Driveways S- 15
(16) Sample Sanitary Sewer Certification Letter
Section 1208 Wastewater Pump Station Construction
This section of the Engineering Standards is provided for the purpose of outlining items required in a
majority of wastewater pump stations, but is not intended to cover all special conditions of Applicant’s
Engineer’s special requirements.
General:
Site dimensions shall be sufficient to provide a space for the wet well, electrical control panel, hose
bibb, yard lighting, and receiving manhole. Access and maintenance shall be considered when site is
designed.
The Site shall be fenced. Slats (windscreen) shall be installed in fence. See detail SP-1 and PS-3.
The entire site shall be covered with filter fabric covered with four (4) inches of clean stone. This
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covering should extend one (1) foot outside the fenced area.
aggregate shall also be allowed.

Stone shall be No. 57. Graded

A power pole should be located in such a manner so the electric meter can be easily read from
outside the fenced area and the service pole used for yard lighting. Check with Power Company for
meter location requirement.
All power lines within the site shall be underground. No overhead power line will be allowed to cross
the site.
The site shall be serviced by an all-weather access road with the top elevation of road as local
roads with a maximum slope of 6.0%.
A yard hydrant shall be supplied with locking capability and with approved vacuum breaker installed
on outlet. The Applicant must provide a gate valve and valve box in the water line and a reduced
pressure backflow preventor valve prior to the yard hydrant at the supply main. The yard hydrant
shall be of sufficient size to provide adequate volume and pressure to facilitate washing down of
pump and maintenance of the wet well.
A receiving manhole must be located in the fenced area of each pump station for by-pass pumping.
Wet Well shall be lined with a factory installed HDPE/PP-R moisture/chemical barrier specifically
developed to withstand severe effects of hydrogen sulfide within the wet well. The liner shall be a
minimum of 80 mils thick. The interior liner shall be sure-grip by Foley Products or equivalent.
Pump station shall have an operational SCADA system. All cost associated with the installation of the
SCADA system is the responsibility of the developer.
Frame elevation of wet well, valve box and receiving manhole shall be set at or above100-year flood
elevation.
Elevation to bottom of electrical panel shall be set at or above 100-year flood elevation.
A permanently mounted or portable generator shall be supplied that is sized sufficiently, as determined
by the city engineer, to handle operations of the wastewater pump station in the event of a power
outage.
Section 1209 Design Considerations
Applicants Engineer should submit the following design considerations:
(1) Station service area ultimate loading.
(2) Flotation calculation (weight of station without pumps vs. uplift).
(3) Cycle time calculation maximum ten (10) cycles/hour.
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Section 1210 Pumps and Motors (Submersible Stations)
(1) Pumps shall be designed to handle peak flow with the largest pump out of service. Minimum
design peaking factor shall be 2.5.
(2) Motors shall be non-overloading over entire pumping range and have a 1.10 service factor.
(3) No add-a-phase systems shall be allowed.
(4) Unbalanced voltages on motors under load shall not exceed one (1%) percent when measured at
the motor disconnect terminals. Voltage measurements shall be read with an accurate digital volt
meter; and reading shall be recorded as part of the final inspection. System will not be accepted until
unbalance has been corrected. Applicant’s Engineer shall supply certification that the station has
passed this requirement.
(5) Pump stations shall be equipped with emergency stand-by power connections and piping
connections for by-pass pumping.
Section 1211

Testing

(1) Start up service shall be provided by the manufacturer’s representative prior to acceptance of the
pump station. Simplex and duplex draw-down test shall be performed by Applicant’s Engineer prior
to final acceptance of the pump station. Specifications to include completion of pump station start-up
procedures in the presence of a representative of the City’s Inspections Department, Public Works
Department, Design Engineer, contractor and the pump supplier.
(2) Applicant’s Engineer shall provide a certification that the work has been completed in accordance
with the approved plans and specifications.
Section 1212 Wastewater Pump Station Details
(1)

Pump Station Site Plan

SP-1

(2) Pump Station Section

SP-1A

(2) Pump Station Wet Well Detail

SP-1B

(3) Antenna Mounting (Pole Mount)

PS-2

(4) Wastewater Pump Station Fence PS-3
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ARTICLE 13
URBAN REUSE SYSTEMS
Section 1300 RECLAIMED WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
The Contractor shall comply with all local codes and regulations of local utilities. He shall coordinate
work necessary for the completion of utilities with local utility companies and cooperate with the
companies as required. The Reclaimed Water Distribution System shall comply with Georgia
Environmental Protection Division’s “Guidelines for Water Reclamation and Urban Water Reuse”,
latest revision.
Section 1301 Products:
All pipe material, solder and flux shall be lead free (less than 0.2 percent lead in solder and flux and
less than 8.0 percent lead in pipes and fittings). All materials shall be certified for conformance with
American National Standards Institute / National Sanitation Foundation Standard 61 (ANSI/NSF61).
Metal Pipe:
A. Ductile Iron Pipe- Ductile iron pipe shall be manufactured in accordance with ANSI /AWWA C 151
/A21.51, latest revision. All pipes larger than 12” shall be ductile iron. Ductile iron pipe shall be of the
thickness according to ANSI/AWWA\ Cl50/A21 .50, latest revision, for Laying Condition Type 2, at a
minimum. Flange Pipe shall be Pressure Class 350.
B. Fittings- Fittings shall conform to ANSI/AWWA C Ill A21.11, latest revision, and shall be push-on
Type unless otherwise shown. Flanged Fittings shall conform to ANSI/AWWA C110/A21.10, latest
revision. The AWWA C 110 fitting flanges shall have facing and drilling which match AWWA C115
threaded-on flanges which also match ANSI Bl6.1 Class 125 flanges except where Class 250 are
specifically noted. Mechanical Fittings shall conform to ANSI/AWWA Cl53/A21.53,
latest revision. Bolts shall conform to ANSI Bl8.2.l, latest revision. Nuts shall conform to ANSI Bl8.2.2,
latest revision. Bolts and nuts shall conform to ANSI B1 .1
C. Joints- Push-on Joints shall conform to ANSI/AWWA C 111 /A21.11 latest revision. Flanged
Joints shall conform to ANSI/AWWA C115/ A21.l5, latest revision. Use only full-face type, red rubber
gasket one-sixteenth inch thick, as manufactured by the U.S. Rubber Company, in all flanged joints
Mechanical Joints shall conform to ANSI/AWWA C111 /A21.11, latest revision. All joints of
mechanical joint ductile iron and fittings shall be installed in accordance with the requirements of
AWWA C600, Section 3.4. Bolts shall conform to ANSI Bl8.2.l, latest revision. Nuts shall conform to
ANSI B-l8.2.2, latest revision. Bolts and nuts shall conform to ANSI B1.l
Restrained joints for pipe, valves, and fittings shall be mechanical joints with ductile iron retainer
glands equivalent to “Megalug” or push-on type joints equivalent to “Lock-Ring,” “TR Flex,” or “SuperLock,” and shall have a minimum rated working pressure of 250 psi. The coating shall consist of a
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minimum of two coats of liquid Xylan® fluoropolymer coating with heat cure to follow each coat.
The coating system shall be Mega-BondTM by EBAA Iron, or approved equal. Restrained joints shall
be capable of being deflected after assembly and they shall have a preset deflection of no more than
5 degrees while being able to take up to 3 degrees of deflection after burial.
D. Lining and Coating- Lining for ductile iron pipe and fittings shall be a cement mortar lining
meeting the ANSI/AWWA C 104/ A2 1.4, latest revision, for standard thickness lining. After cement
lining, the interior of the pipe shall be given a seal coat of approved bituminous material in
accordance with ANSI/AWWA C 04/A21.4, latest revision.
Exterior coating shall be an approved bituminous coating one mil thick in accordance with
ANSI/AWWA C 151 / A21.51, latest revision.
E. Protective Coating- Pipe and fittings shall be coated in the field by an approved painting
subcontractor. The subcontractor’s experience qualifications shall be submitted for approval by City
of Richmond Hill.
Buried ductile iron pipe and fittings shall be color coded as per general color code requirements listed
in the Utility Location and Coordination Council’s Uniform Color Code. Reclaimed water main pipe,
joints, and fittings shall be marked with Pantone Purple 522C.
The coating shall cover the top 180 degrees of the pipe outside diameter, except for the spigot area.
The standard asphaltic pipe coating shall not be deleted if field painting is selected. The paint shall be
an all acrylic, water reducible, fast drying, semi-gloss coating and shall be suitable for painting over
asphaltic coatings. Coating data shall be as follows:
• Surface preparation: clean and dry
• Coverage: theoretical 615 square feet per gallon at 1.0 mil dry film thickness
• Dry film thickness: 1.0-2.0 mils per coat
• Wet film thickness: 3.0-8.0 mils per coat
Apply coating in accordance to manufacturer’s recommendations.
Paint shall be manufactured by Induron or approved equal.
After installation, the Contractor shall paint all steel sleeves, tapping sleeves, threaded rods, straps,
nuts, bolts, washers, couplings, or other connecting/restraining apparatus with either Roster
Laboratories, Inc., “Roskote Mastic No. A-939”, Koppers Company, Inc., “Bitumastic Superservice
Black”, or approved equivalent protective coating.
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PVC Pipe:
PVC pipe shall be Underwriters Laboratories approved and listed and must meet all requirements of
ASTM D2241 and bear the seal of conformance to NSF61. PVC pipe used for reclaimed water mains
shall be color-coded using sunlight stable pigment Pantone Purple 522C. It shall meet or exceed
AWWA C900 with the following supplemental specifications:
A. Pressure Pipe- Pipe less than 4 inches shall be Polyethylene Pipe, 200 psi, SIDR-7CTS. Pipe 4
inches to 12 inches shall be C-900 with Dimension Ratio 18 or lower (thicker). Plastic pipes are not
allowed for sizes larger than 12 inches.
B. Routine Hydrostatic Proof Test Requirements- Each piece of pipe shall be tested at four (4)
times rated pressure class by the Manufacturer.
C. Outside Diameter- Pipe shall have cast iron pipe outside diameter.
D. Joints- Pipe shall have elastomeric-gasket integral bell end. Bell section shall have a thickened
wall. Gasket groove Wall thickness shall meet or exceed the thickness of the pipe barrel.
Mechanical Joints shall conform to ANSI/AWWA C11 l/A21.11, latest revision. All joints of mechanical
joint ductile iron and fittings shall be installed in accordance with the requirements of AWWA C600,
Section 3.4. Bolts shall conform to ANSI B18.2.l, latest revision. Nuts shall conform to ANSI B18.2.2,
latest revision. Bolts and nuts shall conform to ANSI B1.1
Restrained joints for pipe, valves, and fittings shall be mechanical joints with ductile iron retainer
glands equivalent to “Megalug” or push-on type joints equivalent to “Lock-Ring,” “TR Flex,” or “SuperLock,” and shall have a minimum rated working pressure of 250 psi. The coating shall consist of a
minimum of two coats of liquid Xylan® fluoropolymer coating with heat cure to follow each coat. The
coating system shall be Mega-BondTM by EBAA Iron, or approved equal. Restrained joints shall be
capable of being deflected after assembly and they shall have a preset deflection of no more than 5
degrees while being able to take up to 3 degrees of deflection after burial.
E. Fittings- Ductile iron shall be mechanical-joint type conforming to ANSI /AWWA Cl53/A21.53,
latest revision, with cement mortar lining and seal coat in accordance with ANSI/AWWA Cl04/A21.4,
latest revision, and one mil thick petroleum exterior coating in accordance with ANSI/AWWA Cl04/
A2l.4, latest revision, unless otherwise shown.
F. Affidavit of Compliance- The manufacturer shall furnish an affidavit that all materials delivered
comply with the requirements of this standard and supplemental specifications.
G. Couplings and Fittings- Couplings and fittings shall be furnished by the pipe manufacturer and
shall accommodate the pipe for which they are to be used. They shall have the same minimum
pressure rating as the pipe. Coupling method shall allow for expansion or contraction of each pipe
section to be taken up at each end of the pipe. Couplings shall permit five (5) degree deflection (2 2
degrees on each side) of the pipe with any evidence of infiltration, exfiltration or breaking.
H. Gaskets- PVC pipe joint gaskets shall meet the requirements of ASTM F477
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Steel Casing and Casing Spacers:
Steel casing and casing spacers shall be manufactured and installed as specified below,
A. Casing pipe shall be steel conforming to ASTM Al39, yield point of 35,000 psi, of the diameter and
thickness shown on the contract drawings for each crossing. All pipe within casing shall be restrained
joint ductile iron.
B. Casing spacers shall be bolt on style with a shell made in two (2) sections of Heavy T-304Stainless
Steel. Connecting flanges shall be ribbed for extra strength. The shell shall be lined with a PVC liner.
All nuts and bolts shall be 18-8 Stainless Steel. Runners shall be made of Ultra High Molecular
Weight Polymer with inherently high abrasion resistance and a low coefficient of friction. Runners
shall be supported by risers made of Heavy T-304 Stainless Steel. The combined height of the
supports and runners shall keep the carrier pipe a minimum of 0.75” from the easing pipe at all times.
Casing Spacers shall be as manufactured by Cascade Waterworks Manufacturing Company, or
approved equal.
Gate Valves:
Gate valves shall be right hand operational only and shall conform to the following Specifications:
A. Resilient- Seated Gate Valves (3 Inches to 12 Inches) - Resilient-seated gate valves 3 inches to
12 inches shall conform to AWWA C509 with non-rising stem. Unless otherwise indicated or
specified, gate valves shall be designed for a working pressure of not less than 250 psig.
Valves shall take full pressure on either face. Valves shall be from one manufacturer and similar sizes
shall be identical and parts interchangeable. They shall be constructed with bolted bonnets provided
with two 0-ring stem seals, which can be replaced with the valve under pressure in the full-open
position.
Valves shall be constructed of materials conforming to AWWA C509. All internal and external
surfaces shall be coated with fusion-bonded epoxy to a minimum thickness of 8 mils.
Valve seats shall be coated with a rubber material conforming to AWWA C509 so that there shall be
no rubber to metal contact when the valve is in the fully closed position.
Valves shall be hydrostatically tested in accordance with AWWA C509.
Valves shall be American, Waterous or approved equal and shall be furnished with standard hand
wheels, chain wheels or nuts as shown on the Drawings and/or as specified.
B. Ball Valves (2 Inches & Smaller)- Ball valves 2 inches and smaller shall be designed for a
working pressure of not less than 300 psi, domestic made brass, and shall conform to AWWA
standard C 800-89.
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a) Standard tee head stops in body permit 90-degree right turn only.
b) Padlock wings shall be used on the tee head.
Butterfly Valves 14 Inches and Larger:
A. Butterfly Valves 14 Inches and Larger - Butterfly valves 14-inches and larger shall be of the
tight closing, right hand operational only, rubber seated type, with rubber seat positively locking in
place against flow from either direction. No metal-to-metal seating surfaces will be permitted.
Valves shall be bubble-tight at rated pressures with flow in either direction. Butterfly valves shall
conform to ANSI/AWWA C504, Class 15OB.
Valve body shall be high-strength cast iron ASTM A 126 Class B with 18-8 Type 304 stainless steel
body seat. Valves shall have Mechanical Joints per AWWA C 111. All MS accessories (bolts, glands,
gaskets) shall be supplied by the valve manufacturer. Valves for below ground service shall be
installed using restrained joints.
Valve shafts shall be 304 stainless steel and shall consist of a one-piece, extending full size through
the entire valve or 18-8 stainless steel stub shaft design keyed to the vane with stainless steel torque
plugs. Valve discs shall be solid ductile iron with an epoxy coating making it corrosion resistant. The
thickness of the discs shall not exceed 2-1/4 times the shaft diameter.
Valve seats shall be natural or synthetic rubber providing 360 degrees uninterrupted seating. The
resilient seat shall be adjustable or replaceable in the field without burning or grinding. The seat shall
be molded over a stainless steel ring for support and secured to the disc by corrosion resistant, selflocking stainless steel screws.
All internal ferrous metal surfaces in the waterway shall be factory coated with a non-toxic, twocomponent, holiday-free, thermosetting epoxy to a nominal thickness of 4 mils. All external surfaces
shall be coated with an epoxy coating conforming to AWWA C-550, with a minimum thickness of 10
mils.
All butterfly valves shall be manually operated. Operators shall be of the traveling nut, self-locking
type and shall be designed to hold the valve in any intermediate position without creeping or
fluttering. Operators shall be furnished with externally adjustable mechanical stop limiting devices.
Valves shall have a 2-inch square-operating nut and shall be installed with extension stems to extend
the operating nut in accordance with the project details. The operator shall be integrally mounted on
the valve-mounting flange and shall have all gearing totally enclosed for buried service. Maximum
force for operating nut shall be 40 pounds. All valves shall be M&H model 4500, or approved equal.
B. Tapping Sleeves and Valves- Tapping sleeves and valves shall he used for making branch
connections to an existing water main. Tapping sleeves shall be provided at the locations indicated on
the Drawings and shall be mechanical joint type, Mueller No. H-61 5, Clow F-5205 or approved equal.
Tapping valves shall be mechanical joint type gate valves, Mueller No. 667, Clow F-5093 or approved
equal, and shall conform to the requirements of this Section.
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C. Tapping Saddles (Service Saddle)- Tapping saddles shall be used for making service
connections on 4” and larger PVC and/or Ductile Iron Pipe. Drawings shall show a Smith Blair Series
317 service saddle or approved equal. At each point where a 1” or 2” connection is required.
D. Air Release Valves- Air Release Valve shall be 2-inch screwed inlet. The air release valve shall be
designed to permit automatic escape of large quantities of air from the pipeline when the line is being
filled and must also allow accumulating air to escape while the line is in operation and under pressure.
The body and cover shall be able to operate at pressures up to 300 psi. The open end of and air relief
pipe from automatic valves or from a manually operated valve shall be extended to the top of the pit
and provided with a screened downward facing elbow. Air release valve manufacturer shall be Crispin
Model No. PL- 10 or VENT 0 MAT Series RBX, or approved equal.
E. Water Service Pipe Material- Pipe shall conform to AWWA Specifications C90l-96, Polyethylene
Pressure Pipe and Tubing, and shall be marked with AWWA requirements and the following:
Polyethylene
Nominal Size
ASTMD2837
SDR 9
PE 3408
Working Pressure- 160 psi
Water Service Tubing
National Sanitation Foundation (NSF 14)
Pipe Color Pantone Purple 522
Unmarked pipe, without information noted above, will not be accepted.
Polyethylene pipe shall comply with ASTM Dl 248 PE3408 Class III, A, 5, P34. Brass (Domestic
Made) or bronze compression type fittings shall be used. Flared connections will not be permitted.
Continuous metallic tape over the pipe and tracing wire will be required. No gooseneck will be
allowed nor will solvent weld joints be allowed. Corporation and curb stops will be required on all
laterals. Minimum nominal size shall be 1 inch.
F. Corporation Stops- At each tapped point a connection to the pipe shall be made by installing a
corporation stop. Corporation stops shall be Ford F 1000-4-G AWWA/CC Ground Key Corporation
Stop, or approved equal, as required for the type of pipe being tapped.
G. Curb Stops- Curb stop shall be 1 inch size or as shown on the Drawings and shall be Ford
C 14-4401 FIP x GJCTS with a Brass, domestic made, square head cored plug, or approved equal.
H. Service Saddles - Service saddles shall epoxy coated, ductile iron, double strap -stainless steel
manufactured by Smith-Blair, Model 317 Service Saddle, or approved equal.
I. Valve Box- Bach buried valve shall be accompanied by a valve box of the adjustable type of heavy
pattern, constructed of cast iron, and provided with cast iron cover.
The upper section of each box shall have a flange at the bottom, having sufficient bearing area to
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prevent settling. The bottom of the lower section shall enclose the operating nut of the valve. Boxes
shall be of lengths consistent with pipe depths as shown on the Drawings. Boxes shall be adjustable,
with a lap of at least 6-inches when in the most extended position. Covers shall have the words
“RECLAIMED WATER” cast in the top. Each valve box shall have a concrete round collar installed
around the top along with a concrete valve marker at each valve
Valve Manhole
A. General- Manholes shall be constructed at such points as designated on the Drawings. Riser and
top sections shall be installed level and plumb, such that all manhole steps are in alignment. The top
of manholes outside of roads, streets and highways shall be built to grades 2 inches above ground
surface, unless otherwise shown. Manholes in roads, streets and highways shall be built to grades
shown on the Drawings.
B. Precast Concrete Manholes- Precast Concrete manholes shall be constructed of reinforced
Class “A” Concrete. Walls shall be not thinner than 5 inches, or 1/12 of the inside diameter, which
ever is greater. Precast manholes shall meet all requirement of ASTM C478, “Specification for
Precast Reinforced Concrete Manhole Sections.”
Rings shall be custom made with openings to meet the necessary pipe alignment conditions and
invert elevations. All inlets and outlets shall be east in or core drilled. Joints and gaskets shall
conform to the applicable provisions of ASTM C443, “Joints for Circular Concrete Sewer and Culvert
Pipe using Rubber Gasket” or Ram-Nek Pre-molded Plastic Joint Sealer. The sealing compound shall
not leak at the joints (while being tested, if required, at 10 psi) for a period of 24 hours. Bell and spigot
surfaces shall be smooth, accurately formed, and provide a loose, sliding fit, with a clearance
between the bell and spigot of not more than 1/6 inch. Precast manholes shall be bedded on not less
than 6 inches of compacted crushed stone at the Contractor’s expense. The crushed stone shall
extend not less than 6 inches outside the walls of the manhole and under the entire length of pipe
within the excavation for the manhole.
C. Manhole Castings- Provide covers with the inscription “RECLAIMED
WATER” cast into the cover in lettering at least 2 inches high. Covers shall be 25-3/4 inches in
diameter and shall be 2-inches thick at the bearing surface. Frame shall provide a 24-inch clear
opening. Manhole covers and frames shall be USE 227, or equal.
D. Meter Box - 3/4” and 1” - Meter boxes shall be of east iron and shall be 3/4” stretch box Ford
LYLV 141-243T or stretch box Ford LY 111 -444-YBL-T, or approved equal. The lid shall have the
word “RECLAIMED WATER” cast in it.
E. Tracing Wire- Tracing wire shall be single strand #12 AWG, Vinylon - A THWN or THHN or
gasoline and oil resistant II VW 600V or AWM. Tracing wire shall be continuous with all reclaimed
water mains. Tracing wire for reclaimed water laterals shall be a single strand from the main to the
end of the service lateral terminating in the meter box. Tracing wire shall be a single strand installed
from the main to all Utility Marking Post line markers with sufficient length at the marker to be
wrapped around the marker several times.
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F. Concrete Valve Marker- Concrete valve marker shall be 4”x4” square by 4’-ô” in length with 4-#3
re-bar east in 4,000 psi concrete. All corners shall have a 3/4” chamfer. A 2” brass marker plate with
anchor shall he embedded in the top. The brass plate shall have a directional arrow pointing to valve
with the distance to the nearest foot and shall be labeled “Reclaimed Water Valve”. The concrete
valve marker shall be set 24” in the finish grade and shall be painted Pantone Purple 522.
G. Utility Marking Post- Utility parking post shall be placed every 500 feet or as shown on the
drawings above the utility and at fittings and labeled accordingly. The marking post shall be rigid
enough to be easily installed in most soil conditions and durable to withstand repeated impacts.
The marking post shall be a four (4) inches in width and remain flexible from -40E F to +14OEF
with UV stabilizers. The marker shall highly visible standard fade resistant colors, White Background
and Pantone Purple 522 Lettering with the following imprinted thereon: international AN0 Dig@
symbol, federal law warning, “RECLAIMED PIPELINE” with letter size and stroke to comply with
the Federal Office of Pipeline Safety Specifications, City of Richmond Hill’s name, Water
Distribution phone number and State one-call number. Markers shall be Rhino 3-Rail with poly
tech coating, or approved equal.
H. Caution Tape- Caution tape shall consist of a minimum 4.0 mil thickness inert polyethylene plastic
that is resistant to alkalis, acids and other destructive elements found in the soil. The tape shall have
a minimum 3” width and a minimum tensile strength of 2,800 psi. A continuous warning message
repeated every 16” to 36” shall be imprinted on the tape surface. The tape shall contain Pantone
Purple 522 color designating the color code appropriate to the line being buried “Caution — Buried
Reclaimed Water Line Below” imprinted in black. Caution tape shall be installed 24” above the pipe
on all water mains.

Section 1302 Execution
Excavation, trenching, and backfill for the reclaimed water distribution system shall be as specified
below. A minimum cover over the top of the pipe shall be as specified in Subpart 2.01 A.4, from the
sub-grade, shoulder or finish grade. A minimum 5’ face to face minimum horizontal separation
between reclaimed water main and sanitary sewer and drainage lines shall be provided.
Installation:
Ductile iron pipe shall be laid in accordance with ANSI/AWWA C600; Plastic pipe shall be laid in
accordance with AWWA C605, AWWA M23, ASTM D2774, UNI-Bell TJNI-B-3 and the pipe
manufacturer’s recommendations.
Pipe, fittings, valves, other accessories shall, unless otherwise directed, be unloaded at the point of
delivery, hauled to and distributed at the site of the project by the Contractor. They shall at all times
be handled with care to avoid damage. In loading and unloading, they shall be lifted by hoists or slid
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or rolled on skidways in such a manner as to avoid shock. Under no circumstances shall they be
dropped. Pipe handled on skidways must not be skidded or rolled against pipe already on the ground.
In distributing the material at the site of the work, each piece shall be unloaded opposite or near the
place where it is to be laid in the trench. Coated pipe shall be handled in such a manner that a
minimum of damage to the coating will result. Damaged coating shall be repaired. Pipe shall be
placed on the site of work parallel with the trench alignment and with bell ends facing the direction in
which the work will proceed unless otherwise directed. The interior of all pipe, fittings, and other
accessories shall be kept free from dirt and foreign matter at all times. Valves shall be drained and
stored in a manner that will protect them from damage by freezing before installation. Before
installation of any materials, a City of Richmond Hill Inspector shall inspect and approve all material
before installation.
Cutting pipe for inserting fittings, or closure pieces, shall be done in a neat and workmanlike manner
without damage to the pipe. Unless otherwise directed, pipe shall be laid with the bell ends facing the
direction of laying. For lines on an appreciable slope, bells shall face upgrade. Whenever necessary
to deflect the pipe from straight line, whether in the vertical or horizontal plane to avoid obstructions,
the degree of deflection shall not exceed 2-1/2 degrees. No pipe shall be laid in water or when the
trench condition or the weather is unsuitable for such work. Installation shall be in accordance with
manufacturer’s instructions.
All pipe and fittings shall be carefully lowered into the trench piece by piece by means of derrick,
ropes or other suitable tools or equipment in such a manner as to prevent damage to the pipe. Under
no circumstances shall pipe or accessories be dropped into the trench. Before lowering and while
suspended, ductile iron pipe shall be inspected for defects and rung with a light hammer to detect
cracks. Any defective, damaged or unsound pipe shall be rejected. All foreign matter or dirt shall be
removed from the inside of the pipe before it is lowered into its position in the trench and it shall be
kept clean by approved means during and after laying. Care shall be taken to prevent dirt from
entering the joint space. At all times when pipe laying is not in progress, the open ends of the pipe
shall be closed by approved means and no trench water shall be permitted to enter the pipe.
A. Alignment and Grade- The reclaimed water mains shall be laid and maintained to lines and
grades established by the plans and specifications, with fittings and valves at the required locations
unless otherwise accepted by the owner. Valve-operating stems shall be oriented in a manner to
allow proper operation.
1. Prior Investigation- Prior to excavation, investigation shall be made to the extent necessary to
determine the location of existing underground structures and conflicts. Care shall be exercised by
the contractor during excavation to avoid damage to existing structures. The pipe manufacturer’s
recommendations shall be used when the reclaimed water main being installed is adjacent to a facility
that is catholically protected.
2. Unforeseen obstructions- When obstructions that are not shown on the plans arc encountered
during the progress of work and interfere so that an alteration of the plans is required, the owner will
alter the plans, or order a deviation in line and grade, or arrange for removal, relocation, or
reconstruction of the obstructions.
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3. Clearance- When crossing existing pipelines or other structures, alignment and grade shall be
adjusted as necessary, with the acceptance of the owner, to provide clearance as required by federal,
state, and local regulations or as deemed necessary by the owner to prevent future damage or
contamination of either structure.
4. Depth of Pipe- The Contractor shall perform excavation of whatever substances are encountered
to a depth that will provide a minimum cover over the top of the pipe of 36-inches from the existing or
proposed finished grade, for pipe 12-inches and smaller. Pipe larger than 12-inches in diameter shall
have 48-inches of cover from the finished grade. A maximum cover of 60” (inches) from finished
grade shall be used unless approved by the City to avoid a conflict. If the cover will be less than 36”,
duet iron pipe shall be used.
5. Fluorinated Hydrocarbon Gaskets- Fluorinated hydrocarbon gaskets are intended for use in soils
where a possibility of petroleum contamination is present. Fluorinated hydrocarbon gaskets shall only
be used where specifically called for on the drawings.
B. Trench Construction - The trench shall be excavated to the alignment, depth, and width specified
or shown on the plans and shall be in conformance with all federal, state, and local regulations for the
protection of the workers.
1. Trench Preparation- Trench preparation shall proceed in advance of pipe installation only as far
as stated in the specifications or as directed by the owner. Discharge from any trench-dewatering
pumps shall be conducted to natural drainage channels, storm sewers, or as directed by applicable
regulatory agencies. Excavated material shall be placed in a manner that will not obstruct the work
nor endanger the workers or the public, or obstruct sidewalks, driveways, roadways, or other
structures. Placement of excavated material shall be done in compliance with federal, state, and local
regulations.

2. Pavement Removal- Removal of pavement and road surfaces shall be a part of the trench
excavation. The amount removed shall depend on the width of trench required for installation of the
pipe and the dimensions of the area into which valves, hydrants, manholes, or other structures will be
installed. The dimensions of pavement removed shall not exceed the dimensions of the opening
required for installation of pipe, valves, hydrants, specials, manholes, and other structures by more
than 6 inches in any direction, unless otherwise required or accepted by the owner. Methods
such as sawing, drilling, or chipping shall be used to ensure the breakage of pavement along straight
lines. Pavement removal shall occur in accordance with the City of Richmond Hill standard details.
3. Width- The width of the trench at the top of the pipe shall be the same as that afforded by the
single-pass capabilities of normally available excavating equipment, and shall be ample to permit the
pipe to be laid and joined properly and to allow the backfill to be placed as specified. Trenches shall
be of such extra width, when required, to permit the placement of timber supports, sheeting, bracing,
and appurtenances as required by the safety requirements of the agency having jurisdiction.
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4. Bell holes- Holes for the bells shall be provided at each joint, but shall be no larger than necessary
to allow joint assembly and to ensure that the pipe barrel will lie flat on the trench bottom. Push-on
type joints require only minimum depressions for bell holes. Other than noted previously, the trench
bottom shall be true and even to provide support for the full length of the pipe barrel, except that a
slight depression may be provided to allow withdrawal of pipe slings or other lifting tackle without
damaging coating or polyethylene encasement.
5. Clearances and bedding procedures shall be observed for pieces of concrete or masonry and
other debris or subterranean structures, such as masonry walls, piers, or foundations, that may be
encountered during excavation. When encountered, all structures shall be removed to provide a
clearance below and on each side of all pipe, valves, and fittings of at least 18 inches for pipe sizes
24 inches or smaller and 24 inches for pipe sizes 30 inches or larger. When excavation is completed,
a layer of appropriate backfill material shall be placed on the bottom of the trench to the previously
mentioned depths, leveled, and tamped.
6. Previous excavations- Should the trench pass over a sewer or other previous excavation, the
trench bottom shall be sufficiently compacted to provide support equal to that of the native soil or to
conform to other regulatory requirements in a manner that will prevent damage to the existing
installation.
7. Protection of Property- Trees, shrubs, fences, and all other property and surface structures shall
be protected during construction, unless their removal is shown in the plans and specifications or
directed by the owner. Any cutting of tree roots or branches shall be done only as directed by the City
of Richmond Hill Park and Tree Department. Temporary support, adequate protection, and
maintenance of all underground and surface structures, drains, sewers, and other obstructions
encountered in the progress of the work shall be provided in accordance with specifications or
applicable regulations. All properties that have been disturbed shall be restored as nearly as practical
to their original condition.
8. Unsuitable subgrade material- When the subgrade is found to include ashes, cinders, refuse,
organic material, or other unsuitable material, such material shall be removed to a minimum of at
least 6 inches below the bottom of the pipe or to the depth ordered by the engineer. The removed
material shall be replaced, under the direction of the engineer, with clean, stable backfill material. The
bedding shall be consolidated and leveled so that the pipe may be installed.
9. Safety- Appropriate traffic-control devices shall be provided in accordance with federal, state, and
local regulations to regulate, warn, and guide traffic at the work site.
C. Pipe Installation- Proper implements, tools, and facilities shall be provided and used for the safe
and convenient performance of the work. All pipe, fittings, and valves shall be lowered carefully into
the trench by means of a derrick, ropes, or other suitable tools or equipment, in such a manner as to
prevent damage to reclaimed water main materials and protective coatings and linings. Under no
circumstances shall reclaimed water main materials be dropped or dumped into the trench. Where
necessary, the trench shall be dewatered prior to installation of the pipe. Chains shall not be allowed
to transport of lower pipe into the trench.
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1. Examination of material- All pipe, fittings, valves, and other appurtenances shall be examined
carefully for damage and other defects immediately before installation.
2. Pipe ends- All lumps, blisters, and excess coating shall be removed from the socket and plain
ends of each pipe, and the outside of the plain end and the inside of the bell shall be wiped clean and
dry and be free from dirt, sand, grit, or any foreign materials before the pipe is laid.
3. Pipe cleanliness- Foreign material shall be prevented from entering the pipe while it is being
placed in the trench. No debris, tools, clothing, or other materials shall be placed in the pipe at any
time. Excessive flush water required to clean the pipe after installation may be charged to the
contractor.
4. Pipe placement- As each length of pipe is placed in the trench, the joint shall be assembled and
the pipe brought to correct line and grade. The pipe shall be secured in place with acceptable backfill
material.
5. Direction of bells- It is common practice to lay pipe with the bells facing the direction in which
work is progressing; however, it is not mandatory. For example, when the main is being laid on a
slope, the pipe is frequently laid with the bells facing uphill for ease of installation. The direction of the
bells is not functionally related to the direction of flow within the main.
6. Pipe plugs- At times when pipe-laying is not in progress, the open ends of pipe shall be closed
by a temporary water-tight plug approved by the owner. The plug shall be fitted with a means for
venting. When practical, the temporary plug shall remain in place until the trench is pumped
completely dry. Care must be taken to prevent pipe flotation, should the trench fill with water. Prior
to removal of a permanent plug for extending the line or for any other reason, air and/or water
pressure in the line shall be released.
7. Joint deflection- When it is necessary to deflect pipe from a straight line in either the horizontal or
vertical plane, the amount of joint deflection shall not exceed that shown in Tables 1 or 2. The
deflections listed are maximum deflections and should not be exceeded.
8. Pipe cutting- Cutting pipe for insertion of valves, fittings, or closure pieces shall be done in
conformance with all safety recommendations of the manufacturer of the cutting equipment. Cutting
shall be done in a safe, workmanlike manner without creating damage to the pipe or cement-mortar
lining.
9. Cut ends and rough edges shall be ground smooth, and for push-on joint connections the cut end
shall be beveled by methods recommended by the manufacturer and accepted by the owner.
D. Reclaimed Water Service Connection- Service lines shall be connected to 4-inch and larger
mains with a corporation stop. Connections to mains smaller than 4-inches shall be made with a rigid
connection. Plugged tees or crosses for future connections shall be installed where shown on the
Drawings. A house service connection shall be provided to vacant lots and the exact location marked
on the curb with a “RW”. The mark shall be made on the vertical face of the curb and shall be a
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minimum of 1/4-inch deep made with a branding iron. Where services are provided at locations
without curb, a 2”x4” 30-inch long pressure treated flag stake painted white shall locate the end of the
lateral. Minimum cover of 30-inches shall be provided until a short transition to the service is stubbed
out of the ground. Reclaimed Water service laterals installed under roadways shall be installed a
minimum of 30 inches below the road (laterals shall not be installed in the base of the road). Water
service laterals shall be installed one foot short of the property line of all lots along street and right -ofways in which reclaimed water main is constructed.
E. Brass Nipples and Brass Pipe Fittings (Domestic Made)- Threads shall be cleanly cut with
sharp tools and the jointing procedure shall conform to the best practice. Before jointing, all scale
shall be removed from pipe by some suitable means. After cutting, all pipe shall be screwed together
with an application for graphite and engine oil, Teflon tape, or other sealing compound applied to all
threads and once a joint has been screwed on it shall not be backed off unless the threads are recleaned and new compound or Teflon tape applied. Unions shall be installed at every connection to
the supply line.
F. Connection to Existing Reclaimed Water System- The Contractor shall furnish necessary
materials and perform all excavation, dewatering, shoring, backfilling. etc., necessary to make the
connection of a new reclaimed main to the existing reclaimed water main. The Contractor shall notify
the Inspector and City of Savannah, a minimum of 72 hours in advance of construction. The
Contractor shall be responsible for coordinating his construction with the City of Richmond Hill. No
cross-connection between the reclaimed water system and the potable water system will be allowed.
G. Damage to Reclaimed Water System- Damage to any part of the reclaimed water system by the
Contractor, or subcontractors, that is repaired by City of Richmond Hill shall be charged to the
Contractor on the basis of time and material, plus 30 percent for overhead and administration.
H. Joint Restraints- All restraints shall be used in accordance with engineering and manufacturer=s
specifications. Thrust block is not allowed. Joint restraints shall be: Ford 1390 Series, Mega-Lug,
EBBA Series 1100 for Ductile Iron 4” and larger, EBBA Series 2000 PV for PVC Pipe 4” and larger,
Flexlock, T-lock, Uni-Flange, or approved equal.
Cleaning of new reclaimed mains:
Clean the interior of all pipe by brushing, swabbing or washing out all debris before laying. Stop up all
branches and other openings with wooden plugs or heads until either capped or connected. The use
of a cross connection device during flushing shall be required. A flushing velocity of not less than 2.5
feet per second shall be maintained in pipe sizes less than 24-inches in diameter. For larger diameter
mains, an alternative to flushing, such as broom sweeping of the main, is acceptable.
Flush the new pipe lines for a full pipe open end flush until the water runs clear at the end of all mains
and laterals. This should be done after the pressure test. The Contractor is responsible for
coordinating with the City Inspector and the City Water Distribution Department to arrange a City of
Richmond Hill inspection. Lines will not be placed in operation until City of Richmond Hill approval
and the City Inspector directs Contractor to do so.
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Section 1303

Identification and Tracer Wire:

A. Mylar tape shall be installed 18 inches below the finished grade over the top of the reclaimed water
mains. The tape shall be 2 inches wide, of Pantone purple 522 color and have imprinted on the tape
“Caution — Reclaimed Water Line Below.” The tape shall be laid the entire length of the trench.
B. No. 12 AWG solid plastic-coated copper wire shall be installed on top of all water mains where
non-metallic pipe is used and attached by means of securing the wire on top of the water main with
a 12-inch long by 2- inch wide piece of duet tape. Attach the wire to the main every ten (10) feet.
Wire shall be bonded at splices with 3M DBY-6 Direct Bury Splice Kit at every connection
The wire shall be laid the entire length of the trench and shall be continuous. The Contractor shall
demonstrate continuity in wire through the entire length of the project. At every valve manhole the
wire shall be run through the pipe opening, up to the ring and cover, secured at the ring by means of
grouting the ring to the top of the manhole. The wire shall continue in the same loop back to the
opposite pipe opening, through it and continuing in one continuous loop along the main.
At every reclaimed water service lateral, the wire shall be run from the main and corporation stop to
the curb stop and attached to the polyethylene pipe by a piece of duct tape wrapped around the wire
and tubing. The wire shall be connected to the tracer wire at the main with a single strand from the
reclaimed water main to the curb stop or into the meter box. Field verification of all tracer wire is
required prior to acceptance.

Section 1304

Testing:

Hydrostatic testing: All pressure and leakage test shall be performed in accordance with the latest
edition of AWWA C600. Leakage test shall be conducted simultaneously with the pressure test. The
duration of the test shall be 2 hours and during the test the main or section of main under test shall be
subjected to a pressure of 150 psi based on the lowest point in the line or section under test, and
connected at that elevation to the test gauge. Test pressure shall not vary more than 5 psi for the
duration of the test. Testing allowance shall be defined as the quantity of makeup water that must be
supplied into the newly laid pipe or any valved section thereof to maintain pressure within S psi of the
test pressure after the pipe has been filled with water and the air has been expelled. Testing
allowance shall not be measured by a drop in pressure in a test section over a period of time. Testing
allowance is defined as the quantity of water to be supplied into the newly laid pipe or any valved
section thereof, necessary to maintain the specified leakage test pressure after the air has been
expelled and the pipe has been filled with water at the test pressure. No pipe installation will be
accepted until the testing allowance is less than the number of gallons per hour as determined by the
formula.
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L =S x D x √P
133,200
L= testing allowance (makeup water) in gallons per hour
S=the length of pipe tested in linear feet.
D= the nominal diameter of the pipe in inches
P= the average test pressure during the hydrostatic test in pounds per
square inch (gauge).
Should any test of pipe laid disclose leakage greater than the above specified, the Contractor shall at
his own expense locate and repair the defective joints until leakage is within the specified testing
allowance. All visible leaks shall be repaired regardless c the allowance used for testing. Line shall be
retested until Testing Allowance requirement are within the allowable leakage. All additional testing
shall be at the Contractors expense.
The Contractor shall provide all necessary equipment and shall perform all work required in
connection with the tests. Each section shall be tested by hydrostatic pressure of 150 pounds per
square inch. Each section shall be slowly filled with water care being taken to expel all air from the
pipes. If necessary, the pipe shall be tapped high points to vent the air. The required pressure as
measured at the point of lowest elevation shall be applied for not less than 2 hours and all pipe,
fittings, valves, an joints shall be carefully examined for defects. Each valve shall be opened and
close several times during the test. Failure of valve(s) to perform will result in its removal from the job
site and replacement by the Contractor at his expense. All defective joints shall be repaired or
replaced.

Section 1305 General
A. Pipes shall be sized to maintain a minimum distribution main pressure of 45 psi during peak
conditions.
B. All connections to existing reclaimed water mains shall be made in the presence of the City
of Richmond Hill Inspections Department.
C. The contractor shall furnish and install the tapping sleeves and valves to existing reclaimed water
transmission mains.
D. The contractor shall pressure test the tapping sleeve and valve installation in the presence of
the City of Richmond Hill Inspections Department. The test pressure shall be 150 psi. for ten minutes
at zero pressure loss.
E. Valves on existing mains shall be operated by the City of Richmond Hill or under their direct
supervision.
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F. When service must be interrupted to existing customers during construction of a tap or addition
of appurtenances: The contractor shall provide 3 days’ notice to the City of Richmond Hill
Inspections Department. The contractor or developer shall be required to notify existing
customers as directed by the City of Richmond Hill. The contractor shall be ready to proceed
with as much material preassembled as possible at the site to minimize the length of service
interruption. The City of Richmond Hill will postpone a service cut-off if the contractor is not
ready to proceed on schedule
Section 1306 Urban Reuse System Details
(1.) Residential Reclaimed Water Connection

RW 1

(2.) Typical Service Connection ¾” – 2”

RW 1.1a & RW 1.1b

(3.) Typical Double Service Connection ¾” – 2”

RW 2

(4.) 3” Meter Service

RW 3a & RW 3b

(5.) 4” Meter Service

RW 4a & RW 4b

(6.) 6” Meter Service

RW 5a & RW 5b

(7.) Typical Gate Valve Setting and Main Cut-In

RW 6

(8.) Typical Butterfly Valve Setting

RW 7

(9.) Reclaimed Water Pipe Separation
(10.) Pressure Pipe Conflict

RW 8a & RW 8b
RW 9a & RW 9b

(11.) Casing Installation

RW 10

(12.) Typical Trench Root Barrier Installation

RW 11

(13.) Typical Utilities Canal Crossing

RW 12a & RW 12b

(14.) Fan Guard / Pipe Cap Design

RW 13

(15.) Underground Air Release Valve & Vault in NonTraffic Areas Outside of Road Right-Of-Way

RW 14

(16.) Air Release Valve And Manhole In Paved
Area and Road Right-Of-Way

RW 15

(17.) Pressure Test Criteria

RW 16
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(18.) Off-Set Underground Air Release Valve

RW 17a & RW 17b

(19.) Pipe Installation Under Existing Pavement - Open Cut

RW 18

(20.) Reclaimed Water Standard Sign

RW 19

ARTICLE 14
ENVIRONMENTAL SITE ASSESSMENTS
When required by the Subdivision Regulations, an Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) shall be
prepared by an Engineer, state licensed geologist, or other state licensed professional experienced in
geo-technical investigations and the assessment of real property for environmental concerns. The
ESA shall meet the minimum requirements of ASTM 1527 “Standard Practice for Environmental Site
Assessments: Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Process.” The ESA shall consist of a record
review of records, site reconnaissance, interview, and report. The following guidelines shall be used
in the preparation of the ESA.
Section 1400 The Record Review Portion of the ESA shall Consist of the following:
(1) Review available site plans, surveys, current and historical aerial photos. Consider adjacent
property and its current use.
(2) Review available real estate and topographical maps, geologic information, and hydrological data
for the site and vicinity.
(3) Review published surface and subsurface information for the site vicinity, including previous
geo-technical boring logs, well logs, utility plans, and site zoning. Consider geologic data regarding to
the potential for naturally occurring methane gas.
(4) Review Records of the County Clerk’s Office to identify site ownership for at least fifty (50) years
and to identify prior uses of the site and adjacent properties, where possible.
(5) Identify and locate, within one (1) mile of the proposed development: Any National Priority List
Superfund Cleanup Sites, any facilities engaged in the treatment, storage, or disposal of hazardous
wastes, and any disposal sites that have been identified in the City or County.
(6) Access public records to obtain information about the site’s regulatory history as revealed by
permits issued, citations from local, state, or federal agencies.
(7) Interview appropriate public officials with respect to waste disposal at or in the vicinity of the site;
make inquiries to determine if there may be any records about underground tanks.
(8) When possible, interview parties who may be familiar with past uses of the site or
adjacent sites.
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Section 1401 The Site Reconnaissance Portion of the ESA shall consist of the following:
(1) Walk over the site and view it also from adjacent public right-of-way.
(2) Note and record information about the locations and sizes of structures, if any, evidence of any
below-grade tanks, distressed vegetation, signs of chemical production or storage, the nature of any
trash or rubble on site, the types of businesses and activities operating in the area, and evidence of
any illegal disposal practices.
(3) Note and record appropriate information gained by observing adjacent sites, from conversations
with site personnel, or from other sources.
Section 1402 The Interview Portion of the ESA shall consist of the following
(1) Interview owners and occupants of the property.
(2) Interview local government officials.
(3) Interviews with adjacent property owners.
Section 1403 The Report Portion of the ESA shall consist of the following
(1) After the completion of the historical review, site reconnaissance, and soil borings; the findings
required in the previous subsections shall be prepared and included in the ESA report to the City
Engineer for his review and approval.
(2) The ESA report shall document each source that was used, even if a source revealed no finding.
Sources shall be sufficiently documented, including name, date request for information was filled,
date information provided was last updated by source, date information was last updated by original
source so as to facilitate reconstruction of the research at a later date.
(3) The ESA report shall contain a statement of the opinion of the individual responsible for the report
as to the suitability of the site for the proposed development.
(4) The ESA must be submitted to and approved by the City Engineer prior to approval of
construction plans.
If, in the opinion of the individual responsible for preparing the ESA, it would be necessary to develop
additional information by the use of soil borings, then the ESA report shall include the results of the
soil borings. If the soil borings reveal a potential problem, then additional subsurface exploration and
chemical testing will be required as determined by the City Engineer.
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ARTICLE 15
CONSTRUCTION APPROVALS AND ACCEPTANCE
Section 1500 General
(1) The City has the right to require changes in the work that are not in accordance with the
Engineering Standards or the approved construction plans and which would, in the opinion of the City
Engineer, negatively impact the ability of the City to provide normal maintenance in the City
right-of-way.
(2) Any work rejected by the City’s Inspections Department shall be removed and reworked to the
satisfaction of such Department.
(3) The City’s Inspections Department shall have the right to require any work be uncovered. If
defective work is suspected or to correct defects discovered during inspection, the City’s Inspections
Department may require testing of such work.
Section 1501 Applicant’s Engineer’s Responsibility
(1) Applicant’s Engineer will review all phases of the work in progress and will be responsible for
ascertaining whether or not the work is performed is in accordance with Applicant’s plans and
specifications and the City’s requirements.
(2) Applicant’s Engineer shall promptly furnish the City Engineer with pertinent information
concerning changes made during the progress of the work. No changes shall be
performed without the prior approval of the City Engineer or his field representative.

Section 1502 Construction Inspection
(1) The City of Richmond Hill Inspections Department shall be given at least twenty-four (24) hours’
notice prior to the need for all construction inspections.
(2) Proof-rolling of the sub-grade base shall be performed in the presence of a representative of the
City’s Inspections Department, the Design Engineer and the Contractor. Any unsatisfactory areas
shall be corrected to the satisfaction of the City’s Inspections Department. Proof rolling shall be done
as follows: a loaded tandem dump truck shall make two passes over the area to be tested while a
representative of the City’s Inspection Department is present. On the third pass the representative of
the City’s Inspection Department, Design Engineer and Contractor will walk behind the dump truck
and observe for any unsatisfactory areas.
(3) Prior to backfill of any cross-drain pipe, the installation shall be inspected and approved by the
City’s Inspections Department.
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(4) When requested by the City’s Inspection Department, pavement design reports prepared by an
independent laboratory shall be submitted to them for approval prior to paving.
(5) Laboratory compaction, stability and density testing is required for pavement. Compressive
strength testing is required for concrete curb and gutter. Pavement core sample reports are required
at three hundred (300) feet spacing to show thickness of bases and surface. Reports shall include a
map showing core locations. Additional pavement core samples may be required if the City’s
Inspection Department considers it necessary. Sub-grade and base material laboratory compaction
testing shall be required at three hundred (300) feet (more testing locations may be required if the
City Inspections Department considers it is necessary). Reports shall include a map showing testing
locations. 100% standard proctor compaction is required for sub base and base material.
(6) All test results must be submitted to the City of Richmond Hill Inspections Department prior to
proceeding with the next sequence of construction. Specifically, compaction results must be
submitted and approved prior to placement of curb and gutter, all sub-grade test results prior to
placement of base material, and base thickness and compaction results prior to asphalt surface pour.
(7) If any of the above tests show substandard conditions, then additional tests may be required by
the City’s Inspection Department to reveal the extent and cause of the substandard condition. All
tests shall be performed by a qualified independent testing laboratory approved by the City Engineer.
(8) A proposed plan to correct substandard conditions shall be submitted by Applicant’s Engineer for
approval by the City Engineer prior to beginning work.
(9) Each of the following items that need to be inspected shall pass inspection before the next step in
construction shall take place:
*1. Pre-development testing of twenty-four (24) inches of sub-grade material directly under proposed
curb and gutter, base and pavement areas to see if the existing material is suitable for curb and
roads. See Article 8 pavement design.
*2. Curb and gutter area compaction test. One hundred (100%) percent compaction, standard
proctor, required.
**3. Curb and gutter area material testing. A bore is done on the twenty-four (24) inches of material
that will be directly under the curb and gutter to make sure the material is suitable.
4.Curb and gutter area proof roll with a loaded tandem dump truck.
*5. Roadway sub-grade compaction test. One hundred (100%) percent compaction, standard proctor.
**6. Roadway sub-grade area material testing. A bore is done on the twenty-four (24) inches of
material that will be directly under the base and paving to make sure the material is suitable.
7. Roadway sub-grade proof roll with a loaded tandem dump truck.
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*8. Roadway base compaction test. One hundred (100%) percent compaction, standard proctor.
*9. Roadway base bore test to check thickness of base material.
10. Roadway base proof roll with a loaded tandem dump truck.
11. Roadway visual check before asphalt paving is put down.
*12. Asphalt pavement core test to check thickness of asphalt.
13. Storm sewer lamp and mirror test. (see # 21)
14. Water pressure and leakage test. One hundred fifty (150) PSI for two (2) hours.
*15. Water sample test.
16. Fire hydrant flow rate test (G.P.M.)
17. Force main pressure test. One hundred (100) PSI for two (2) hours.
18. Sanitary sewer mandrel test. Five (5%) percent deflection.
19. Sanitary sewer lamp and mirror test.
20. Sanitary sewer lateral tennis ball drop test. (curb and stone base in place)
**21. Sanitary sewer video and storm sewer video.
22. Sanitary sewer lift station inspection.
23. Final inspection will be scheduled after certification is received from the Applicant’s Engineer
confirming that the improvements have been built in accordance with the approved plans and
specifications. Record Drawings will have to be submitted before a final inspection will be approved.
Notes:
* Test done by a certified laboratory recognized by the City of Richmond Hill.
** Test done by a certified laboratory, recognized by the City of Richmond Hill if the City of Richmond
Hill Inspections Department considers it necessary to ensure that adequate work has been done.
1. #1 required inspection can be disregarded if all areas, twenty four (24) inches below proposed
curb and gutter and base and paving areas, are agreed to be mucked out and backfilled with suitable
material. (See Article 8)
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2. Notify the City of Richmond Hill Inspections Department no less than forty-eight (48) hours before
any excavations in city right of ways take place. A right of way permit is required to work in any City of
Richmond Hill right of way.
3. All road crossings shall be inspected by a representative of the City’s Inspection Department
before cover is applied.
4. All tie into existing utilities shall be done in the presence of the City of Richmond Hill Inspections
Department.
5. Sanitary sewer has to be in place a minimum of 30 days and all road mucking and backfilling
complete before being inspected.
6. Stone base material has to be installed before utility testing can take place.
Section 1503 Criteria for Requiring Replacement of Curb and Gutter
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Improper contraction joints.
“Y” cracks.
Spalling cracks.
Off-grade or misaligned sections.
Any crack within two (2) feet of an expansion or construction joint (remove half, with
saw cut joint).
Two or more cracks of any size within ten (10) feet.
Failure to meet strength or location specifications.
If any crack exceeds 1/8” in width.

Section 1504 Construction Failures
City approval of the constructed improvements shall not relieve the Developer of responsibility for
construction failures. The Developer shall repair any failure or deficiencies that occur during the
warranty period.
Section 1505 Record Drawings
As used herein, Record Drawings mean the Construction Plans as modified to reflect field changes.
Three inked copies of the Record Drawings on 24”x36” sheets shall be delivered to the City of
Richmond Hill Inspections Department prior to approval of the final inspection. Three complete digital
Record Drawings are also required. The three-year maintenance period cannot begin until record
drawings have been received and a final inspection has been performed and approved by the City’s
Inspection Department. The Record Drawings shall contain the following information:
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(1) Drainage:
(a)

As built manhole invert, inlets, pipe inverts, frames, headwall, and end treatments elevations.

(b) As built length, grade, diameter, pipe material between structures, manholes, inlets and end
treatments.
(c) Locations of structures, headwall, manholes, inlets, and end treatments in relation to right-of-way
lines, property lines, and other permanent structures.
(d) As built locations of lines, slope, width, and depth of ditches, swales, canals, and drainage
basins.
(2) Pavement:
(a)

Edge of pavement where it differs more than two (2) feet from approved plan.

(b) Pavement profiles where grade of installed paving differs more than 0.1% from proposed grade.
(c)

Areas where conditions require alternative bases or sub-grade material or treatment.

(3) Water: Domestic and Reuse
(a) As built location of water mains, depth, grade, and diameters.
(b) As built locations of valves, blow-offs, fire hydrants locations in relation to property lines,
road intersections and other permanent structures.
(c) As built locations of all service laterals. Measurements shall be from permanent structures
and shall indicate the location of the connection at the main and the location at the property line.
(4) Sanitary Sewer:
(a) As built manhole invert elevations (MSL), invert elevations of all mains at the manhole and
elevations of all manhole tops.
(b) Lateral locations measured from the downstream manhole at the main. Measurements shall be
from permanent structures and shall indicate the location of the connection at the main and the
location at the property line.
(c) As built length, grades, size and type of material between manholes.
(d) Locations of manholes in relation to the right-of-way lines, property lines, and other
permanent structures.
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(5) Other:
Locations of all special construction requirements in addition to the above such as sheeting left in
place, concrete cradles, concrete encasement, end of casings, and section of casing and carrier pipe
depicting the material and installation requirement if different from the approved plan.
Section 1506 Request for Inspections
The warranty period for all projects to be dedicated to the City of Richmond Hill for maintenance is
three (3) years. After a final inspection has been completed by the City’s Inspection Department and
all items approved the three (3) year warranty period will begin. After each year, the Developer’s
Engineer must submit to the City’s Planning and Zoning Director a written request to inspect the
project’s improvements dedicated to the City of Richmond Hill in order to obtain a release of that
portion from the instrument securing the warranty. Any deficiencies found at that time must be
corrected, inspected and approved by the City’s Inspections Department.
Section 1507 Recommendation for Acceptance
The Director of Planning and Zoning will provide to the City Council a report on any subdivision
improvements dedicated to the City. The report will indicate whether the work is acceptable. If the
work is acceptable to the City, the Director of Planning and Zoning will recommend that the warranty
be released. If the report indicates that the work is unacceptable, the City Engineer shall make an
estimate of the cost to make the work acceptable. The City Council will determine whether or not to
release the warranty.
Section 1508 Developer’s Certification of Non-Litigation
Prior to City acceptance of subdivision improvements for maintenance, the developer shall certify that
there are no pending or threatened actions of law that involve the subdivision improvements,
including any liens from contractors, sub-contractors, suppliers of material and equipment, and all
providers of labor or services associated with the subdivision improvements. If any such actions of
law or liens remain unresolved, the City will not accept the subdivision improvements for maintenance
until releases or waivers are provided.
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ARTICLE 16
LEGAL STATUS PROVISIONS
Section 1600 Interpretation
The regulations expressed in the Engineering Design Standards shall be considered as the minimum
provisions for the protection of the health, safety, economy, good order, appearance, convenience
and welfare of the general public.
Section 1601 Severability
Should any section or provision of the Engineering Design Standards be declared by a Court to be
unconstitutional or invalid, such declaration shall not affect the Engineering Standards as a whole, or
any other part thereof, other than the part so declared to be unconstitutional or invalid.
Section 1602 Effective Date
The Engineering Design Standards shall take effect on and after April 2, 2020.
Section 1603 Repeal of Conflicting Ordinances
All ordinances or parts of ordinances in conflict herewith are hereby repealed.
Section 1604 Conflicts
In the event of a conflict between a provision of the Engineering Standards and a provision of the
Subdivision Regulations, the provision in the Subdivision Regulations shall control.
Section 1605 Jurisdiction
The jurisdiction of the Engineering Standards shall be all the incorporated areas within the limits of
the City of Richmond Hill, Georgia and all infrastructure outside the incorporated areas that are to be
dedicated to the City of Richmond Hill.
Section 1606 Attachments
The Sample Engineering and Inspections Services letter, Sample Certification of Non-Litigation,
Sanitary and Storm Sewer Invert Elevation Certification, Design Engineer Improvements Certification
and the attached drawings and details are all made a part of the Engineering Standards by specific
reference. In the event of a conflict between the text of the Engineering Standards and any of such
drawings or details, the text shall control.
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SAMPLE ENGINEERING INSPECTION SERVICES LETTER
(On Engineer’s Letterhead)
City of Richmond Hill
Director of Planning and Zoning
P.O. Box 250
Richmond Hill, Georgia 31324
Re: (Name of Subdivision)
Dear Sir:
This letter shall certify that I have been retained by (name of the developer) to provide construction
inspection services for the referenced subdivision development. The scope of the inspection services
to be provided conforms with those stipulated in the Richmond Hill Engineering Design Standards.
Furthermore, I agree that if at any time prior to City acceptance of subdivision improvements in the
subdivision for maintenance, my construction inspection services are discontinued for any reason, I
will notify you in writing immediately.

Engineer: ____________________________
Print/Signature
Date: ________________

(GA P.E. Seal)

Developer/Owner: ___________________________
Print/Signature
Date: ________________
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SAMPLE CERTIFICATION OF NON-LITIGATION
CERTIFICATE OF NON-LITIGATION
I (We) hereby swear that there are no pending or threatened actions of law that will affect the
dedication of the subdivision improvements in the below named project to Richmond Hill. I (We)
further swear that all attorneys, engineers, surveyors, contractors, sub-contractors, material suppliers,
equipment suppliers, or other persons, firms or corporations retained for the purpose of designing,
planning and constructing the project have been paid in full.
Project Description:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Sworn to and subscribed
before me this _____ day
of _____________, _____.

_____________________
Notary Public

_________________________
Developer
_________________________
Engineer
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ARTICLE 17
Fats, Oils, and Grease Trap (FOG) Standard

Section 1700.Purpose.
The intent of this Fats, Oils, and Grease Trap (FOG) Standard is to aid in the prevention of sanitary
sewer blockages and obstructions from contributions and accumulation of fats, oils, and greases into
said sewer system from commercial establishments, particularly food preparation and serving
facilities. It should be noted that failure to comply with this Standard shall be considered violation of
the City Sewer Use Ordinance, subject to applicable penalties and /or denial or discontinuance of
water and/or sewer services.
Section 1701.Administration.
Except as otherwise provided herein; The City of Richmond Hill Planning, Zoning, and Building
Department shall administer, or other duly authorized representatives, or agents to implement and
enforce the provisions of this Article.
Section 1702.Definitions.
All terms used shall be interpreted in accordance with the definitions and abbreviations as set forth in
this Section, or in any other Section of this Article:
1.

“Public Works Department” the person designated by the City of Richmond Hill to supervise
the operation of the WWTP or his duly authorized representative or agent, and who is charged
with certain duties and responsibilities of this Article

2.

“CITY” City of Richmond Hill, Georgia.

3.

“Best Management Practices (BMP’s)” Schedules of activities, prohibitions of practices,
maintenance procedures, and other management practices to prevent or reduce the pollution
of waters of the State. Best Management practices include procedures and practices that
reduce the discharge of fats, Oils and Grease (FOG) to the building drain and ultimately to
City’s WWTP.

4.

“Change in Operations” Any change in the ownership, food types, or operational procedures
that have the potential to increase the amount of FOG generated and/or discharged by Food
Service Establishments in an amount that alone or collectively causes or creates a potential for
sanitary sewer overflow (SSO) to occur.

5.

“Collection Line or Sanitary Sewer Line” that portion of the conveyance, which collects and
transmits wastewater from the Users to the WWTP, excluding building service lines.

6.

“Commercial Establishments” Food Service Establishments or Institutions that produce
commercial and domestic wastewaters.
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7.

“Commercial Wastes”:
•
•

•

Non–toxic, non–hazardous
liquid wastewater from commercial
establishments; or
Grease interceptor contents generated by a commercial food operation
or institutional food preparation facility, including without limitation, fats,
grease, and food scraps; or
Any oil waste residue produced from vehicle maintenance or washing that
discharge to an oil– water separator or sand trap.

8.

“Commercial Waste Transporter Permit” is a permit issued by the Georgia FOG Alliance for
an individual tank truck or company.

9.

“Control Authority”: The City’s Public Work Inspection Department or his duly authorized
representative or agent

10.

“Cooking Establishments”: Those establishments primarily engaged in activities of
preparing, serving, or otherwise making available for consumption foodstuffs and that use one
or more of the following preparation activities: cooking by frying (all methods), baking (all
methods), grilling, sautéing, rotisserie cooking, broiling (all methods), boiling, blanching,
roasting, toasting, or poaching. Also included are infrared heating, searing, barbecuing, and
any other food preparation activity that produces a hot, non–drinkable food product in or on a
receptacle that requires washing.

11.

“Domestic Wastes or Wastewater”: (a) Wastewater from normal residential activities
including but not limited to Wastewater from kitchen, bath and Laundry facilities; (b)
Wastewater from personal sanitary conveniences (toilets, showers, bathtubs, fountains, non–
commercial sinks and similar structures) of commercial, industrial and institutional buildings,
provided that the wastewater exhibits characteristics that are similar to those of Wastewater
from normal residential activities; And (c) specifically excluded is wastewater from commercial,
industrial or institutional laundries or food preparation facilities.

12.

“Existing Food Service Establishments”: Any Food service Establishment, which is not a
New Food Service Establishment.

13.

“EPD”: The State of Georgia, Environmental Protection Division of the Department of Natural
Resources. “Fats, Oils, and Greases (FOG)” A semi–solid, viscous liquid organic polar
compound derived from animal and/or plant sources that contain multiple carbon chain
triglyceride molecules. These substances are detectable and measurable using analytical test
procedures established in 40 CFR 136, as may be amended from time to time. All are
sometimes referred to herein as "Grease" or "Greases".
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14.

“Food Service Establishments:” (FSE) A commercial facility engaged in preparing and /or
serving food for consumption by the public, including but not limited to a, bakery, butcher
shop, café (coffee shops/sandwich/grill facilities), cafeteria, catering service, care institution,
churches, club house/recreation centers, concession stands, correctional facility, Day
care/retirement facilities (which prepare food), deli/meat/seafood facilities, grill, grocery store,
hospital, hotel, ice cream shops, prison, restaurant, school, snack bar, or similar establishment
that discharges wastewater to the City of Richmond Hill WWTP System.

15.

“FOG” fats, oils, and grease.

16.

“FOG Separator” means a structure or device designed to collect and retain oils, grease, and
fatty substances usually found in kitchen or similar wastes.

17.

“Grease Waste Trap or Interceptor” A device for separating and retaining waterborne
Greases and Grease complexes prior to the wastewater exiting the trap and entering the City’s
sewer system. These devices also serve to collect settle able solids, generated by and from
food preparation activities, prior to the water exiting the trap and entering the sewer system.
Grease Traps and Interceptors are sometimes referred to herein as "Grease Waste
Interceptors".

18.

“Grease Waste Interceptor”: A tank that serves one or more fixtures and is remotely located.
Such Grease Waste Interceptors include, but are not limited to tanks that capture wastewater
from dishwashers, floor drains, pot and pan sinks and trenches. A Grease Waste Interceptor is
an outside, underground, multi–compartment tank that reduces the amount of FOG in
wastewater prior to discharging to the City’s sewer system. Inside Units are considered a
Grease Waste Trap.

19.

“Grease Waste Trap” A device designed to retain grease from one to a maximum of four
fixtures. A Grease Trap is not appropriate for use on heated water (e.g. dishwasher) or in–line
to a waste disposal unit (e.g. garbage disposal and grinders). A Grease Trap is a small, indoor
device. The size of which can be no less than Fifty (50) pounds grease retention with a flow
rate of Twenty– five (25) gallons per minute...

20.

“Hazardous Waste” Any solid or liquid waste that has been defined as a hazardous waste in
regulation promulgated by the State of Georgia or the US EPA.

21.

“Manifest” A receipt which is retained by the generator of wastes for disposing recyclable
wastes or liquid wastes as required by the State of Georgia EPD.

22.

“mg/l” milligrams per liter.

23.

“New Food Service Establishment” Any food service establishment for which (A) a contact
for construction or significant reconstruction has not been entered into prior to the effective
Date of this Ordinance; or (B) for which a property owner remodels a pre–existing building for a
food service establishment tenant and construction has not commenced prior to effective Date
of this Ordinance. Generally, significant reconstruction will be presumed to have taken place
where the capital cost of the new construction exceeds $10,000.
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24.

“Minimum Design Capability” The design features of a Grease Waste Interceptor that
ensures its ability to effectively intercept and retain Greases from grease–laden wastewaters
discharged to the City’s sewer system. The minimum size of a grease interceptor shall be 750
gallons.

25.

“Non–Cooking Establishments” Those establishments primarily engaged in the preparation
of precooked foodstuffs that do not practice any form of cooking. These include cold dairy and
frozen foodstuffs preparation and serving establishments.

26.

“Oil–water separator” a structure or device designed primarily to collect and retain oily
substances.

27.

“Originator” the owner or operator of the grease or FOG interceptor, grit trap, oil–water
separator, or sand trap from which commercial wastes are removed.

28.

“Permittee” A person who has received a permit to discharge wastewater into the City's
sewer facilities subject to the requirements and conditions established by the City.

29.

“Registration” acceptance by the Georgia EPD of a transporter.

30.

“Registered Commercial Waste Transporter” is a business/owner registered by the State of
Georgia, Environmental Protection Division and whose tank trucks are permitted by the
Georgia EPD.

31.

“Remodeling” A physical change or operational change causing generation of an amount of
FOG that exceeds the current amount of FOG discharged to the sewer system by the Food
Service Establishment in an amount that alone or collectively causes or creates a potential for
SSOs to occur; or exceeding a cost of $10,000 to a Food Service Establishment that requires
a building permit, and involves any one or combination of the following:
•
•
•
•

Under slab plumbing in the food processing area,
A 30% increase in the net public seating area,
A 30% increase in the size of the kitchen area, or
Any change in the size or type of food preparation equipment.

32.

“Sample Point” A location approved by the City, from which wastewater can be collected that
is representative in content and consistency of the entire flow of wastewater being sampled.

33.

“Sampling Facilities Structure(s)” provided at the user's expense for the City or user to
measure and record wastewater constituent mass, concentrations, collect a representative
sample, or provide access to plug or terminate the discharge.

34.

“Sanitary Sewer Overflow (“SSO”)” The unauthorized discharge of wastewater from the
City’s designated sewer collection and conveyance facilities.
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35.

“Sand or Grit Trap” a receptacle designed for the accumulation and removal of sand, grit,
rocks and other similar debris.

36.

“Septic Wastes” the residual material removed from a septic tank.

37.

“Transporter” any person or firm, which owns or operates one or more waste tank trucks that
receive or dispose of commercial waste in this state. Must have a Permit issued by Georgia
EPD as a Grease Waste Hauler.

38.

“Tank truck” any vehicle that removes and transports commercial wastes. Must have a
Permit issued by Georgia EPD as a Grease Waste Hauler.

39.

“Twenty–five percent (25%) Rule” Requirement for grease interceptors to be maintained
such that the combined FOG and solids accumulation does not exceed 25% of the design
hydraulic depth of the grease interceptor. This is to ensure that the minimum hydraulic
retention time and required available hydraulic volume is maintained to effectively intercept
and retain FOG discharged to the sewer system.

40.

“User”: Any person, including those located outside the jurisdictional limits of the City Limits
within the Bryan County, who contributes causes or permits the contribution or discharge of
wastewater into the City’s sewer system, including persons who contribute such wastewater
from mobile sources, such as those who discharge hauled septic tank waste or grease waste.

41.

“Waste hauler” Any person licensed to carry on or engage in vehicular transport of waste as
part of, or incidental to, any business for that purpose.

42.

“Waste Minimization Practices” Plans or programs intended to reduce or eliminate
discharges to the sewer system or to conserve water, including, but not limited to, product
substitutions, housekeeping practices, inventory control, employee education, and other steps
as necessary to minimize wastewater produced.

43.

“Wastewater” The liquid and water–carried Commercial, Industrial or Domestic Wastes and
Pollutants from dwellings, commercial buildings, industrial facilities and institutions, including
hauled liquid waste, groundwater, surface water and storm water that may be present, whether
treated or untreated.

44.

“Wastewater Treatment Plant” a treatment works facility, which is owned by City of
Richmond Hill. This definition includes any devices or systems used in the collection, storage,
treatment, recycling and reclamation of sewage, industrial or commercial wastes of liquid
nature and any conveyances which convey wastewater to a treatment plant.
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Section 1703.GENERAL REQUIRMENTS, LIMITATIONS, AND PROHIBITIONS (“FOG”)
DISCHARGES.
1. FOG DISCHARGE REQUIREMENT
No Food Service Establishment shall discharge or cause to be discharged into the sewer system
FOG that exceeds a concentration level adopted by the City or that may accumulate and/or cause or
contribute to blockages in the sewer system or at the sewer system lateral which connects the Food
Service Establishment to the sewer system.
2. PROHIBITIONS
The following prohibitions shall apply to all Food Service Establishments:
A. Introduction of any additives into a Food Service Establishment's wastewater system for the
purpose of emulsifying FOG or biologically/chemically treating FOG for grease remediation or as a
supplement to interceptor maintenance, unless a specific written authorization from the City is
obtained.
B. Disposal of waste cooking oil into drainage pipes is prohibited. All waste cooking oils shall be
collected and stored properly in receptacles such as barrels or drums for recycling or other
acceptable methods of disposal.
C. Discharge of wastewater with temperatures in excess of 140°F to any grease control device,
including grease traps and grease interceptors, is prohibited.
D. Discharge of wastes from toilets, urinals, wash basins, and other fixtures containing fecal materials
to sewer lines intended for grease interceptor service, or vice versa, is prohibited.
E. Discharge of any waste including FOG and solid materials removed from the grease control device
to the sewer system is prohibited. Grease removed from grease interceptors shall be waste hauled
periodically as part of the operation and maintenance requirements for grease interceptors.
F. Operation of grease interceptors with FOG and solids accumulation exceeding 25% of the total
operating depth of the grease interceptor (25% Rule)
G. Discharge of any waste including FOG and solid materials removed from floor mats and/or kitchen
appliances directly to the sewer system is prohibited.
3. FOG WASTEWATER DISCHARGE PERMIT REQUIRED
No person shall discharge, or cause to be discharged any wastewater from Food Service
Establishments directly or indirectly into the sewer system without first obtaining a FOG Wastewater
Discharge Permit pursuant to these Regulations.
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4. KITCHEN BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES REQUIRED
Best Management Practices are practices that a food service facility operator or anyone who cooks or
prepares food can utilize to minimize that amount of grease being discharged from their business.
The following Best Management Practices (BMPs) for Food and Beverage Establishments are
provided to the owners/managers of businesses to assist them in developing procedures and/or
practices which effectively reduce the discharge of Fats, Oils and Grease from their wastewater
discharge. Maintenance Instructions:
A. Bail out any water in the trap to facilitate cleaning. The water should be discharged to the
wastewater collection system.
B. Remove baffles if possible.
C. Dip the accumulated grease out of the trap and place in a watertight container.
D. Scrape the sides, lid, and the baffles with a putty knife to remove as much of the grease and solids
as possible. Deposit the waste material in a watertight container.
E. Contact a hauler or recycler for grease pick-up or dispose of through solid waste procedures.
F. Replace the baffles and lid.
G. Record maintenance in maintenance log and include the following:
• Date of maintenance
• Person performing maintenance
• Estimated volume of grease removed
• Disposal location
• Manager’s signature or initials for verification

5. FOG PRETREATMENT REQUIRMENT
Food Service Establishments are required to install, operate and maintain an approved type and
adequately sized grease interceptor necessary to maintain compliance with the objectives of these
Regulations. The grease interceptor shall be adequate to separate and remove FOG contained in
wastewater discharges from Food Service Establishments prior to discharge to the sewer system.
Fixtures, equipment, and drain lines located in the food preparation and clean up areas of Food
Service Establishments that are sources of FOG discharges shall be connected to the grease
interceptor. Compliance shall be established as follows:
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A. New Construction of Food Service Establishments
New construction of Food Service Establishments, including remodels or tenant improvements that
change the classification of an establishment to a Food Service Establishment, shall include and
install grease interceptors prior to commencing discharges of wastewater to the sewer system.
Permit Acquisition Process:
• Project owner name
• Proposed facility name
• Project location
• Project design (sealed by PE)
• Plumbing equipment schedule
• Plumbing plan layout
• Isometric plumbing layout
• Kitchen equipment schedule
• Kitchen equipment layout
• Grease interceptor sizing spreadsheet summary (sink types, dimensions, sink drain pipe size)
• Grease interceptor location (proximity to kitchen, service, potential odors)
• Grease interceptor detail and size
• Grease interceptor construction material type
• Grease interceptor traffic rating (If subject to vehicular traffic)
• Inlet and outlet sanitary tee design detail
• Grease interceptor sample vault detail
• Additional information as needed by reviewer
B. Existing Food Service Establishments
i. Existing Food Service Establishments, which have caused or contributed to a grease–related
blockage in the sewer system, or which have been determined to contribute significant FOG to the
sewer system by the Public Work Director of Wastewater based on inspection or sampling, shall be
deemed to have reasonable potential to adversely impact the sewer system, and shall install grease
interceptors within 180 days upon notification by the City.
ii. Existing Food Service Establishments or Food Service Establishments that change ownership, that
undergo remodeling or a change in operations as defined in of the definitions section of these
regulations, shall be required to install a grease interceptor. Permit Acquisition Process:
• Project owner name
• Proposed facility name
• Project location
• Project design (sealed by PE)
• Plumbing equipment schedule
• Plumbing plan layout
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• Isometric plumbing layout
• Kitchen equipment schedule
• Kitchen equipment layout
• Grease trap manufacturers spec sheet with make, model, design
• Grease interceptor location (proximity to kitchen, service, potential odors)
• Type of installation (on-floor, in-floor, under-sink, exterior)
• Grease interceptor traffic rating (If subject to vehicular traffic)
• Type of fixture connection (direct, in-direct)
• Additional information as needed by reviewer
6. Commercial Properties
Property owners of commercial properties containing multiple tenants on a single parcel, or their
official designee(s), shall be responsible for the installation and maintenance of the grease interceptor
serving multiple or individual Tenants. Property owners of commercial properties shall be responsible
for all aspects of compliance with these Regulations.
Permits issued to Food Service Establishments (FSEs) that do not have an individual water meter
shall also be issued to the property owner and property Management Company as co– permittees.
Any subsequent enforcement actions that may be necessary to ensure compliance with these
Regulations will be prosecuted jointly against the FSE and the property owner.
7. GREASE WASTE INTERCEPTOR INSTALLATION
A. Design:
i. The minimum acceptable volume of a grease waste interceptor shall not be less than seven
hundred and fifty (750) gallons (with dishwasher 1000 gallons). The maximum individual size shall be
Twenty–five Hundred (2500) gallons, a series of grease waste interceptors may be necessary for
larger grease waste interceptors’ capacities greater than Twenty–Five Hundred (2500) gallons.
ii. The minimum acceptable volume of a grease waste trap shall not be less that the minimum
required by the current adopted International Plumbing Code. The formula, from the Ga. Department
of Human Resources Division of Public Health’s Manual for On-Site Sewage Management Systems
may also be used in design and sizing. The more stringent is required.
B. Sizing:
Sizing calculations can be performed using the attached sheets or based on DFU’s present in the
facility. DFU’s estimation tables are found in Appendix A.
i. Check for size of interceptor based on DFU’s present in the facility. DFU’s estimation tables are
found in Appendix B
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ii. Based on the size, identify Internal or External to accommodate vacuum truck for cleaning out
grease in the interceptors.
iii. To complete the design calculations based on the attached sheets, FSE layout/proposals may
include any of the following, but are not limited to: Total number and Dimensions (inches)
• 1, 2, 3-compartment sinks and drain size
• Utility sinks
• Grease contributing equipment (rotisserie, Chinese stove, tilt kettles, etc.)
Discharge flow rate (gallons per minute) per manufacturer specifications
• Dishwashers
• Pre-rinse sinks and drain size (faucet supply flow rate)
• Prep sinks and drain size (faucet supply flow rate)
• Can Wash/Mop sink hose bibs (faucet supply flow rate)
• Garbage disposals/Food Waste Grinders/Pulpers (water supply flow rate)
• Exhaust Hood(s) (self-cleaning, water supply flow rate)
• Kitchen floor surface area - square footage (sum of cooking food prep, serving, and
dishwashing areas)
C. Existing Food Service Facilities
i. Existing food service facilities that do not have a grease waste interceptor and the city determines
that they are causing a problem with grease will be required to install properly sized interceptor(s) in
accordance with the City of Richmond Hill’s Design Details and the plumbing provisions of the
current, adopted, International Plumbing Code (IPC). Plumbing connections shall be modified to
accommodate the grease waste interceptor.
ii. Existing food service facilities that have a grease waste interceptor and the city determines that
they are causing a problem with grease will be required to upgrade or replace the existing grease
waste interceptor in accordance with the City of Richmond Hill’s Design Details. This shall be done
within a Schedule approved by the City.
iii. Food service establishments whose operations cause or allow excessive fats, oils, and grease to
discharge or accumulate in the sanitary sewer collection system shall be liable to the City of
Richmond Hill for all costs related to department service calls for line blockages, line cleanings, line
and pump repairs, etc., including all labor, materials, equipment, and overhead costs. Failure to pay
all service–related charges shall be grounds for discontinuance of water and/or sewer service.
D. New food service facilities.
All new grease waste interceptors installed at food service facilities shall be of the type and capacity
required by the City.
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E. Grease Waste Interceptors
Grease Waste Interceptors shall be installed by Users as required by the City. Grease Waste
Interceptors shall be installed at the User's expense, when such User operates a Cooking
Establishment. Grease Waste Interceptors may also be required in non–cooking or cold dairy and
frozen foodstuffs establishments and other institutions or commercial establishments when they are
deemed necessary by the City for the proper handling of liquid wastes containing Grease. No User
shall allow wastewater discharge concentration from subject Grease Waste Interceptor to exceed 100
milligrams per liter. All Grease Waste Interceptors shall be of a type, design, and capacity approved
by The City and shall be readily and easily accessible for User cleaning and City inspection. All such
Grease Waste Interceptors shall be serviced and emptied of accumulated waste content as required
in order to maintain Minimum Design Capability or effective Volume of the Grease Waste Interceptor,
but not less often than every ninety (90) days. Users who are required to pass water through a
Grease Waste Interceptor shall:
1. Provide for a minimum hydraulic retention time of sixty (60) minutes at actual peak flow or one
hundred and twenty (120) minutes at the calculated theoretical peak flow rate as predicted by the
EPA Model 2 fixture criteria, between the influent and effluent baffles.
2. Wastewaters from food waste grinders or garbage disposal units should not be discharged to
grease waste traps or interceptors, as the high solids loadings can upset grease waste trap’s or
interceptor’s performance and greatly increase both solids accumulations and the need for frequent
pump–out.
3. Dishwasher water or hot water heater Temperatures cannot exceed 140o F (60o C) per the state of
Georgia Plumbing Code Section 803.1.
4. Remove any accumulated Grease cap and sludge pocket as required, but at intervals of no longer
than ninety (90) days at the Users expense. Grease Waste Interceptors shall be kept free of inorganic
solid materials such as grit, rocks, gravel, sand, eating utensils, cigarettes, shells, towels, rags, etc.,
which could settle into the Sludge pocket and thereby reduce the effective volume of the Grease
Waste Interceptor.
5. No skimmed or pumped wastes or other materials removed from Grease Waste Interceptor can be
treated in any fashion onsite and reintroduced back into the Grease Waste Interceptor. The User shall
be responsible for the attainment of established Grease numerical limit of 100 mg/l on all Discharges
of wastewater from said Grease Waste Interceptor into the City sewer system.
6. Operate the Grease Waste Interceptor in a manner so as to maintain said device such that
attainment of the grease limit is consistently achieved. "Consistent" shall mean any wastewater
sample taken from said Grease Waste Interceptor discharge shall be subject to terms of numerical
limit attainment. If an establishment desires, because of documented space constraints, approval of
an alternate to an out–of–building Grease Waste Interceptor may be requested. The request for an
alternative location shall contain the following information:
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i. Location of City sewer main and easement in relation to available exterior space outside
building. Document space is not available between building and sewer line
ii. Show Existing plumbing at or in a site that uses common plumbing for all services at that site.
7. Obtain written approval from the City prior to the use of biological additives as a Grease
degradation agent. Any establishment using this method of grease abatement shall maintain the trap
or interceptor in such a manner that attainment of the grease discharge limit, as measured from the
trap's outlet, is consistently achieved.
8. Obtain written approval from the City prior to the use of automatic Grease removal systems. Any
establishment using this equipment shall operate the system in such a manner that attainment of the
Grease wastewater discharge limit, as measured from the unit's outlet, is consistently achieved.
9. Provide access manholes, with a minimum diameter of 24 inches, over each chamber and sanitary
tee. The access manholes shall extend at least to finished grade and be designed and maintained to
prevent water inflow or infiltration. The manholes shall also have readily removable covers to facilitate
inspection, Grease removal, and wastewater sampling activities.
10. Not allowed: Non–grease or restroom laden sources will not be connected to sewer lines intended
for Grease Waste Interceptor service.
8. FOG WASTEWATER DISCHARGE PERMITS FOR FOOD SERVICE ESTABLISHMENTS
A. FOG WASTEWATER DISCHARGE PERMIT REQUIRED
1. Food Service Establishments proposing to discharge or currently discharging wastewater into the
City’s sewer system shall obtain a FOG Wastewater Discharge Permit from the Planning, Zoning, and
Building Department.
2. FOG Wastewater Discharge Permits shall be expressly subject to all provisions of these
Regulations and all other regulations, charges for use, and fees established by the City. The
conditions of FOG Wastewater Discharge Permits shall be enforced by the City in accordance with
these Regulations and applicable State and Federal Regulations.
B. FOG WASTEWATER DISCHARGE PERMIT APPLICATION
1. Any FSE required to obtain a FOG Wastewater Discharge Permit shall complete and file with the
City prior to commencing or continuing discharges, an application in a form prescribed by the City
Planning, Zoning, and Building Department. The applicable fees shall accompany this application.
The applicant shall submit, in units and terms appropriate for evaluation, the following information at a
minimum:
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• Name, address, telephone number, assessor’s parcel number(s), description of the Food
Service Establishment, operation, cuisine, service activities, or clients using the applicant’s
services.
• (Whichever is applicable) Name, address and telephone number of any and all
principals/owners/major shareholders of the Food Service Establishment; Articles of
Incorporation; most recent Report of the Secretary of State; Business License.
• Name, address and telephone number of property owner or leaser and the property
manager where the Food Service Establishment is located.
• Any other information as specified in the application form.
2. Applicants may be required to submit site plans, floor plans, mechanical and plumbing plans, and
details to show all sewers, FOG control devices, grease interceptor or other pretreatment equipment
and appurtenances by size, location, and elevation for evaluation.
3. Other information related to the applicant's business operations and potential discharge may be
requested to properly evaluate the permit application.
4. After evaluation of the data furnished, the City may issue a FOG Wastewater Discharge Permit,
subject to terms and conditions set forth in these Regulations and as otherwise determined by the
Planning, Zoning, and Building Director.
C. FOG WASTEWATER DISCHARGE PERMIT CONDITIONS
The issuance of a FOG Wastewater Discharge Permit may contain any of the following conditions or
limits:
1. Limits on discharge of FOG and other priority pollutants.
2. Requirements for proper operation and maintenance of grease interceptors and other grease
control devices.
3. Grease interceptor maintenance frequency and schedule.
4. Requirements for implementation of Kitchen Best Management Practices and installation of
adequate grease interceptor and/or grease control device.
5. Requirements for maintaining and reporting status of Kitchen Best Management Practices
6. Requirements for maintaining and submitting logs and records, including waste hauling records
and waste manifests.
7. Requirements to self–monitor.
8. Requirements for the Food Service Establishment to construct, operate and maintain, at its own
expense, FOG control device and sampling facilities.
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9. Additional requirements as otherwise determined to be reasonably appropriate by the Planning,
Zoning, and Building Director to protect the City’s sewer system.
10. Other terms and
with these Regulations.

conditions, which may be reasonably applicable to ensure compliance

D. FOG WASTEWATER DISCHARGE PERMIT FEE
Fees for permits are established by the city council and may be revised from time to time. The
schedule of fees is contained in the city revenue ordinance.
E. NON–TRANSFERABILITY OF PERMITS
FOG Wastewater Discharge Permits issued under these Regulations are for a Specific Food Service
Establishment, for a specific operation and create no vested rights.
1. No permit holder shall assign, transfer, or sell any FOG Wastewater Discharge Permit issued
under these Regulations nor use any such permit for or on any premises or for facilities or operations
or discharges not expressly encompassed within the underlying permit.
2. Any permit that is transferred to a new owner or operator or to a new facility is void.
9. FACILITIESREQUIREMENTS
A. DRAWING SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS Upon request by the City:
1. Food Service Establishments will be required to submit a minimum of four copies of facility site
plans, mechanical and plumbing plans, and details to show all sewer locations and connections. The
submittal shall be in a form and content acceptable to the City for review of existing or proposed
grease control devices, grease interceptor, monitoring facilities, metering facilities, and operating
procedures. The review of the plans and procedures shall in no way relieve the Food Service
Establishments of the responsibility of modifying the facilities or procedures in the future, as
necessary to produce an acceptable discharge, and to meet the requirements of these Regulations or
any requirements of other Regulatory Agencies.
2. Applicants will be required to submit site plans, floor plans, mechanical and plumbing plans, and
details to show all sewers, FOG control devices, grease interceptor or other pretreatment equipment
and appurtenances by size, location, and elevation.
3. Food Service Establishments may be required to submit a schematic drawing of the FOG control
device, grease interceptor or other pretreatment equipment, piping and instrumentation diagram, and
wastewater characterization report.
4. The City requires the drawings be prepared by a Georgia Registered Civil, Chemical, Mechanical,
or Electrical Engineer.
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10. Construction Features
A. All grease waste interceptors
All grease waste interceptors or grease and heavy solids shall so be designed and located as to be
readily accessible for cleaning. Grease waste interceptors shall be constructed in accordance with the
design specifications contained herein, shall be approved by the City Planning, Zoning, and Building
Department.
B. Construction of Interceptor.
Each interceptor shall be prefabricated or field fabricated and have at the minimum one baffle that
shall extend the full width of the interceptor, extending from the bottom to within six (6) inches of the
top. The baffle shall have an inverted long radius elbow fitting or other approved means equivalent in
size to the inlet piping but in no case less than four (4) inches in size installed in the inlet
compartment side of the baffle with the fitting placed twelve (12) inches above the bottom of the
interceptor. Minimum depth of the liquid shall be forty–two (42) inches. There shall be a minimum of
two manholes with covers that are gas–tight in construction having a minimum opening of twenty–four
(24) inches in diameter (one over the inlet and one over the outlet) to provide access for cleaning and
inspection of all fixtures and compartments of the grease waste interceptor. A minimum of one
manhole every ten (10) Feet of grease waste interceptor length; Additional manhole shall be required
for each additional ten (10) feet in length. The grease waste interceptor shall be located at least
twenty–five (25) feet from the last appliance connected to the grease line within the building. In traffic
areas, the grease waste interceptor shall be designed to have adequate reinforcement and cover
(including piping) meeting HS–20 traffic loading specifications. Grease Waste Interceptors in traffic
areas require concrete driving surface over piping with structural backfill around piping. Reference:
Grease Waste Interceptor Standard Detail including size shall be shown on the approved construction
plans.
C. Inlet and outlet piping.
The inlet and outlet piping shall have a two– way cleanout tee installed and leveled. The tee and pipe
shall be no less than four (4) inches in diameter. The tee shall be installed with the run in the vertical
orientation. Inlet piping shall enter at two–and–one– half (2 1/2) inches above the invert of the outlet
piping. Inlet piping shall extend to twenty–four (24) inches below the water level of the interceptor.
The outlet pipe shall extend to thirty–six (36) inches below the water level of the interceptor.
D. Venting of grease waste interceptors
Each grease waste interceptor shall be vented where subject to a loss of trap seal. The Grease
Waste Interceptor shall be designed so that it will not become air bound if a closed cover is used. The
Grease Waste Interceptor and discharge line shall each be vented and the vents shall not be tied
together less than forty–two (42) inches above the tank lid elevation
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E. Access and maintenance of grease waste interceptors.
Access shall be provided to each grease waste interceptor for service and maintenance by a
minimum of two manholes with covers having a minimum opening of twenty–four (24) inches in
diameter (one over the inlet and one over the outlet) to provide access for cleaning and inspection of
all fixtures and compartments of the grease waste interceptor. Grease waste interceptors shall be
maintained by periodic removal of accumulated grease, scum, oil, or other floating substances and
solids deposited in the grease waste interceptor.
11. Grease Waste Trap and Interceptor Operation and Maintenance.
A. All Food service facilities
All Food service facilities with grease waste traps or interceptors having a greater than 100–gallon
capacity are required to utilize a grease waste hauler permitted by the State of Georgia EPD to pump
grease waste from the grease waste trap or interceptor. Any discharge, overflow or spill that leaves
the confines of the grease interceptor and or sanitary sewer as a result of improper maintenance shall
be classified as a “pass through” and shall result in a violation, subject to appropriate penalties until
such a time that the situation has been corrected and cleanup process is underway.
B. Grease waste interceptor cleaning
Grease waste interceptor cleaning and maintenance shall include pumping the grease waste
interceptor empty at a minimum every 90 days, and cleaning the side walls, baffle walls, cross–pipes
and inlet and outlet pipes. Internal piping shall be immediately restored to their original design
configuration should any damage occur. Covers on inlet and exit pipes shall be installed. If multiple
grease waste interceptors are installed, all traps in the series must be pumped according to the
maintenance schedule.
C. No emulsifiers, grease cutters or other chemicals
No emulsifiers, grease cutters or other chemicals, which could cause grease to pass through the
grease waste interceptor, may be used in the maintenance of a grease waste interceptor or its drain
lines. A live bacterial product, which does not contain any enzymes, surfactants, emulsifiers, or
substances that act as solvents for fat and does not affect the wastewater collection system may be
used in the cleaning and maintenance, upon approval by the City based on formulation and
operational criteria such as material safety data sheets.
D. Grease waste interceptors must be pumped
Grease waste interceptors must be pumped out completely and left empty. Decanting or pump and
return of grease waste are prohibited.
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E. In–ground grease waste interceptors shall be pumped
In–ground grease waste interceptors shall be pumped at a frequency that maintains a grease and oil
layer of less than ten (10) inches on top of the grease waste interceptor and a solids layer of less than
eight (8) inches on bottom of the grease waste interceptor. The measurement point for determination
of the grease and solids layer shall be adjacent to the outlet pipe. The Grease Interceptor shall be
pumped a minimum of every 90 days.
F. Under–sink grease waste traps shall be cleaned
Under–sink grease waste traps shall be cleaned at a minimum of once per week monitored by the
food service facility daily, or more often as necessary to prevent pass–through of grease and other
food solids into the wastewater collection system. Removal of grease waste and sediments is
required when operational capacity is reduced to 80% or less. This is calculated by the volume of the
top (grease) layer added to the volume of the bottom (sediment) layer, the sum of the layers are
divided by the total operational volume – [(Top inches + Bottom inches)/ total operational inches].
G. The food service facility shall be responsible for
The food service facility shall be responsible for opening access covers or manhole covers to the
grease waste interceptor for inspection by The City.
H. The grease waste interceptor area and monitoring facilities shall
The grease waste interceptor area and monitoring facilities shall be maintained safe, clear of debris,
and accessible at all times for observation, inspection, sample collection and flow measurement of
the food service facility’s discharge to the wastewater collection system.
I. Manholes
Manholes shall be maintained at least to finish grade and will be maintained to prevent inflow.
12. Record Keeping
A. Pumpage
Pumpage from a grease waste interceptor shall be tracked by the State of Georgia EPD‟s approved
manifest that confirms pumping, hauling and disposal of waste. The manifest shall contain the
following information:
i. Grease waste interceptor information:
• Interceptor capacity
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ii. Grease waste hauler information:
• Volume pumped in gallons
• Georgia EPD FOG Permit Number
• Date and time of pumping
• Truck decal & permit number issued by Bryan County Health Department
iii. Destination information disposal site or facilities:
• Volume received/treated
• Driver name
• Signature of operator verifying disposal site and facility information
• Signature of operator at Disposal site, number of gallons, date and time of disposal
B. A log of pumping and maintenance activities shall
A log of pumping and maintenance activities shall be maintained by the food service facility manager
for the previous 3 years. The log of pumping activities shall be posted in a conspicuous location for
immediate access by the City’s personnel. The log shall include:
• date, time
• maintenance performed or volume pumped
• grease waste hauler's name
• name of person performing the maintenance (hauler, plumber or vendor)
• State of Georgia EPD FOG Disposal Permit Number and the Bryan County Health
Department’s decal number of Company performing all applicable work to the interceptor
or associated plumbing.
• Name, license number and grease waste hauler's signature.
13. Other Types of Interceptors and Sizing Requirements
A. Laundries
Typical applications include commercial/institutional Laundromats and dry–cleaners. The waste
discharge from these facilities usually contains high quantities of lint, silt, dissolved and suspended
solids, as well as detergents. A lint interceptor is commonly referred to as a “lint trap”, typically
located outside of the building and buried below grade. The principal advantage is the cooling effect
obtained by the earth. The buried interceptor is typically constructed of precast concrete, providing
years of continuous service. The interceptor contains several compartments where the lint will
coagulate and float to the surface and heavier solids will sink to the bottom. The discharging effluent
comprises of the clearer water between these layers. Inlet and outlet piping shall be a minimum of
four (4”) inches or the size of the building sewer whichever is greater. In traffic areas, the trap shall be
designed to have adequate reinforcement and cover (including piping), meeting HS–20 traffic loading
specifications. Lint traps in traffic areas require a concrete driving surface over piping with structural
backfill around piping.
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Maintenance. The lint interceptor should be cleaned (or pumped out) routinely to prevent the escape
of appreciable quantities of grease. Cleaning should be performed when the interceptor is at 75% of
lint/silt retention. The frequency of cleaning at any given installation will vary depending on use.
Pumping frequencies for Laundromats usually range from once a month, to once every six months.
Sizing criteria. The different variables include: number of washing machines, wastewater flow rate,
wastewater detention time, and storage factor and detention time.
Commercial laundries, laundromats, and dry–cleaners shall be equipped with an interceptor in order
to reduce the quantity of lint and silt that enters the collection system. The system must be of
adequate size and design to allow for cool–down of wastewater so that separation can be more
readily achieved. In addition, the interceptor must be “equipped with a wire basket or similar device,
removable for cleaning, which prevents passage into the drainage system of solids 0.5 inch (12.7
mm) or larger in size, string, rags, buttons or other materials detrimental to the public sewerage
system”. (1003.6 International Plumbing Code 2003).
Sizing must be in accordance with guidance found in the Uniform Plumbing Code (UPC), Appendix H
which uses the following formula:
(TGC) x (CPH) x (RT) x (ST) = Size of Lint Interceptor (gallons)
Where:
TGC = Total Gallons per Cycle CPH = Cycles per hour RT = Retention time
2.5 for Institutional Laundry
2.0 for Standard Commercial Laundry
1.5 Light Commercial Laundry
ST = Storage Factor, based on hours of operation;
1.0 for 8 hours of operation
1.5 for 12 or more hours
Currently, no effluent sample well is required for small commercial laundries. However, large and/or
industrial laundries may be subject to Federal Pretreatment regulations.
B. Car Washes
For commercial car washes, separators shall have a minimum capacity of 1000 gallons for the first
bay, with an additional 500 gallons of capacity for each additional bay.
Wash racks must be constructed to eliminate or minimize the impact of run–off from rain/storm
events. Minimum requirements are roofed structures with at least two walls and appropriate grading
to prevent storm water infiltration into the sanitary sewer. An effluent sampling well shall be required.
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C. Automotive Repair Facilities (Garages and Service Stations)
Automotive repair shops which include a floor drain in its areas of operation shall be required to
design, install and maintain a grit trap/oil separator, with a minimum capacity of 50 gallons for the first
100 square feet of area to be drained, plus 1 cu. ft (7.5 gals) for each additional 100 sq. foot of area
to be drained into the separator.
An effluent sampling well shall be required.
14. Enforcement
Enforcement of this Article shall be in accordance with the provisions of the most current City of
Richmond Hill FOG Standard. Failure to comply with this Standard may be grounds for penalty
imposition and/or discontinuance of service. Additionally, failure to comply may result in notification to
the County Health department for request of enforcement action which may lead to revocation of food
service permits.
Section 1704. Fats, Oils, and Grease Trap Standard Forms, Documents and Details
(1) Grease Trap GT1
(2) Application to Install Grease Interceptor GT2
(3) DFU Estimation for a Facility Based on Fixtures

GT3

(4) Gravity Grease Interceptor Sizing Based on DFU’s and Drainage Fixture Units Based on
Intermittent Flow GT4
(5) Liquid Waste Hauler Manifest

GT5

(6) Grease Interceptor Maintenance Record

GT6

(7) FOG Inspection GT7
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APPENDIX A
ENGINEERING DETAILS
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